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LCN Overhead Concealed Door Closers

are well known for a variety of qualities: They look great. They control doors efficiently. They are easily and permanently adjusted for two closing speeds and cushioning of the opening swing. Their basic excellence assures maximum control with minimum service which means—lowest long-run cost. Write LCN Closers, Princeton, Illinois 61356.

For more data, circle 2 on inquiry card
Light in Weight, Esthetically Appealing, Corrosion Resistant, Heat Resistant, Shock Resistant, Easy to Install, Readily Available, and LOW IN COST. Why install anything but DURCON when it comes to chemical laboratory sinks?

THE DURIRON COMPANY, INC. DAYTON, OHIO

For more data, circle 3 on inquiry card
With styled area lighting, the only thing better than the evening performance is the matinee

The only time you really see outdoor luminaires is in the daytime. They surround your building, so they also create one of the first impressions. Sometimes that first impression can be pretty dreadful. “Gas-station” lighting hardware can turn off all the effects you've worked for in your building design.

Styled area lighting sets the stage for your whole plan—night and day. For attractive high-level illumination, the Styled Mercury units illustrated can provide from 250 to 4000 watts of controlled lighting on each pole. Metal additive or ceramic discharge lamps can be used for a variety of IES lighting patterns. And all day long, their clean, modern design adds full-time architectural character to your roadways and parking areas.

We believe that outdoor lighting should contribute to good overall design, and we'd like to work with you to fully exploit lighting design possibilities in your next project. As a start, write for “Ideas in Lighting” specification and application guide which shows the complete line in several styles. We're also in Sweet's. Or contact your authorized McGraw-Edison distributor, or your local McGraw-Edison sales engineer. McGraw-Edison Power Systems Division (formerly Line Material Industries and Pennsylvania Transformer), Box 440, Canonsburg, Penna. 15317. In Canada, McGraw-Edison Power Systems Division, Scarborough, Ont.
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141 ORDERED OPENNESS FOR CORPORATE OFFICES
Impeccable detailing and a controlling but responsive approach to the organization of open office space keynote the design, by Skidmore, Owings & Merrill’s Chicago office with the London firm of York Rosenberg Mardall, of administrative headquarters for an English pharmaceutical company.

149 SOME THOUGHTS ON STARTING YOUR OWN OFFICE
An article by Earl R. Flansburgh, founder of the five-year-old firm of Earl R. Flansburgh and Associates, in which he tells how he established his unusually successful practice, and advises young architects how to go on their own. The article is illustrated by five schools designed by the firm.

161 A NEW VISION OF “THE CITY OF MAN”
Architect Benjamin Thompson, in the third article of the Issues in Architecture series, argues that visual squalor leads to social disorder, and calls architects to design toward cities that dignify the lives of all men.

165 GARAGES ON CITY STREETS
These four parking structures suggest that off-street storage of automobiles can be done in structures that contribute strong and handsome design elements to city streets.

173 AN EXPANSIBLE HOUSE AND A CIRCULAR HOUSE
Fine detailing of good materials characterizes the two houses shown, though each is based on a radically different design concept. Architects are Maurice Finegold and Richard Foster.
OFFICE BUILDINGS

TALL OFFICE BUILDINGS: THE PROCESS OF DEVELOPMENT
A planning agency may apply its considerable legal powers to insure that any new building include amenities which improve the city. An office building may have to be designed to conform to the needs of a specialized tenant. And the requirement of a client may evolve into an innovative and exciting tower form.

A CITY HAS THE POWER TO CHANGE OLD PATTERNS
55 Water Street Building, New York
Architects: Emery Roth & Sons

OFFICE INTERIORS FOR A TENANT’S SPECIAL NEEDS
McGraw-Hill Building, New York City
Architects: Harrison & Abramovitz & Harris
Architects for McGraw-Hill interiors: The Office of Alfred Easton Poor

THE EVOLUTION OF A FORM TO MEET THE PROGRAM
First National Bank of Chicago
Architects: C. F. Murphy Associates and The Perkins & Will Partnership

SPECIAL REPORT: THE SYSTEMS APPROACH TO AIR CONDITIONING
The systems approach to building is here to stay, and—with its emphasis on modularity—this approach can pay some of the biggest dividends. In this second in a continuing series on systems, editor Robert E. Fischer and consultant F. J. Walsh spell out how the technique is likely to affect the industry. The next article predicts how the air-conditioning sub-system will have to change.
COMING IN THE RECORD

A NEW CAPITOL FOR A NEW STATE

Featured next month will be the new capitol of the newest state in the union, Hawaii, for which a joint venture of John Carl Warnecke & Associates and Belt, Lemmon & Lo were architects. Dedicated last month with appropriately colorful ceremonies, the new and beautiful building reflects in its design both the unique blend of cultures in the island state and its growing role in the contemporary world.

CURRENT TRENDS IN COLLEGE PLANNING

 Colleges and universities face the prospect of greatly increased student populations and of a diminishing amount of land available for development. The April Building Types Study will focus on recent examples of this increasingly dense planning and will include also a look at the impact of advanced technological teaching equipment on lecture halls.
Our Rocky Point carpet.
It can stand up to any kid in school.

We learned one thing quick about making carpets for schools. You have to be firm with kids.
Because when you total up all the slop and goo (and even the normal wear and tear), you find that kids can be a pretty formidable enemy of clean, fresh carpeting.
We started the battle with nylon. Specially engineered round, cross-section nylon from Allied Chemical.
It's the same material used in flak vests and combat uniforms. Fabrics just don't come any tougher.
Another advantage of nylon is that it resists damage from oil and many other chemicals. It also resists crushing and abrasion. But while nylon itself is hard as nails, our Rocky Point carpet is nice and soft.
A miracle? No, just a common sense combination of nylon and our own modest genius.
We did work hard to achieve it, though, because softness is so important to soundproofing. (And if you've ever stood in a hard-surface corridor during recess and heard that thundering clackety-clack, you know what soundproofing means.)
Rocky Point carpeting comes with the A.C.E. label guaranteeing surface wear for three years.
And it comes with this assurance from us: when we make a carpet for kids, we don't kid around.

WALTER CARPET MILLS
A Component of Ludlow Corporation
P.O. Box 1252, City of Industry, California 91747

"The right carpets for the right people."

For more data, circle 6 on inquiry card
The Secret of the Masters is in every can of PRATT & LAMBERT PAINT

For more data, circle 7 on inquiry card
Quality environment: upon what principles do we proceed?

Not long ago I was invited to make a speech to the Norwalk (Connecticut) Association for Better Community Design. This group was formed some five years ago by a group of local residents in that once-factory town (population: 67,775) to try to raise the design quality of the schools being built, and to try to raise the quality of the urban redevelopment then (and still) being undertaken by the city.

As I sat down to think about what I would say to them, I found that I was full of examples of what was wrong with our environment in general and Norwalk’s environment in particular. I could create a long list of how environments got that way (bureaucratic indifference, business indifference, public apathy, private ignorance), and was full of enthusiasm for the efforts of groups like the Norwalk ABCD to fight the good fight for environmental quality. But I was totally unable to suggest any specific goals for the “environmental quality” for which we are all searching.

A client can tell an architect that he wants a house with room for so many adults and so many children and such-and-such activities to cost not more than thousand and-such, not including land and fees. But a client cannot tell the architect what he wants the house to feel like and what he wants to feel like when he lives in it. Most clients bring along an “idea file” and clippings of houses they’ve liked. But does this really communicate? And if people cannot describe the houses they want, how do they describe the city they want?

In this issue (page 161) architect Benjamin Thompson offers a moving (and quite positive) description of the city he wants. But in general, as the National Commission on Urban Problems (Douglas Commission) points out in its just-issued report, “We are accustomed to defining ‘quality’ in negative terms. Non-slums, absence of transportation problems, better schools, etc. help to say what it is we do not want, or want improved, but they take their meaning from conditions that are ‘bad.’ There is no measure defined in relation to a ‘good’ place.

“Without a clear picture of urban quality, layman and lawmaker alike have no common goal by which to judge what we are building and rebuilding today.... [The British philosopher] Hume once wrote: ‘I am uneasy to think I approve of one object and disapprove another; call one thing beautiful and another deformed; decide concerning truth and falsehood, reason and folly—without knowing upon what principles I proceed.’ We are all uneasy today because we don’t have principles that we all understand. And a world with fewer and fewer limitations on the possible makes it more and more difficult to develop principles that can be commonly understood. Once the man-made environment changed slowly; there was time to examine and get acquainted with and understand it. Today, man changes his world so quickly that he is almost put in the position of a man reading about reading while teaching himself to read. ... When he tries to set up principles to guide him in evaluating his life in the city, in the home he shares with his family, in the place where he works, along those streets he traverses each day, he feels increasingly unsure of his judgments.”

But a “clear picture” of urban quality is now just what we need. We have a new Federal government, now examining past failures and successes and judging what policies for city rebuilding to establish for the next years ahead. We have city governments across the land struggling with problems of anarchy on one hand and indifference and inadequate financing on the other. Even within the profession—and certainly between older (say over 30) practitioners and students—there is great disagreement over environmental goals.

When will we have the “clear picture” of urban quality? Probably never—at least with any of the same sense of assurance and accuracy as we can see how many units of new building we need. But how encouraging it is that—on every level from the augst commissions of the Federal government to the small and often frustrated action groups of towns and cities across the country (like Norwalk’s Association for Better Community Design)—there is a striving to establish not just quantity demands but quality demands. Quality of environment is being talked about as a goal. And there seems to be increasing understanding of the idea that the achievement of quality in environment depends on design. The Douglas report quotes Edmund Bacon that “given a clear vision of a ‘design idea,’ the multiplicity of wills that constitutes our contemporary democratic process can coalesce into positive, unified action on a scale large enough to change... the character of a city.”

Right now, in Norwalk, the citizens (or at least a small part of them) are fighting (and sometimes winning) arguments over the quality of a school, or the design of a bridge, or the location of a community college. Some of the local architects have added their personal effort and professional stature to the effort. From such small battles is bound to come broader public awareness of the fact that the quality of environment matters—and can be altered by public action. Each effort to improve design quality—to improve environment—whether on a very local, or the broadest possible, level helps set a new standard of quality—helps give the definition we need for “Just what is a good environment?”

—Walter F. Wagner, Jr.
More about quality design:
from the Douglas Report

Perhaps the most impressive idea of the impressive Report of the National Commission on Urban Problems is its proposal for financing better design. The report says: “What we need most of all is working capital for ideas; that is, for design. There is a persistent belief that the design of buildings, as well as cities, is the easy part of the job, and that it involves nine parts inspiration and one part work. This belief is widely held because the United States has been the ‘doer’ of the world and has been impatient with the philosopher and the creative man who knows that creative ideas take time to develop. . . .”

The report suggests, then, that . . .

“A major part of the problem is lack of financing for design”

The report points out that “a major part of the problem is the complete lack of financing for design and development prior to construction. When working drawings are completed, the builder obtains a building permit, construction begins, and the first call on the mortgage can be made. Three-quarters of the architect’s and engineer’s work is completed. There is no financing for this major cash requirement. It is understandable that every developer seeks to minimize these costs. Yet, it is the first fourth of this three-fourths of the work—the design and development stage—that should be given the greatest amount of time and money. It is this stage that gets short-changed, although it is precisely this part of the work that produces buildings worth building and cities worth living in.”

One fresh proposal:
a Design Development Bank

Concludes the Douglas Report: “There are banks of all kinds for international development. It seems sound to apply this principle to design. The financial statements and net worth of those seeking loans would be very different from those required by a typical mortgage bank today. A private developer could ask for a loan. So could a city or town, a planning commission or school board, any individual or group legitimately involved in the development of cities and towns, or a portion of them.

“Let us assume that such a bank became an immediate success because it responded to a national desire to build a fine environment for every citizen. Let us assume, also, that this special bank began to acquire a new role and that it established major centers for the dissemination of information based on the analysis of all of the loans it granted and their effect on the urban environment.

“It might well happen that a building or a city that obtained a design loan and took full advantage of it would be in a favorable position. Its sponsors could borrow money for construction of a project because its careful and creative development could make it a sounder investment than those without design loans. The entire mortgage banking business and the allocation of government loans might change. The quality of the total environment demonstrated on the loan application would become as important in determining loans as the quantities that fill the mortgage analysts’ pages today. It could be that a Design Development Bank record would become a marketable item, and that mortgages on Design Development Bank properties would become a new ‘gift-edged’ investment.

“The way to build the American city we need now must involve the marketplace, and the marketplace is the entire United States. It is the architecture of the ‘marketplace’ that will make the fine cities and towns men know are possible to build today. A Design Development Bank could make this possible . . .”

And that idea, dear architects, seems to me to be an idea worth careful study and conscientious support.

The architecture is nice—but who did it?

The A.I.A. has just caused to be published a new version of its “what is an architect” brochure, suitable for distribution to interested members of the public, high school students who think they might want to be architects, and so on. Entitled “The architect, his profession, and his professional society,” it is handsomely printed, quite elegantly written, and complete with some handsome photographs of buildings in a variety of current modes. But we couldn’t help wondering around here what architects in particular (and the A.I.A. in general) would say if we credited the photographs as it is done in this booklet—viz., “Credits: Page 16.”

To be sure, on page 16, as advertised, I learn that photo 1 is “Sea Ranch Swim & Tennis Club; Architects: MLTW/Moore Turnbull; Photographer: Morley Baer.” And so on for each picture. But as a device for relating handsome design to the architects who create it, “credits on page 16” is not so good. Architects are important, A.I.A.

—W.W.
Lennox presents...

year 'round shopping comfort:  
a case of economics

Today's shoppers go where the comfort is. Not where bargains and convenience are mixed with stale air, summer swelter or wintertime drafts. Year 'round shopping comfort—ducted heating and air conditioning—is good business. And the “micro-climates” of Lennox modular systems make it a case of sound economics—from the very start of your design planning.


continued...
Typical installation of Lennox single-zone combination gas heating/electric cooling system for large, undivided spaces. Also available for oil or electric heating. Installs on rooftop—or at grade level.

Year 'round comfort is provided in the 90-odd stores, restaurants and services in the colorful Villa Italia Shopping Center in Denver, Colorado. More than 100 Lennox rooftop units supply 800 tons of cooling, plus heating, required for this 800,000 sq. ft. center. Among these are Direct Multizone Systems with flexible ducts, for individually-controlled comfort zones (below). Architect: James H. Johnson Associates. Engineer: Riley Engineering Co.

continued...

year 'round shopping comfort

Nothing fits a modern shopping center's comfort requirements quite as well as Lennox modular systems. Economy and comfort—wed to freedom of design—are met easily by the unique flexibility of Lennox rooftop systems.

A Lennox modular system holds down initial costs for heating/air conditioning/ventilating. Among factors contributing to this low cost are the time-and-labor-saving roof mounting, with shortened duct runs and easily installed ceiling outlets. Additional savings are realized because Lennox modular systems require no additional assembly, wiring or testing. No expensive space-stealing equipment room is required, and the low-profile units need little or no rooftop enclosure to hide from view.

Another economy example: at Houston's new twin shopping centers, the Lennox mounting frame—flashed in place with roof—plus factory wiring and piping, saved $266 on installation cost of each of project's 218 units! (This figure was estimated by the mechanical, electrical and roofing contractors.)

The cost of air conditioning and heating with a Lennox modular system is predictable. On-site labor and other costs that run high and unpredictable with central systems are reduced to a minimum by the Lennox systems.

People comfort throughout the year is assured by the "micro-climates" of Lennox modular systems: whatever the types and ages of people...in any activity...and regardless of occupancy. In any weather. In sun or shade, wind or calm. And there are Lennox systems for single-zone control or multiple zones—each...
Lacey, Washington's modern South Sound Shopping Center is heated and cooled by Lennox rooftop heat pumps. Stores, bakeries, music shops, drugstores, restaurants and malls are among the areas with high-occupancy problems. Here the simple-to-install, single-package heat pumps provide the "micro-climates" required for the varied comfort control zones. Architect: Robert T. Olson, A.I.A. Engineer: Robert W. Platt.

Lennox systems are perfectly compatible with the other. Lennox systems impose no design restrictions on you. And you can design for future growth with ease. Because these are unitary systems, building additions simply call for extra units.

Lennox systems are factory assembled, wired and tested, including controls. This means a single-source responsibility: Lennox.

Before you plan a shopping center — or any other building — investigate the many reasons why Lennox should be your recommended choice. See Sweet's 29a/Le— or write Lennox Industries Inc., 492 South 12th Avenue, Marshalltown, Iowa 50158.

At South Sound Shopping Center, the architect provided screen to hide rooftop equipment. Total capacity 185 tons: 155 tons heat pump (with auxiliary duct heaters) plus 30 tons electric air conditioning.
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To Dylan Thomas, light was life.  
Not particularly surprising. Light is life to most people. Regardless of their discipline. 
But nowhere is light more important than in architecture. 
_Natural light._ 
The aura of the outdoors, in. 
That's why, after twenty years' experience with thousands of unique installations, we feel the _imaginative_ use of WASCO Skydomes and Sky Windows is still at a beginning. Unlimited. Beckoning the creative designer. Promising those unusual custom installations that spring _from the ingenious use of standard applications, or from completely new concepts_ pioneered by the mature architect. 
You can use WASCO Skydomes and Sky Windows singly or in multiples. They can be flush-mounted, raised, domed, flat, pyramidal, rectangular, round, or square. You can create your own designs. You can plan your own light patterns. You can create a mood, or you can design a whole environment. 
Some recent WASCO installations are shown on this page. Others, equally unique, are under construction. 

What are your plans for the coming year? Will you rage, rage? 
**OR ARE YOU ONE THAT WILL GO GENTLE?** 
For further information on WASCO Skydomes and Sky Windows refer to Sweet's Architectural File[22a] or write... 

**WASCO PRODUCTS, INC.**  
Wakefield, Massachusetts  
**LEADERS IN SKYDOMES & FLASHING**  
Regional Offices: Millbrae, California — Chicago, Illinois Authorized Representatives in most major cities 

For more data, circle 9 on inquiry card
This Kentile Floor is as posh as it’s practical!

In Phoenix, Arizona, Rhodes is a department store renowned for the highest quality in the goods it sells. In the décor that helps set them off. Six years ago, a floor of Kentile Architectural Marbles Vinyl Asbestos Tile was installed throughout this magnificent store. And today, as the unretouched photograph below indicates, this Kentile styling exclusive looks as beautiful as new! Big reason is the unique monochromatic design that flows through the entire thickness of every tile. Here’s a thoroughly practical tile for any heavy-traffic area because it’s greaseproof...resists scuff marks and stains...and is so economical to maintain. Architectural Marbles comes in 9 intriguing colors. If you’d like to see samples of the entire line, call your Kentile® Representative. Remember: Whatever your flooring needs, he’s got the answer!
Scotch for people who know the difference.

“Black & White” Scotch.


AGED, BLENDED, BOTTLED IN SCOTLAND 86.8 PROOF SCOTCH WHISKY THE FLEISCHMANN DISTILLING CORP. NYC EXCLUSIVE IMPORTER

For more data, circle 11 on inquiry card
THE MILLS FORECAST 200 SERIES • L'ENFANT PLAZA • WASHINGTON D.C.
I.M. PEI & PARTNERS ARCHITECTS • ARALDO A. COSSUTTA PARTNER IN CHARGE
THE GEORGE HYMAN CONSTRUCTION CO., BUILDERS • PHOTO BY EZRA STOLLER
MILLS MOVABLE WALLS CLEVELAND OHIO
IF YOU THINK GLASS BLOCK STILL LOOKS LIKE THIS

YOU'D BETTER

For more data, circle 13 on inquiry card
Look at the exciting new patterns and striking sculptured effects available to you with today’s glass block. This modern, versatile building material creates mood while providing many functional qualities.

Moxham National Bank in Johnstown, Pa., chose an open design of Chiaro II by Pittsburgh Corning for their new building. Chiaro adds an attractive, textured design to the front elevation and brightens the interior of a much-used conference room.

See some other imaginative ways people create dimensional wall effects with glass block (Intaglio, Argus®, Decora®, Essex®, and Vue® block). Write for our new catalog: Pittsburgh Corning Corporation, Dept. AR-29G, One Gateway Center, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222. You’ll be glad you looked again.
Weyerhaeuser Craftwall® paneling now available with a Class I flame spread rating.

The Class I flame spread rating lets you introduce the beauty of fine hardwood paneling in most critical commercial applications. And if Class II is what the codes demand, relax. The U. L. label for flame spread rating in the Class II range is now standard in our Weyerhaeuser Craftwall line.

Internal improvements are just part of the story on new Weyerhaeuser Craftwall. We also have made some sweeping style changes that let you select from a greater variety of species than ever, in 14 color tones and finish treatments. That’s with standard Craftwall.

Custom Craftwall is something else again—a whole new idea in paneling. It’s the closest thing yet to architecturally matched hardwood. Now you can order Craftwall with no grooves at all. Or pick regular V-grooving. Or select any of five grooves from 1/4” to 1” wide. We can
And you can custom design your own panels.

place the grooves in any combination or spacing arrange-
ment your design scheme calls for.

Your local Weyerhaeuser Architectural Specialty Dealer
has products and samples you can examine. In the mean-
time, we would be glad to provide all the technical details
about our new 7/16” Craftwall line, as well as the latest
about our new 1/4” Forestglo® and Muralwood® lines. Just
send us the coupon.

For more data, circle 5 on inquiry card

To: Weyerhaeuser Company
Box B-5718, Tacoma, Wash. 98401
By all means, send me the facts about your new
paneling lines.
Name ____________________________________________
Firm _____________________________________________
Address __________________________________________
City _______ State _______ Zip _______
Medicenter needed a carpet that would meet unusually hard usage demands. It had to be tough. Powerfully stain resistant. With built-in good looks that stay that way longer with easy, inexpensive maintenance. Cabin Crafts prescribed LesCare carpet, a proven top performer in numerous contract situations.

LesCare carpet's densely tufted construction of solution dyed Acrilan® acrylic makes it highly stain resistant. Joseph Brooks, Medicenter's Assistant Vice President, Contract Service Division, comments: "We specified LesCare carpet for its exceptional wearability, ease of maintenance, beauty and moderate price."

LesCare carpet, available in 18 glowing colors, is just one of Cabin Crafts famous family of stain resistant carpets of solution dyed Acrilan. All are perfect for use in medical institutions as well as other contract installations.

Find out more about the impressive low maintenance costs of carpet as compared to tile; the important bacteriostatic advantages of carpet; safety factors inherent in carpet; acoustical benefits. Write us today for details.

Mail to: Advertising Manager, WestPoint Pepperell, Carpet and Rug Division Post Office Box 1206, Dalton, Georgia 30720

Name
Address
City State Zip

☐ Please send information regarding Cabin Crafts multi-purpose carpeting.

☐ Please have a Cabin Crafts contract representative call.

Pictured: Patient's room and (insert) lounge in the new Medicenter in Phoenix, Arizona, featuring Cabin Crafts LesCare carpet. Medicenters of America, Inc. is a national complex of extended care facilities that provide convalescing patients with a comfortable, practical transition from hospital to home.

For more data, circle 14 on inquiry card
$1183 was spent to soundproof this office and you can hear a cough in the next room!

They forgot an Acoustilead plenum barrier.

Soundproof wall materials, plus expensive acoustical ceiling tiles, were specified to make this a noise-free office. These materials do the job... up to a point. That point is the plenum, the space between a partition top and the floor slab above it.

Sound waves flood over the partition virtually unimpeded if there is no acoustical plenum barrier. Ordinary sound barriers in a plenum are usually so full of leaks around ducts and pipes that noise still passes freely.

Gain Maximum Noise Reduction at Minimum Cost. The solution to this annoying problem is Asarco Acoustilead—sheet lead that's only 1/64-inch thick. Drape a curtain of Acoustilead from the floor slab above to the top of the partition and you stop penetration of all normal noise. There are no sound leaks because Acoustilead fits tightly around ducts and wires. It can be cut with scissors, easily bent by hand, and is installed in less time than other acoustical materials.

Acoustilead is the first material available for sound barriers in normal plenum areas, with an installed cost generally below $1.00 per square foot.

Help. Our brochure on Acoustilead shows why and how to install thin sheet lead. Send for it today. Sound Attenuation Department of Asarco.
PRESTRESSED CONCRETE helps keep costs down as your structures go up!

Labor costs at the construction site continue to rise, and shortages of skilled manpower grow more acute. Yet the overriding need for economy while maintaining high-quality standards is universally recognized.

As a happy way out of this present-day dilemma, architects and engineers in ever increasing numbers are specifying prestressed concrete.

You can learn all the reasons why by getting in touch with your nearest PCI producer member. Best time to do that is in the earliest stage of your next project.

Professional membership in PCI can be of value to you in many ways. Send for details.

A handsome new book on parking structures is now available from your nearest PCI member.
The only reference you’ll ever need for air handling and distribution equipment.

Your Buen sod/Agitair catalog details the most complete line of air handling and distribution equipment. All performance-engineered by the most trusted name in its field.

Terminal Units... Buen sod/Agitair Dual Duct Mixing Units, the standard of the industry.

Single Duct Reheat Units.

Induction Units for peak loads and for intermediate-season control.

Air Handling Units for dual duct or multi-zone systems.

Dehumidifiers, Spray Type Air Washers, Dual Purpose Units and Humidifiers featuring precise temperature and humidity control. Sizes to 166,000 cfm.

Building and noise-attenuating panels for enclosing equipment. Easy-to-install access doors. And four configurations of sound traps.

Air Mixing Units, Air Outlets, Diffusers, Registers and Grilles. With 1, 2, 3 or 4-way throws. Perforated ceiling units; square, rectangular, round, or linear styles.

All from Buen sod/Agitair.

They’re all described in our new four-page Condensed Product Guide. Write for free copy today!
CUSTOM CASEWORK... solves complex storage problems... beautifully.

To solve unique storage problems—even the most vexing, complicated problems—St. Charles can suggest a solution. St. Charles casework is custom-designed, tailor-made to beautifully fulfill each client's specific requirements. For every conceivable storage need, call on St. Charles.

St. Charles builds storage to match your needs. As in this sales and estimating office.

The employee coffee-lounge St. Charles designed for a Chicago advertising agency. Pleasing. Practical. And comfortable.

CUSTOM CASEWORK
St. Charles Manufacturing Company, St. Charles, Illinois
30 YEARS OF LEADERSHIP IN CREATING CUSTOM CASEWORK
Write Dept. 400 for complete information
COLORFUL CUSTOM CLASSROOMS 
work wonders!

Students and teachers are stimulated by classrooms that are handsome, colorful, practical and neatly organized...which describes every custom-classroom designed by St. Charles. Here is superb casework. Here is matchless efficiency. Here is an inspired choice of colors, materials and textures. Consider your food and sewing laboratories, arts and crafts classrooms, and all other special rooms requiring casework...and consider calling St. Charles.

CUSTOM SCHOOL STORAGE FURNITURE
St. Charles Manufacturing Company, St. Charles, Illinois
30 YEARS OF LEADERSHIP IN CREATING CUSTOM CASework
Write Dept. 300 for our School Storage Furniture Catalog
Creating an air of spaciousness beautifully—yet efficiently—in a new hospital or remodeling project is a matter of putting the specialized experience and talent of St. Charles to work. Here is custom-designed casework to answer unique, specific requirements as in this pharmacy or any area of the hospital. For a lifetime of convenience, economy and easy maintenance, call on St. Charles.
CUSTOM KITCHENS... for individualists who like having things their own way!

Creativity has no limitations when you work with a St. Charles dealer-designer. He believes in giving people their own way—in everything! Concept, colors, materials, dimensions, textures—without you or your client having to make annoying concessions. He can also free you of numerous details and expedite your concept to completion—from the unique custom features you specify to the preferences (and even whims) of your client.

Space-saving storage wall dramatizes St. Charles design, planning, workmanship.

In this custom kitchen, rich antiqued cherry doors are accented by colorful textured cabinets.

CUSTOM KITCHENS
St. Charles Manufacturing Company, St. Charles, Illinois
30 YEARS OF LEADERSHIP IN CREATING CUSTOM KITCHENS
Write Dept. 100 for complete information
Pioneering research and development on composite steel joists and concrete floor systems has culminated in the use of Laclede quality controlled welded trusses in the World Trade Center now being constructed by the Port of New York Authority in lower Manhattan. More than 25,000 tons of Laclede composite type trusses will be used in this $600,000,000 complex with its twin 110-story tower buildings. Laclede product development staff worked in close cooperation with the project's architects and engineers on the application of special resistance welded trusses for the composite floor design.

Tests on full scale truss components conducted at Laclede's laboratory and in the structural research laboratory of Washington University in
Have a wild idea in canvas!

Design with canvas and your imagination takes wing, while the cost stays happily down to earth. That's because standard hardware or welded pipe framing supplies all the structural support needed. The fabric is a sturdy weave of 100% cotton (8 to 15 ounces per yd. of 31” width) treated for mildew and water resistance to weather any outdoor job. No wonder there's so much happening in canvas. Canvas solves so many problems. Ask your local canvas products manufacturer.

CANVAS AWNING INSTITUTE
(in cooperation with National Cotton Council and Cotton Producers Institute)
P. O. Box 12287-c, Memphis, Tennessee 38112
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plaskolite is architectonic

plaskolite makes architectural, prismatic elements for lighting—to your shape, size or fixture requirements, in a variety of prism types.

For years plaskolite frameless, wraparound and panel prismatic lenses have been the vital light controllers in the best known complete fixtures. They still are. Now they are also being offered with all their high performance, economy and appearance characteristics, for direct architectural specification.

A special architectural data folder describing our extruded-embossed prismatic lenses will show why plaskolite belongs in your lighting specifications.

We would be pleased to send one to you.

plaskolite, Inc.
1770 Joyce Avenue, Columbus, Ohio 43219.
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Service sinks by ELKAY

MODEL E-23-185-20

Heavy-gauge stainless steel takes toughest institutional usage!

Mops, buckets, or heavy utensils can never chip, crack, or stain Elkay’s extra-rugged service sinks. They’re built for a lifetime of trouble-free usage. Seamless construction leaves no corners or crevices to hide dirt. Extra-spacious compartment is crafted of 14 gauge nickel-bearing stainless steel. And this is just one in an extensive line from Elkay . . . world’s largest producer of standard and custom-made stainless steel sinks. Write today for complete catalog or see our listing in Sweet’s Architectural File.

ELKAY
Stainless Steel Sinks and Water Coolers

Elkay Manufacturing Company, 2700 S. 17th Avenue, Broadview, Ill. 60153
©1968 EMC

see our catalog in Sweet’s S
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The first joint International Convention of the A.I.A. and the Royal Architectural Institute of Canada will be held at the Palmer House Hotel in Chicago, June 22-26, 1969. For A.I.A., it will be the 101st annual convention; for R.A.I.C., the 61st. General chairman for the 1969 Convention is William J. Bachman, Hammond, Indiana. Under the theme “Focus Now,” speakers will discuss professionalism, design, and technology, relating them to the action required of the architect in the urban crisis.

A seminar titled “A Review of European Experience with Innovation in the Building Industry” was presented by the Department of Commerce in cooperation with HUD. Without exception, the speakers (construction industry professionals from the United Kingdom, Denmark, Czechoslovakia, Italy and Canada) cited systems building as the innovation which had enabled their countries to increase goals for construction, particularly housing. Stress was on traditional products used in combination to form prefabricated building systems. Heavily debated, but effectively supported by Robert Platts, building consultant from Canada: “systems construction is not incompatible with good design.”

The Department of Transportation has signed a contract with the firms of Arthur D. Little, Inc., Skidmore Owings & Merrill, Wilber Smith and Associates, and Real Estate Research Corporation to research and develop a formula for improving urban transportation. “It is an action program,” said DOT Secretary John Volpe. “I personally will not be satisfied with the performance of the consultant teams until they, through their work, light the spark of community involvement in each of the participating cities. With five cities (Pittsburgh, Atlanta, Dallas, Denver and Seattle) sharing expertise, information, and development, the manufacturers of transit equipment will have delineated for them a much more positive market potential.”

A report by the President’s Committee on Urban Housing, chairman Edgar Kaiser, says tax incentives will help entice private industry into the low-income housing market, but they cannot substitute for direct Federal subsidies. “The existing system for developing Federally subsidized housing should and must be relied upon to do the job,” the committee said. “If it should fail in the next few years, however, we recognize that it could well become necessary to turn to the Federal government as the houser of last resort for the nation’s lower-income families.”

The nation’s largest steel producer announced creation of a division to formally move into real estate. It will be called United States Steel Realty Development. U.S. Steel is already involved in real estate ventures, including its 54-story office building going up in downtown New York, a 250-unit low cost housing project in Gary, Indiana, and a land development corporation in Los Angeles.

A study of low-cost housing has been launched by the University of Texas in East Austin, where 10 prototype homes are nearing completion on a two-acre tract of surplus Federal land. Operating with a $234,000 HUD grant, the study, “Austin-Oaks—’68,” is aimed at developing guidelines for low-income housing, and will include intensive research of the engineering, architectural and sociological features of each home, as well as detailed cost analysis of construction and subsequent operation and maintenance.

“New Towns” is the subject to be examined at the Building Research Institute’s Conference in Chicago, April 29 to May 1. Questions to be explored: Are America’s new towns serving the functions for which they were planned? Are they sociologically valuable? Financially sound? When they do not work, whose fault is it? Other topics will be the techniques of land planning and development, construction and design, financing, selling, and leasing.

Increased voter reluctance to approve bond issues to finance school construction is indicated in a recent U.S. Office of Education publication. The report shows that 1,750 elections involving $3.7 billion in proposed bond issues for public elementary and secondary school construction were held in fiscal 1968. In 1,183 of these the voters approved issues totalling $2.3 billion. This is 10.2 per cent below the average for the previous 10 years.
Architects and consulting engineers discuss Federal legislation

March 19, A.I.A. President George Kassabaum opened the second annual Public Affairs conference held jointly by A.I.A. and C.C.C. Mr. Kassabaum's opening statement, "The public needs a champion. If we don't take positions on things, then who will," pointed out the A.I.A.'s concern with the architect as leader—a role that the architect must take as creator of the environment.

For the remainder of the day Congressmen and Senators spoke on bills and existing legislation pertaining to architects and consulting engineers.

Representative William Roth of Delaware in his speech, "Another Hoover Commission Awards to business for combating environmental ills"

The first national awards recognizing the contributions being made today by private business toward the solution of public problems have been established by Business Week. The awards will be known as The Business Week Awards for Business Citizenship, and the McGraw-Hill publication is now soliciting nominations. The initial presentation will be made in October, according to John W. Gardner, chairman of the Urban Coalition and former Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare, who will serve the program as chairman of the Awards Committee.

The prime goal of the awards is four-fold: 1) to recognize those businesses making significant contributions toward the curing of environmental ills; 2) to recognize achievement by business in helping solve social problems; 3) to stimulate greater business involvement in the social area; 4) to provide an extensive fund of knowledge and means for information exchange.

The awards will consider private-sector ventures in two general areas:

**Physical environment:** for activity in such fields as housing, transportation, pollution control, new communities, recreation, and other areas which better the physical environment in which men live. Or, for technological advances resulting in devices and techniques to improve and control environment.

**Human resources:** for activity in the interest of meeting such vital human needs as education, health, rehabilitation, employment; programs for youth; projects to improve race relations.

Two awards will be made in each of the above categories and, in addition, one special award will be made for:

**Exceptional Leadership:** to an individual who has done an exceptional service in directing the resources and abilities of private enterprise to the solution of public problems.

Nomination forms are available from the Business Week Awards Committee, 330 West 42 Street, New York, New York 10036. Final date for submission of nominations is June 30, 1969.

**Douglas Commission:** Let's get some housing up

After almost two years of hearings and study, the National Commission on Urban Problems has filed a 1,500-page report to Congress, which indicates only too plainly that very little low-income housing is going up.

The report's introduction is effectively summarized in its table of contents; in effect a summary of a summary.

- **Major points in that table:**
  - Our big cities are hard-up, costs of local government are skyrocketing, and political representation for the poor in slums is almost non-existent.
  - Coping with metropolitan area problems is incredibly complex because of the proliferation of local governments, all with differing viewpoints, within those areas.

- **Poor nonwhites who have big families and are renters are most likely to live in substandard housing. But they are not alone. A third of our affluent nation—white and black—cannot afford adequate, non-subsidized housing today.**

- **Zoning was intended to control land development, but fiscal considerations often distort it, leading to economic and racial exclusion.**

- **We must develop a new system for codes and standards to free the building industry, manufacturers and planners from a maze of restrictions.**

At the heart of the Commission's almost-150 recommendations is the realization that a) improving the environment will cost a lot of money; b) as a nation we can easily afford it and it is only a matter of priorities, and c) rearranging those priorities is simply a matter of political commitment.


**Trust fund is set up for fire victims' families**

The death of 10 young people in the architectural offices of developer David Rosen & Associates was attributed to the victims' failure to call the New York City Fire Department immediately, and quickly leave the burning building by the stairs.

The fire, which fed on two gallons of rubber cement and a great deal of tracing paper, killed: David Carrol, Gordon Bloedel, Salvatore J. Calitabiano, Ronald Eisen, Kenneth Greene, Frank Meilan, Maurice Rockman, Pasquale Cafferio, Arlene Shambaum, and Carrol Quigly. To help the families of the victims (14 children are involved) a trust fund has been set up by architect Bruce Cousins.

Anyone wishing to contribute may send checks to: The Young Architects Memorial Fund, c/o Inger & Klapper, Attorneys, Suite 611, 295 Madison Avenue, New York, New York 10017.

boycotts by labor. Gurney said, "the hands of our architects, engineers, and builders have been effectively shackled by recent decisions of the Supreme Court. We have the ability to rocket past time zones, but in the homebuilding business, our courts have turned back the hands of the clock. They have decided that we must meet 21st century housing needs with 18th century building methods." Cited was the Supreme Court's controversial Philadelphia Door decision which upheld the right of a union to refuse to install prefitted wooden doors. Legislative insiders say Congress will view Gurney's bill as anti-labor, therefore giving it little chance of passing.

The conference wound up with Federal Contracts Attorney Gilbert Coneo giving a rousing speech on "The Federal Government as a Client." His covered points are found in a very helpful book entitled "Contracting with the Federal Government: A Primer for Architects and Engineers." Copies of this book are available from: PRIMER, Room 713, 1155 15th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005. Cost is $6.00.

The second day of the conference was spent with the 475 attending architects and engineers visiting their congressmen around Washington, for a first-hand check on legislation.
Commission of Fine Arts: Design review board for the National Capital

Few architects dispute the concept of design review—a force long fought for in order to upgrade the environment—but some (especially some who have had six months of hard design work shot down) have more personal, negative feelings about the manner in which specific review boards operate.

An example of this intellectual dichotomy lurks in the Commission of Fine Arts' turn-down of the Mitchell/Giurgola design for A.I.A. Headquarters.

Some A.I.A. people wished to challenge the CFA, but the A.I.A., firmly committed to the concept of design review, instead said that while "an appeal might be good therapy, it is possible that it could be made only at the cost of weakening the influence for development of an orderly environment of design review bodies everywhere." While the A.I.A. accepted the decision, some of the questions—pertaining to the CFA specifically—which arose then were quite valid. Can a seven-member commission be objective? Is seven the perfect number? Who should be on such a commission? Has the CFA worked for Washington in the past? What are its pluses, its negatives?

The CFA has been overseeing the architectural harmony of Washington since 1910, when President Taft created it to advise on the location of statues, fountains, and monuments in public squares, streets and parks. But CFA's responsibilities grew quickly to its present status, to include: all of Washington's public buildings, private buildings facing public buildings in the area outlined in the map above, art placed in public spaces, preservation of Georgetown, and designs of coins, medals and insignias. The legal responsibilities are broad, but in effect the Commission of Fine Arts has little to do with the fine arts; most projects reviewed are designs for public and private buildings.

Having strictly advisory powers, the CFA's influence fluctuates. Much depends upon the political dexterity of its chairman and six members, as well as the favor of the President. The present chairman, painter William Walton, was appointed by President Kennedy in 1963, and reappointed for another four years by Lyndon Johnson in 1967. During the Kennedy years the CFA was a powerful force in shaping Washington's physical environment, a force which continued through the Johnson administration. Under the present administration no one can be sure.

Also appointed in 1963, architect Gordon Bunshaft has been one of the CFA's most outspoken members, and the member architects critical of CFA most often speak of, calling his decisions "frequently arbitrary." But viewed in a whole the buildings the CFA has reviewed since 1963 are clearly and well above average, and in some cases are this way because of the Commission's refusal to pass them in their original form.

An architect visiting the CFA, design in hand, for the first time, could get the impression that it is Mr. Bunshaft who makes the decisions—because Bunshaft's strong personality does seem to dominate the scene, and he is an articulate spokesman. But this is in the afternoon meeting with the architect and the press present. Actually, the designs are studied fully by all members of the commission during a closed meeting in the morning of the one day the CFA meets each month. In some months, when there are no submissions, the meetings are not held.

Because of the impossibility of dealing with all the projects arising in Georgetown (every detail, including a change in the color of an outside lantern, must be approved) a sub-commission, staffed by local architects, was set up on a more frequent meeting-schedule.

The CFA's seven members are appointed by the President. They are not paid during their four year term, but are compensated for expenses out of the Commission's $155,000 per year budget—the smallest budget for a Federal Commission.

One objection to the inclusion of practicing architects in the CFA's membership is possible conflicts of interest arising when a competitive firm brings a design in for review. An alternative would be to appoint only nonpracticing architects (for example, teachers), but this also has drawbacks. In the end much must depend upon the integrity of the individuals selected, at least as long as membership is on a voluntary basis. If it were not, and the government hired a staff, such highly qualified people as the present members—William Walton, Gordon Bunshaft, Chloethiel Smith, Hideo Sasaki, Kevin Roche, Aline Saarinen, John Walker—would be impossible to obtain. With artists of this caliber chosen from among diverse fields, hopefully the prejudices of an individual are not able to determine any decision of the whole, and the CFA can remain objective. Speaking of objective criteria, one CFA member said that the only truly objective criterion possible is "hold that cornice line," since building height is strictly controlled throughout Washington.

The CFA publishes a report of its activities every four years. In this way the public is informed about every project reviewed, and the action CFA took. It is also a way of informing the House Interior Affairs Committee, headed by Representative Julia Hansen, which allocates CFA funds.

Out of necessity, the CFA refrains from making specific recommendations on how to improve designs.

Architects who have designs turned down do have recourse to an appeal. They can appeal to their congressman to intercede with the Commission, or sponsor legislation in individual cases to circumvent the CFA. A few years ago, a group wanted a monument built to their favorite Czechoslovakian poet. The CFA, which feels Washington has enough statues in public parks, turned the design down. The group went to their Congressman who had legislation passed which overrode the
The Hawaii State Capitol, Honolulu, has opened one decade (almost to the day) after Hawaii became a state. The $22-million building—with offices and lanais opening to a great central court—was designed by John Carl Warnecke and Associates in joint venture with Belt, Lemmon and Lo (RECORD, June, 1961, page 153-156 and May, 1969).

Passenger terminal for cruise ships, Miami, will have five air-conditioned passenger modules, each containing restaurant facilities, a carpeted lounge, four large windows offering panoramic views, and an enclosed telescoping walkway to the ship. The $5-million concrete and glass terminal, with circular turrets, is designed by John Andrews.

The Bronx Community College of The City University of New York will be located on the air-rights of one of New York City's subway yards, with the site divided by a boulevard. The $40-million solution, designed by deYoung & Moscowitz and Harry M. Prince & Associates with Benjamin Moscowitz, partner-in-charge, includes covering the tracks with a deck slab at street level and building a plaza 19 feet above that. The space between the two will be parking, mechanical, storage and service areas. A bridge, or open landscaped plaza, over the boulevard will connect the two sites. In the photo, the circular building at top is the dining hall and student center. Barely visible beyond that is the health and physical education building. Others include administration areas, classrooms and a library. The elevation shows the Engineering, Science & Administration Building. The complex is cast-in-place structural concrete with some precast elements.
The Play's the thing when Dover Stage Lifts are on hand to add dramatic effect. They bring flexibility to the theater without getting in the way of the performance.

Smooth, quiet, Oildraulic® Elevator power units and controls are combined with precision turned hydraulic jacks, equalizing devices and bridge-type platform supports to assure dependable performance.

Dover Stage Lifts are custom built to meet your requirements of design, size and capacity. Our experience in building stage lifts for multipurpose theaters, orchestra pits, organ lifts and special effects can be helpful to you.
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A first look at the award-winners for 1969 Record Houses

The editors of ARCHITECTURAL RECORD have announced that 20 architect-designed houses have been selected to receive the ARCHITECTURAL RECORD AWARD OF EXCELLENCE FOR HOUSE DESIGN. A certificate to each architect and owner will read: "Selected as a Record House for outstanding architectural excellence in planning and design and presented in RECORD HOUSES OF 1969 as one of the nation’s most significant houses of the year."

The Record House awards were instituted in 1956 to document and stimulate creative, yet sound and livable, design, and with special interest given to the work of young architects. A second prime objective has been to help initiate greater interest and knowledge of good contemporary architecture among the general public, and especially among actual or potential architectural clients. Surveys indicate that these objectives have had substantial success.

With these current awards, selected from among hundreds recently built in the U.S., ARCHITECTURAL RECORD has premiated 293 houses in 36 states by 195 architects. On the new awards, Herbert L. Smith, Jr., editor-in-chief of RECORD HOUSES, comments, "This year's winners show an increasing and highly innovative concern with interior spatial development, as well as very effective efforts to make each house more compatible with its neighborhood."

The award-winning houses will appear in the mid-May issue of ARCHITECTURAL RECORD. RECORD HOUSES OF 1969 will also be distributed to the 20,000 leading builders qualified by Sweet's to receive the Light Construction File, and, for the first time, to nearly 6,000 interior designers qualified to receive the new Sweet's Interior Design File. A bookstore edition, as usual, will be published by McGraw-Hill Book Company, and will be available to the public in early July.

Submissions for RECORD HOUSES of 1970 will be considered beginning in the fall.


Garment townhouse, Brooklyn, New York
Architects: Joseph G. Merz and Mary L. Merz

Architect Van der Ryn's house, Point Reyes, California
Architects: Hirsheh & Van der Ryn

Goldberg house, Manchester, Connecticut. Architects: Gwathmey & Henderson
Architect's house, Atlanta, Georgia. Architect: Morton M. Gruber Associates

Three townhouses in Houston, Texas. Architects: Wilson, Morris, Crain & Anderson

Braselman house, New Orleans, Louisiana. Architect: James Lamantia


Markell house, Memphis, Tennessee
Architects: Francis Mah and Walk C. Jones, III

Lam house, Cotuit, Massachusetts. Architects: Erickson, Massey

Gorman house, Amagansett, New York. Architects: Julian & Barbara Neski

Weitz house, Des Moines, Iowa. Architect: John Bloodgood


Weinberger house, Miami, Florida. Architect: Donald Singer
Modern buildings using the new PANLWEB girder can be found in your section of the country. 

engineered to save time, weight and building costs.

Macomber Incorporated, originator of the open-web joist and the V-LOK® Modular Component System, now brings you another advance in materials for building construction: the PANLWEB girder, designed to cut engineering time and reduce weight without sacrificing structural performance. The PANLWEB girder consists basically of top and bottom flanges joined by a ribbed steel web. It is ideally suited for light-to-medium construction, such as warehouses, commercial and industrial buildings.

The PANLWEB girder offers you:

- **Earlier occupancy.** PANLWEB greatly reduces engineering time and gets your job into the shop faster for earlier delivery to the site. Point loadings are easily accommodated because of the continuous ribbed web.
- **High strength-to-weight ratio.** PANLWEB gives you a big weight saving over solid structural girders of equal strength and, in optimum situations, may even save weight over open-web girders. Savings in weight are reflected in savings in cost.
- **Simple installation.** Normal erection procedures may be followed.
- **Improved fire-control characteristics.** Each PANLWEB girder serves as a draft curtain, 18 to 40 inches deep and as wide as the bay. Where codes demand total closure, the narrow aperture between top chord and decking can be sealed quickly and inexpensively.
- **On site adaptation for utility lines.** Where plumbing, conduits and ducts must pass through the girder, the web can be cut and reinforced with the girder in place. Instructions for reinforcing to preserve load-bearing properties will be supplied to the contractor.
- **Macomber quality.** The PANLWEB girder, open-web purlins, columns and decking combine to form a perfectly-matched framing system. Top quality is assured by constant inspection and testing by both Macomber inspectors and resident inspectors from an independent testing laboratory.

The PANLWEB girder has been thoroughly job-tested. It is ready for inclusion in the plans for your next building. For full details, write for the PANLWEB Girder Brochure to: Macomber Incorporated, Box 830, Canton, Ohio 44701, or call your local Macomber representative. He's listed under Steel Fabricators in the Yellow Pages.
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Reply to Percival Goodman

To reply to one’s critics is a precarious job because any argument will be ascribed to a hurt ego. Since I am the owner of a rather imperturbable self-image, I accepted, after a spontaneous refusal, the invitation of the RECORD to risk a reply to Percival Goodman’s review of my book *Matrix of Man* (see March 1969, p. 147). The objections raised by Mr. Goodman touch on some of the most basic issues of our time.

Architects, to put it mildly, are not intellectuals, and their ability to read deductively is limited. That Goodman is no exception becomes obvious from his arch reference to Brazilia and Urban Renewal as counter-proof of a metabolic urban renewal process, as if their exceptional failure in the historical process had not been amply described. The same goes for my definition of “urban crisis” as NOT a unique contemporary phenomenon but a continuous state of tension between the—elaborately characterized—individual power drives and the communal organization that make a city. Most incomprehensible of all of Goodman’s objections is that against my insistence on “stacked” density, whether in Siberia or Switzerland, to create an urban environment. If this inhibits, as he asserts, the human right to “a power of choice,” then why does he have his students design superstacks on City Island and elsewhere, and why does he return each Sunday night from his prefabricated Island retreat to the rented stack space in New York?

The answer to this question is collective rather than personal. The Goodman Brothers, I, and eight million other people are, to employ ethological lingo, programed for city living. We have, over a period of many centuries, adapted to an urban environment which differs totally from the ethological adjustment of the rural inhabitant. You don’t ask the crowds on the Lagoon or on Tompkins Square why they are relaxed and happy, or the mother with her baby carriage why she does not flee in panic. But isn’t it rather, well, simplistic to mouth the standard accusations about “substandard dwelling units, filth and pollution, bad planning, crime, dope addiction and assorted hang-ups” without once asking the simple question why this sink of inequity is the dwelling place of a blind herd of death-bound lemmings? A brief sojourn to the statistical files in the New York Library would teach the Professor of Graduate Design that New York has an enviable vital statistics curve and a favorable employment index compared to other large cities; that it has more universities, libraries, museums, hospitals, beaches, than any other American city. Most decisive: it has the most polyglot multi-leveled population and the most diverse occupational specialization anywhere on earth. This is why people live in New York, why they have built cities through the millenniums, and why they put up with the obverse symptoms of high-density concentration under minimum law enforcement: crime, self-inflicted disease, brutal aggressiveness, parasitism, and corrupt administration. The keys to the city are opportunity and participation.

My book is intended to visualize these ingredients that go into a viable city, and to encourage those who teach, learn, and implement to follow in the development of their communities this urban programing inherent in the city dweller. To oppose this thesis with an outraged description of inadequate housing conditions on a French campus, and with a prayerful invocation of Kropotkin’s Anarchism, seems a rather meaningless nonsequitur.

I ask consciously what millions of citizens expect subconsciously: that a city live up to its full potential, that it be all of a city, free of the shame and false trappings of fake “villages,” “garden cities,” or Model Cities. NEW YORK IS THE MOST COMPLETE CITY I KNOW. This is why I dedicated my book

Now you see it.
to Manhattan, which aroused the ire not only of Percival Goodman. In fact, a lady inter­viewer on New York’s own Municipal Broadcasting System wasted irretrievable time by scolding me for not praising San Francisco instead of her employer.

I share a certainty with this Island of Manhattan that long after the Goodmans have shouted their last impotent invective, men and women will still seek their destiny where the long adaptation process to urban conditions has made them fit to live. Sibyl Moholy-Nagy

Hazards of unsafe wiring

We feel sure you will be pleased to learn that an important segment of the electrical manufacturing industry is highly pleased with your Mr. Robert Fischer’s article in the December issue. “Makeshift Holes for Utilities Negate Floor Slab’s Fire Resistance” represents an admirable grasp of a most difficult and significant subject. Your magazine is fortunate in having a man of Mr. Fischer’s talents on the staff.

D. E. Wilbur, Chairman
F. W. Fork, Vice Chairman
National Electrical Manufacturers’ Association

Salem Civic Center credits

May we express our appreciation for the item on the Salem Civic Center in the February issue. We have received a good deal of favorable comment.

We are disturbed, however, that the name of one of the principals of the joint venture, Don Richardson, A.I.A., was omitted. I hope you will be able to mention this.

James Payne
Payne & Settecase
Salem, Oregon

Monuments to the designers?

Only now, I had a chance to study your January issue praising the projected middle-income housing in New York City. But should not a professional magazine have pointed out the grievous inadequacies in many of the apartment layouts? The walk-through living rooms which serve as traffic areas for the apartment and as eating space as well, make it impossible for the mother to ever keep this room clean; the dark kitchenettes, far away from any window where this same mother has to spend her time (these people do not have maids); the entrance into the kitchenette, thus eliminating the foyers of the maligned present housing which are so useful as additional living space for a family (now the living room becomes the foyer); the many gloomy, practically windowless rooms, without cross ventilation, looking out at projecting wings of the same building or onto interior courts which make their reappearance, a return to the apartment blocks of early century Central Europe. The money spent for crenelation of buildings and interesting projections could better have gone into central air conditioning in New York’s climate.

The complete subjugation of plan and economics to exterior design is, of course, part of the complete reversal that took place in architecture in the last fifteen years. While it may be appropriate for monumental buildings, it seems out of place in middle-income housing. As a matter of fact, this approach has held up for three years any construction of this kind of housing in the city, and the rents are now at $40 to $50 a room, far beyond the reach of the people for whom the program was intended and shrugged off in the article as acceptance of new costs.” As all the projects are still on paper, cost will go up higher yet before they are built.

In the face of the shortage of decent housing, to provide monuments to the designers instead of liveable apartments for people at reasonable cost seems a rather cynical “let them eat cake” approach indeed.

Gerhard J. Graupe
New York, New York

Now you don’t.

It kind of makes you wonder. What’s under the Taj Mahal’s dome?

Nothing, as far as we know.

But the point is, you’d be surprised how many of our cooling towers you pass every day without knowing it. Because you can’t see them.

And even when you do spot a cooling tower facade or enclosure, you may still be fooled.

Because while it doesn’t look like it on the outside, a Marley tower may well be performing it’s vital air-conditioning function on the inside. Especially where money’s an object.

With a Marley tower and a little aesthetic wizardry, you can have the harmonious look of a custom-built tower at a substantial initial cost savings.

It’s all part of the great disappearing cooling tower trick. For which we’ve compiled a manual that’ll show you some of the tricks of the trade.

Write for your free copy today.

Nobody takes the heat off like

MARLEY
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The Marley Company, 206 W. Gregory Blvd.,
Kansas City, Missouri 64114. 816/361-2222.
The power of attraction

CARADCO Doorways
the Entrance with the Insulated Door

The only traditional things about a CARADCO Doorway are its air of authenticity and its elegant good looks. No sense of counterfeit from these doors: High-rise panels, a full 1½" thick, produce shadow magic that re-creates the sculptured look of true colonials . . . the impression of hand craftsmanship. Entrance proportions are scaled with an eye to the past, so that the entrance has all the grace and charm of its prototype, with many design variations possible.

But jet-age technology takes it from there and adds: insulated construction—door panels with polyurethane foamed-in-place between fiberglass faces; insulating glass with glass area division bars sealed inside where they won't obstruct cleaning; factory priming; thermal barrier sill; and waterproof glue.

Result? A lot of thoughtful architects put CARADCO out in front.

Ventilating sidelight swings easily and closes securely with top quality lever operator. The operating section of the sidelight has insulating glass, double weatherstripping and a screen for all-weather comfort. The non-operative panel portion is fully insulated. Thus, storm and screen doors, which add to cost and detract from appearance, are unnecessary.

CARADCO
DUBUQUE, IOWA 52001
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There's a better way to build... with Westinghouse

Fact: Westinghouse makes more products and systems for construction, offers more services, than any other company in the world.

Everything electrical, of course. Distribution equipment, lighting, wiring devices. Everything to heat, cool, clean and move air.

Plus vertical and horizontal transportation. And vertical and horizontal Micarta surfaces for interiors. And water coolers and appliances.

Wes'tinghouse also provides computerized electrical and mechanical systems studies... and other services...

If you want this kind of help, call your local Westinghouse representative or write to our Major Products and Urban Systems Operation, Box 2278, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15230.

If you can be sure... if it's Westinghouse
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CHURCH USES MATCHING MOUNT AIRY GRANITE OVER SPAN OF 61 YEARS!

Here's proof-positive of the long lasting and matching beauty of Mount Airy Granite. Original church, seen at far right, built in 1907. Next is the Educational Building erected in 1952. The new Sanctuary was dedicated in 1968.

These handsome buildings exemplify the universal appeal of good design, plus the dignity of Matching Mount Airy Granite which transcends time and is always compatible to its surroundings. For complete details, write us today.

NORTH CAROLINA GRANITE CORPORATION
Mount Airy, North Carolina 27030


If you slide a door you should specify EPCO

Tracks and Guides of extruded aluminum or plastic for 1/8, 3/16, 1/4, 5/16, 1/2 and 3/4 inch sliding glass and panel doors

In the 42-page EPCO Catalog there is a track to serve your particular needs. They are designed for neat appearance, smooth, silent operation and have no parts to wear, rust or corrode. Several mounting options are possible and installation is quick and easy.

THE ENGINEERED PRODUCTS CO.
P.O. BOX 108 FLINT, MICHIGAN 48501
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These Westinghouse Electric Stairways carried 250,000 people. Today.

Westinghouse Electric Stairways carry people between New York's Grand Central Station and the Pan Am Building, the world's largest commercial office building.

A quarter of a million people ride them in just one business day. Can you imagine what it would be like if these stairways weren't electric? Or if they slowed under heavy traffic? Or if they broke down?

Four Westinghouse Electric Stairways have made a fast-moving thoroughfare out of what might have been a brutal bottleneck. If they can do that, think of what even one can do for your traffic problems.

Westinghouse Elevator Division, 150 Pacific Ave., Jersey City, N.J. 07304.

You can be sure... if it's Westinghouse.

To help you build it better...a beautiful way to move crowds of people.
When was the last time you were offered a merchandising service with a competitive edge that didn’t have a price tag on it?

Probably not since Celanese created its new Home Fashions Library.

The Celanese Home Fashions Library gives you a chance to compare all the trend setting ‘69 fabrics without prices or pressures.

It’s an unusual library for very special people. Special if you’re a retailer, magazine editor, specifier, designer or architect.

With proper identification, of course.

Branches of the new Celanese library are located at 522 Fifth Avenue, New York City and California Mart, 110 East Ninth Street, Los Angeles.

Each one has selected shopping of goods for walls, windows, furniture and floors.

All for special you.
All T-12 fluorescents are not the same. Ours stays brighter. It doesn’t “solarize.”

Westinghouse has improved the 40 watt T-12 fluorescent lamp again. We did it with a new glass additive called titanium which cuts down “solarization” or blackening of the glass tube by ultraviolet rays. Thus, titanium enables our fluorescent lamps to maintain higher light output throughout life than any other 40 watt fluorescent. And you’ll find this Westinghouse exclusive in all our fluorescent lamps. You buy more usable light for your money, yet you don’t pay any more for our lamp than for ordinary fluorescents. We’re pleased that this achievement has been recognized with an award from Industrial Research magazine. It’s constant research that has made us the leader in fluorescent lamps.

Specify the Westinghouse 40 watt T-12 fluorescent—the lamp designed to give you the most light for your dollar. For information or the name of the nearest Westinghouse agent-distributor, contact: Westinghouse Lamp Division, Bloomfield, New Jersey 07003. You can be sure...if it’s Westinghouse.
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Westinghouse 40 watt T-12 fluorescent. Your agent-distributor has it.

To help you build it better...superior fluorescent lighting.
there are dimples... and dimples

Wacofloors will never dimple. We guarantee it.

Almost any raised floor looks great new, but how will it stand up under use? Good question. A question to answer before you buy.

We build Wacofloors with extra strength. That saves you problems such as deflection, or costly changes to meet new requirements later.

Result is, we guarantee your WacoFloor against dimpling. An exclusive guarantee.

Another WacoFloor exclusive is the patented Snap-Lok Rigid Grid System. You get total accessibility without giving up strength or rigidity.

If there's a reason other floors aren't guaranteed against dimpling... a reason why they can't match WacoFloor's combination of strength with accessibility, it can't be the price.

Wacofloors are priced competitively.

Wacofloors are installed with panels of steel or wood core.

For complete details, dial direct or write.

WACOFLOORS
WASHINGTON ALUMINUM CO., INC.
Knecht Ave. at Penna. R.R. • Baltimore, Maryland 21229 • 301 / 242-1000

There is no equal to a Wacofloor
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Stringers are easily removed from the exclusive Snap-Lok Rigid Grid System.
This Westinghouse Heavy Duty Wall Mount water cooler saves you installation time, so it doesn't drain off your profits. It uses a slip-fit trap, a standard hand-valve and a short pipe and tube. A time-saving installation template comes with each good-looking Wall Mount. It comes complete with stainless steel basin, vandal-proof push-button bubbler and built-in glass-filler plumbing. And the complete cooler is backed by a five-year guarantee plan that covers the hermetically sealed refrigerator system and all functional parts (excluding labor). For product details, see Sweet's, Mechanical Products Catalog or contact our local Manufacturer's Sales Representative. Westinghouse Water Cooler Department, Columbus, Ohio 43228. You can be sure... if it's Westinghouse.

To help you build it better... space-saving coolers
OFFICE NOTES

OFFICES OPENED

C. Robert Abele, A.I.A. and Donald H. Forfar, A.I.A. have opened an office for the practice of architecture at 464 South Dixie Highway, Miami, Florida.

Ken Babits has opened an office for the practice of architecture at 19 Landing Meadow Road, Smithtown, New York.

Beyer-Blinder Associates has opened an office for the practice of architecture at 31 Union Square West, New York City.

Clarence Krusinski and Associates has opened an architectural office at 10 South LaSalle Street, Chicago.

Roger K. Lewis, Architect, has recently opened an office for architecture and planning at 430 Georgetown Building, 2233 Wisconsin Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C.

Robert G. Werden & Associates, Inc., consulting engineers, has opened a branch office at 110 West State Street, Trenton.

Wilsey & Ham, engineering, planning and architectural firm, has opened a new office in Seattle.

Daniel G. Winklosky, A.I.A. has recently established practice as an architect and city planner at 215 South Elm Street, High Point, North Carolina.

NEW FIRMS, FIRM CHANGES

Marvin I. Adleman, A.S.L.A. and Leonard G. Siegel, A.I.A. have established a new firm, Adleman, Siegel & Associates, Environmental Designers for the comprehensive professional practice of architecture, landscape architecture, planning and urban design. The firm's address is 605 Liberty Trust Building, Philadelphia.

David R. Johnson, Richard C. Reece, Spiros G. Pantazi, and Robert Y. C. Hsiung have become partners of the Boston firm, Anderson Beckwith and Hable Architects.

Stuart Long—Joseph Appelt & Associates has changed its name to Joseph Appelt & Associates. The firm's address remains 960 Scribner Ave., N.W., Grand Rapids, Michigan.

William F. Whitby, Jr. has become a partner in the State College, Pennsylvania, firm of Kennedy-Basom-Grieco, A.I.A., and the firm is now known as Architects and Engineers Collaborative.

Au, Cutting, Smith and Associates, Architects and Planning Consultants of Honolulu have named Robert Imada and Donald E. Hartwell as associates.

Baldwin—Dalton Associates and Robert A. Little and Associates have merged under the firm name of Baldwin—Dalton—Little, with offices in Cleveland.

Stanley M. Cole, A.I.A. has been appointed managing partner of Alexander Ewing & Associates, Philadelphia architectural, engineering and planning firm.

Charles Deakin has joined the architectural affiliate of Connell Associates, Inc., Consulting Engineers of Miami and Orlando, Florida, as assistant supervisor of the firm's architectural department.

The office of J. B. Baldino, Architect has announced the advancement of Louis Di Gregorio as associate architect.

Warren A. Dixon and Harold W. Brown have formed a partnership under the firm name of Dixon and Brown, A.I.A., Architects at 315 North Kimball Street, Mitchell, South Dakota.

John F. Barnaby, P.E., David Kanter and George Polimeros, P.E. are now associates of the New York consulting engineering firm, Fred S. Dubin Associates.

Richard E. Engberg and Robert P. Shanks have announced a partnership for

Bold new shape
in Murray quarry tile

Now there are four Murray quarry tile shapes—traditional squares and rectangles, the gracefully curved, Spanish-accented Valencia, and the crisp geometry of new Hexagon. Hexagon tiles measure 6 inches from point to point and are available in a wide variety of Murray quarry tile colors.

Murray quarry tile by
American Olean
A Division of National Gypsum Company

George M. Ewing Company, Philadelphia, Washington, D.C. and Maplewood, New Jersey architects, planners and engineers, has announced the appointment of engineer Frank Danella, Jr. and Ronald A. Knabb, Jr., A.I.A. as associates. George T. Szabo, Jr., A.I.A. has recently joined the firm’s Philadelphia office.

Norman D. Kurtz has joined Peter Flack, Consulting Engineers. The new firm, Flack & Kurtz Consulting Engineers, is at 29 West 38th Street, New York.

Gilbert, Forsberg, Diekmann, Schmidt, Civil and Structural Engineers, is now operating under the name of GFDS Engineers, 1620 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

Ben E. Graves has joined the staff of New York-based Educational Facilities Laboratories as consultant and director of New Life for Old Schools Project, located at 20 North Wacker Drive, Chicago.


A new firm, Richard W. Hobbs Associates, has recently opened, with offices at 907 Pine Street, Seattle.

Emil C. Hach is now a partner of R. M. Gensert Associates, Structural Engineers of Cleveland and Pittsburgh.

Clifford Hanssen is now an associate in the San Francisco firm, Neill Smith and Associates.

James R. Johnson has recently been admitted as a principal of Griffin, Mynatt & Kaatz, Inc., Architects, Knoxville, Tennessee.

Walter H. Kilham, Jr., F.A.I.A., Robert M. Beder, A.I.A. and Philip M. Chu, A.I.A. announce the change of the firm name, O’Connor and Kilham, Architects to Kilham Beder & Chu, Architects. Robert B. O’Connor, F.A.I.A. continues as consultant to the firm, New York City.


The merger of two California architectural firms, Leach & Kehoe and James Ticer & Associates, has recently been announced. The new firm, Leach, Kehoe, Ticer & Associates, A.I.A., has offices at 522 North “A” Street, Oxnard, California and 266 Mobil Avenue, Camarillo, California.

Andrew R. Ewing is now a vice president, and Edwin W. Fairweather is now director of development, at Charles Luckman Associates of New York.

The Detroit firm, Meathe, Kessler and Associates, Inc., Architects has changed its firm name to William Kessler and Associates, Inc., Architects, following the resignation of Philip J. Meathe, A.I.A. Mr. Meathe is now with Smith, Hinchman & Grylls, Detroit, as executive vice-president.

Gerald Gurland and Carl Meinhardt have recently become associates with the New York firm, Richard Meier, Architect.

Roger C. Mellem, A.I.A. is now an associate of Metcalf and Associates, Architects and Engineers, Washington, D.C.

George, Miles & Buhr, Salisbury, Maryland architectural and engineering firm, recently announced the admission of George K. Miles, P.E. as engineering associate.

F. Kempton Mooney has been appointed as an associate of the Atlanta architectural and engineering firm, Stevens & Wilkinson.

Robert Mosher and Roy Drew recently announced that William J. Watson, A.I.A. has joined them in the practice of architecture. The new firm, Mosher, Drew, Watson & Associates, is located at 1255 Coast Boulevard, La Jolla, California.

continued on page 67
Permalite perlite concrete aggregate lowers basic construction costs. You design roof decks level...and provide slope-to-drain as you pour...as little as \( \frac{1}{2}'' \) to 12''. It's strong, permanent, fire-proof. Costs less than any other monolithic deck of equal insulation value. And, you've got all the insulation you ever need on a flat roof deck. A bargain; and then some!

Call your local Permalite Franchisee; see Sweet's; or write for Bulletin G-3.

Permalite
A subsidiary of General Refractories Company

Building Products Division, 630 Shatto Place, Los Angeles, California 90005
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Air conditioning that puts no ceiling on imagination*

Carrier's Moduline® variable volume air terminals are designed to give you freedom of design...to enhance rather than hinder your personal hallmark.

A showcase of what architects have accomplished in ceiling design with the Carrier Moduline is now available in a new portfolio entitled "Great Ceilings."

This handsomely bound reference book includes a variety of installations such as a school, hospital, municipal building, service center, and office buildings. Some are completely new, others are add-ons and/or renovations.

A new 7-minute companion film on the Carrier Moduline is also available for private showings. It clearly describes the unique features of this new unit and illustrates a variety of design-provoking ceilings. The name is the same, "Great Ceilings."

Registered architects who write in on their letterheads will receive a copy of the "Great Ceilings" portfolio and may also schedule a showing of the film.

Write today to William Heck, Product Manager, Carrier Air Conditioning Company, Carrier Parkway, Syracuse, New York 13201.

Carrier Air Conditioning Company
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THE PROBLEM SOLVER...

...IN THE SCHOOLROOM
WHERE UNIQUE NEW CARPET SQUARES
GET AN "A+" IN REDUCING MAINTENANCE COSTS
Linoleum was on the floor. Hard. Cold. Slippery. Required sweeping, mopping, and buffing. Expensive to maintain.

But the idea to carpet the school with conventional carpeting was quickly rejected. It just wouldn't last!

Then came The Problem Solver with new Heugatile loose-laid carpet squares. Soft. Warm. Quiet. Totally interchangeable, too! Rotate the squares to equalize wear, and the entire carpet stays young-looking for years and years. Heugatile banishes ugly traffic paths for good!

This is the busy hallway in The Saddle River Country Day School, Saddle River, N.J., where the Heugatile test installation was made. It proved so successful that additional Heugatile was subsequently ordered.

Headmaster Ogilvie writes:

"I have never written a fan letter before, but at this time I am impelled to do so... (to tell you)... how enthusiastic we are. Previous hard-surface flooring required a minimum of 12 hours janitor's time per week... maintenance time has been cut to 2 hours per week... a saving of $29.75 per week. In addition, the carpeting always looks neat and clean. Students take pride in the appearance of their building, and work to keep it clean..."

Tell the Problem Solver your floor-covering problem!

Write a brief letter—100 words or less—describing a flooring problem that could not be solved by conventional carpeting. If your problem is selected to be featured in future advertising, your Heugatile carpeting will be installed free of charge. Tell us your carpeting problem today! Address: The Problem Solver, Van Heugten U.S.A. Inc., 185 Sumner Avenue, Kenilworth, New Jersey 07033.

Chicago's First National Bank built PPG Performance Glass into its HVAC system

And took a big chunk out of heating and cooling costs.

PPG's Solarbronzé® Twindow® not only saved money on original equipment—it has a major role in reducing annual operating costs for Chicago's One First National Plaza. The extraordinary insulating properties of Twindow glass greatly increase the cost efficiency of the building's unusual all-electric heat-recovery HVAC system.

The complex cooling system recovers heat from the building's interior lighting system by drawing warm air from occupied spaces and cooling it with chilled-water equipment to produce the desired temperature level. Because Solarbronzé Plate Glass tends to minimize solar radiant heat energy and the double thickness of Twindow glass reduces the conducted heat gain, the amount of chilled water required by the HVAC system is reduced. This efficiency results in important annual operating cost savings to the bank.

Other factors influenced the selection of Solarbronzé Twindow. Its double thickness of glass permitted desired humidity levels (30-40%) to be maintained without condensation on interior glass surfaces. Heat-strengthened Solarbronzé Twindow also met strength requirements—50-psf wind loadings in this case—and its color harmonized with the bronze tone of exterior metals.

The various PPG Performance Glasses help realize significant savings in original mechanical equipment costs, reduce brightness, aid in temperature control or reflect like a mirror to enhance exterior design. Contact a PPG architectural rep for technical data or write: PPG Industries, One Gateway Center, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Architects and Engineers:
The First National Bank Architects (C. F. Murphy Associates and the Perkins and Will Partnership, a joint venture).

PPG is Chemicals, Minerals, Fiber Glass, Paints and Glass. So far.
You don't have to specify JAMISON

but if you value VALUE, you will

The finest materials, superior design, expert workmanship—these are all part of the value of a Jamison cold storage door. You take them for granted in a door made by the oldest and most experienced firm in the business.

But Jamison also gives you value of another kind. For instance, you may have an assignment to remodel a restaurant or cafeteria. In that case our remodelling layout sheets for food service installations can be of great value in saving you time and trouble. We have provided cooler and freezer doors for thousands of remodelling jobs, and our experience is reflected in these layout sheets.

They are yours free without obligation. Also without obligation, our book "How to Select and Specify Doors for Cold Storage Warehouses and Food Processing Plants." Send for both values.

When you receive them, you still don't have to specify JAMISON. But if you value VALUE, you will.

COLD STORAGE DOORS BY JAMISON

JAMISON DOOR COMPANY - HAGERSTOWN, MD.
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Let 'em come...
the thundering herds...
Your carpet decision was clever.
That Avondale yarn
has got what it takes
For safaris that go on forever!

America's leading carpet manufacturers believe in Avondale yarns.
Avondale Mills / General Offices / Sylacauga, Alabama
WOOL - ACRYLICS - NYLON - POLYESTER
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General Electric luminaires light all outdoors...

...and shine in plants as well.

Whether your lighting job is big as all outdoors or is a small in-plant area, a General Electric system can serve you best. Along with GE's broader and longer experience, you can choose from more equipment than anywhere else.

Floodlights, for instance, that heighten the beauty of the tallest—or smallest—building. Decorative lighting, both attractive and efficient. Industrial luminaires that filter the air they operate in, using every modern light source—Mercury, Multi-Vapor*, or Lucalox® lamps. Twin units. Singles. Enclosed. Open. High mounting or low. For 100-watt to 1000-watt lamps.

See your GE Sales Engineer or franchised distributor for full details, or write Section 460-34, General Electric Company, Hendersonville, N. C. 28739.
Hugh E. Mulholland has joined the planning and architectural firm, William L. Pereira & Associates, as director of engineering in Los Angeles.

Neri & Sit, Inc., Architects and Engineers and PACE Associates, Inc. have recently merged. The new firm is known as PACE Associates, Inc., and is located at 35 East Wacker Drive, Chicago.

Five associates of Murphy and Mackey Architects, Inc. have been elected vice presidents: D. Robert Downey, A.I.A., Harry B. Richman, A.I.A., Theodore J. Wofford, A.I.A., Donald J. McMahon and Keith B. Underwood, A.I.A.

Malcolm L. Nietz has been elected to the board of directors of Ellerbe Architects.

The Los Angeles-based firm of Dan Saxon Palmer A.I.A. & Associates has appointed Roy C. Shacter and Elvin Riley as associates.

Stewart E. Duval has been appointed chief architect of The Perkins & Will Partnership's Washington, D.C. office.

Robert J. Perry has joined the Los Angeles-based firm of Arbogast Jones Theiss Associates.

Thomas C. Pratt & Associates, Architects, announces that associates of the firm, Alvin F. Schafer and William D. Slowik, have been elected to partnership. The firm continues architectural practice under the new name Pratt Schafer Slowik, Pittsburgh.

A new firm has been formed under the name of Sylvia Reay, A.I.A., and is located at 1088 Keith Avenue, Berkeley, California.

Mrs. Jacob Rietsema has joined the James S. Minges & Associates, Inc. consulting engineering firm of Farmington, Conn.


Martin Lovett & Associates, Consulting Engineers has announced the admission of Alan H. Rozman, P.E. as a partner in the New York City firm.

Samborn, Stekete, Otis and Evans, has announced the addition of four new partners: J. R. Fernandez and Francis L. McAulliffe, Jr., engineers, and Gordon E. Lewis and Byron L. West, architects.

Two Cleveland firms have merged to form Schafer, Flynn, van Dijk and Dalton, Grimm, Johnson, Architects.


The firm of Schwarz & Van Hoefen is now known as Schwarz & Henmi Architects. Partners of the firm are Arthur W. Schwarz, A.I.A. and Richard T. Henmi, A.I.A.

continued from page 57

**Space-lite**

This new family of luminaires for high-intensity discharge-type lamps brings bold new shapes and colors to meet the needs of modern architecture. 175, 250, 400 and 1000 watts; six decorator colors; round or square shapes; singles, twins, or clusters.

All feature exclusive GE charcoal-filtered optical assembly to reduce maintenance and provide highest maintained light output.

continued on page 300

The “**or**” in “**or equal**” usually ends up in...**inferior**

Those two words—“or equal”—in your specifications section can lead to considerable disappointment in a finished project. Particularly in vinyl wallcoverings. A moment of inattention, a persuasive salesman, a rash attempt to save a few dollars and you agree to a substitute for Vicrtex. Sometimes, the substitution is even made without your knowledge.

There's only one way to guarantee that you get superior stain-resistant finishes, attractive textures, unique patterns and lustrous colors of Vicrtex vinyl wallcoverings. By tight specs and double-checking along the way.

If you know enough about vinyl wallcoverings to specify VICRTEX, make sure you get Vicrtex.
Spend a bit more for the deck.
And a lot less for the roof.

Our Type F roof deck may be the only roof deck actually designed to be used in a roof. No kidding. As far as we know, it's the only one designed specifically to complement the insulation, the bitumen and the felts.

Take our flute opening for example:
It's just under 1¾" wide. Any larger and you'd need heavier, more expensive insulation to bridge the gap and to get your .26U factor. Any smaller and you'd lose rigidity.

See those perfectly flat top edges? You can't ask for a better adhesion surface.

We have full side laps. Without them, bitumen could come through and leak all over your reputation. And those flange stiffeners. They help minimize deflection and eliminate dishpanning.

We make Type F roof deck 30 inches wide and up to 50 feet long. It's light, nestable, and comes galvanized or with a high quality paint primer.

Every ounce is certified grade C steel.

It costs a bit more.

But it can save you up to $3.00 per square of finished roof.

Would you like the full story? Drop us a note.

Wheeling Roof Deck.
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Start with a striking architectural design. Add one of the most practical environmental control systems available today, and what do you have? The new CBS Laboratories research and development center in Stamford, Connecticut. A 2.75 million dollar structure, containing 80,000 square feet of floor space. Engineering cost analyses proved heat-by-light to be the most economical system for the CBS project.

The heat-by-light concept utilizes modern heat-transfer fixtures to capture up to 85% of light-generated heat. Some of this heat is used to maintain desired temperature in interior areas, with the rest channeled to offset heat loss at building perimeters. So it's almost like getting heat free.

All-Electric systems eliminate the need for boiler rooms, flues, fuel storage and handling. Result: greater design freedom for architects; substantial savings for owners. And that's not all! Because an All-Electric system requires less supervision, maintenance costs are significantly lowered.

The ultimate in design flexibility. At practical cost. You can be sure of both with All-Electric design. For information on heat-by-light, or any other All-Electric system, contact your electric light and power company. They'll be happy to shed more light on the matter.
All-Electric design

Live Better Electrically
Edison Electric Institute
750 Third Ave., N.Y., N.Y. 10017
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CBS Labs
Developers:
High Ridge Park Associates
Builders:
F. D. Rich Company
Architect:
Victor H. Bisharat
Consulting Engineer:
Werner-Jensen, Korst & Adams
Precision controlled candlepower for brilliant, powerful illumination

Whether you're relighting Georgia Tech's Stadium for color TV transmission or miles of security fence at Guantanamo Bay, Steber's new Super Sportsliter will deliver more brilliance and more precise beam control than any floodlight in its class.

It's the only high performance floodlight on the market available in NEMA 2, 3, 4, and 5 beam spreads. And, in beam efficiency, Steber photometrics exceed NEMA standards in every beam spread. Of course the price is competitive—in any beam spread and any line voltage. But, more important, Super Sportslites are designed so that you'll use fewer of them and save on installation, operating and power costs, too.

Call or write Steber for the story on Super Sportsliter. Ask for a SHOW and SELL lighting demonstration and for the services of your Steber Lighting Expert. Write: Steber Division, Pyle-National Company, 1334 N. Kostner Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60651.

Steber Lighting
Pyle-National

In Canada: Pyle-National (Canada) Ltd.
Lens is thermal, shock and impact resistant.

Cast aluminum lens door has S/S hardware. Hinged to provide fast access to photometric surface.

Die-Cast Aluminum 45 degree aiming sector permits "fine tuning" vertical adjustment.

Mounts on 24" crossarm centers (no special crossarm dimensions needed). Zinc plated chromite sealed, enameled steel mounting yoke.

Cast aluminum reflector housing with integral vented ballast housing.

Internal ballast for 120V through 480V primary. Easy access to compartment provided.

High gloss, self cleaning, baked alkyd high temperature finish.

STEBER
SUPER
SPORTSLITER.
Custom Heavy Intermediate Steel Windows were selected by the architects and furnished by Hope's for the exceptionally large window walls in this handsome structure. Installation of all components including entrances (furnished by Hope's) was included in Hope's contract thus eliminating divided responsibility and insuring proper coordination and installation — Hope's would welcome the opportunity to discuss the windows for your next building — no obligation.
Haws smartly designed drinking fountains fit a wide world of architectural shapes. Grace a landscape or harmonize an interior today with a unique Haws design. Write for your free catalog now.

- Haws Drinking Faucet Company, 1441 Fourth St., Berkeley, Calif. 94710.

The Aquasphere Capillary attraction holds water to the surface of the aluminum alloy sphere. Water disappears inside pedestal of rugged fiberglass and resin composition. Separate pushbuttons operate the two drinking bubblers, concealed and protected beneath the shell of the sphere.
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Inland-Ryerson 1-5/8" NF Celluflor offers 66% more space per cell than standard profile 1-1/2" electrified floor deck. It can handle today's expanded electrification needs with a healthy reserve for tomorrow. The greater cell size permits wide 4" hand-holes which more easily accept large diameter communication cables.

Our 1-5/8" NF Celluflor can be blended with any standard Inland-Ryerson 1-1/2" deck, giving you maximum flexibility in meeting a variety of in-floor electrification requirements. 1-5/8" NF also has the Inland-Ryerson Hi-Bond® lugs which makes it an integral component in composite construction.

For complete design, specification and construction data on 1-5/8" NF Celluflor and all of the Inland-Ryerson floor systems, contact your Inland-Ryerson sales engineer or write to Inland-Ryerson Construction Products Co., Dept. D, 4033 W Burnham Street, Milwaukee, Wis. 53201.
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SPECIFY

safety, durability...and beauty

FLAME SHIELD

CERAMIC-LIKE WALL COATING

- Incombustible glazed wall coating with the beauty of ceramic tile... at a fraction of its cost.

- U.L. rated. Smoke developed: Zero. Won't contribute smoke... the number one cause of death in fires.

- Meets Class "A" flame-spread requirements established by many code authorities.

- Tough, seamless surface resists abrasion, scuffing and staining... provides virtually maintenance-free service.

- Available in a wide range of decorative colors.

For information on FLAME SHIELD ceramic-like wall coating and FLAME SHIELD fire-retardant intumescent coatings, technical assistance and names of authorized distributors, write to our Architectural Division.

M. A. BRUDER & SONS, Incorporated

52nd & Grays Avenue

Philadelphia, Pa. 19143
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announcing a

rooftop revolution

Mammoth’s new, advanced Adapta-Zone provides the most sophisticated multi-zone heating, cooling and ventilating available in the industry

The new Mammoth Adapta-Zone represents an exciting revolution in rooftop multi-zone heating, cooling and ventilating, exemplifying Mammoth leadership in the design and engineering of equipment for total rooftop environmental air control for institutional, commercial and industrial buildings.

The Adapta-Zone serves up to 14 zones, with eight models ranging in capacity from 250,000 through 500,000 Btu of heating, 18 through 35 tons of cooling. Units are available in two engineering concepts—one incorporating the conventional hot deck-cold deck system with mechanical dehumidification confined to the cold deck area, the other providing constant dehumidification with a companion reheat system for balanced operating economy.

The Adapta-Zone features a low silhouette (only 44” high), with all aluminum acrylic finished exterior panels, “weatherlock” panel and louvre construction, and extruded aluminum framing with an exclusive panel lock design. Units are available with convertible bottom or end zone discharge, a choice of four air filtering methods, and two powered return and exhaust air options. An indirect gas-fired heater with micro-temp control is standard, while electric, hot water or steam coils are optional. And an advanced roof curb design makes installation of the factory assembled units fast and easy.

Ask your Mammoth representative for full information on the rooftop revolution created by the new Adapta-Zone, or write for Bulletins AZM-69-S and AZM-69-E.
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The manufacturer warrants by affixing this label that this product is a duplicate of materials independently tested and approved by, and in accordance with standards established by Thiokol Chemical Corporation. Industry’s first and only full service quality assurance program represents products of proven weatherproofing capability. They’re ideal for maintenance and for original work.

With its far-reaching Seal of Security program, Thiokol has taken the lead in meeting sealing requirements brought on by changing structural forms and materials. Built on quality and performance standards far more demanding than those generally accepted, the Thiokol approach goes to greatest lengths to assure complete weatherproofing protection. Only sealant products based on Thiokol LP® polysulfide polymer measuring up to the specifications in tough lab testing can wear the Seal. And only by proving quality continuance in follow-up monitoring can the same sealants retain the Seal.

The material must provide steel-grip bonding, rubbery flexibility, highest resistance to weather, wear and aging—or Thiokol won’t put on the Seal. That’s security.

Thiokol
(Chemical)

THIOKOL CHEMICAL CORP., 780 N. CLINTON AVE., TRENTON, N.J. 08607
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PRIME 'n FILL*
BUILDING BLOCK COATER

Perfect paint base, perfect moisture barrier for concrete block. In one operation, PRIME 'n FILL primes, fills, and surfaces the block. Moisture cannot get through this impenetrable barrier; PRIME 'n FILL seals every void in the block. The surface becomes hard, dense, and non-porous—a perfect base for all vinyl, acrylic, or oil-base coatings. The basic economy of block construction is extended right to the finish, when you use this low cost, high quality, time-tested product on exterior and interior surfaces. Paint goes farther—usually covers perfectly with one finish coat. So forget the problems and high cost of painting concrete block. Just PRIME 'n FILL... then paint.

*ALSO AVAILABLE: VINYL PRIME'N FILL... READY-TO-USE.

THE SYNKOLOID COMPANY
A DIVISION OF BALTIMORE PAINT & CHEMICAL CORPORATION
LOS ANGELES • ATLANTA

MAIL THIS COUPON FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION

The Synkloid Company, 3345 Medford Street
Los Angeles, California 90063

Gentlemen: Tell me more about PRIME 'n FILL.

NAME
COMPANY
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE
ZIP CODE

Write or phone KOLD-DRAFT
a division of
UNIFLOW MFG. CO., ERIE, PA. 16512
ESTABLISHED IN THE YEAR 1920
814-453-6761

Write for FREE KOLD-DRAFT SERV-ICE GUIDE

You can determine ice requirements quickly and accurately with this exclusive KOLD-DRAFT SERV-ICE GUIDE

See SWEET'S File 23a/Ko
That's what we say about the idea that injection molding is the only way to produce good prismatic lighting panels.

The photos prove that KSH-12 panels are just as good as injection molded. In fact, at these angles they're better... with lower brightness and less glare.

We produce lighting panels by the new continuous "ROTOMOLD" process... developed by and exclusive to K·S·H. But why quibble over details. Performance is what counts.

We just want you to remember that when somebody says an injection molded panel is better than anything else... that's BALONEY!

Don't take our word for it. See the panels side by side. Examine our quality. Compare our photometric data, brightness, and efficiency.

K-Lite prismatic lenses produced by the exclusive "ROTOMOLD" process are as good as the best injection molded. But they cost less. Maybe that makes them better!

Consider K-Lite for your next job.
"MONUMENTAL", MASSIVE PATTERNED BORDEN DECOR PANEL

Strong pattern scaled for the size and impact of a building is easily achieved with the massive "Monumental" style Borden Decor Panel.

A custom designed aluminum facade of Monumental is a major element in the remodeling of the Lansing Community College building shown above. Originally built in 1875, the structure is now updated with stone, new first floor brick and windows, new entrances, and the Decor Panel screen which contains 48 fire doors concealed and blended into its pattern. Cantilevered off the wall 2' 6", the Monumental screen uses "T" bars for greater spans and greater strength. This individual pattern uses structural tees on alternate centers of 16" and 8", with reversing slant tabs at 8" o.c. and tilted 26°.

Boldly sized Monumental Decor Panels fill a particular need for scale on larger buildings and those where visual impact at greater distances is desirable. These enlarged patterns, like all the Borden Decor Panel styles, prove ideal for both new construction and the refacing of existing structures.

Write for latest full-color catalog on Borden Decor Panel

another fine product line of

BORDEN METAL PRODUCTS CO.
MAIN OFFICE: 822 GREEN LANE, ELIZABETH, NEW JERSEY 07207 • Elizabeth 2-6410
PLANTS AT: LEEDS, ALABAMA; UNION, NEW JERSEY; CONROE, TEXAS

When in New York City, see our exhibit at Architects Samples, 101 Park Avenue
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Delayed fees: curse of the funding process

Delayed payment of fees is causing distress in many architects' offices. Even long-established offices of proven competence are forced to take emergency measures to survive the interval between the commission and any substantial payment of fee-sometimes delayed until long after completion of working drawings. This is especially true of jobs that are highly speculative and heavily mortgaged, including Federally-financed housing and urban renewal projects. Clients for these types of buildings very often make only token payments of the architect's fee until mortgage money is available; and usually the proposed design must be virtually complete before the lender makes the first payment.

One eminently competent architect, who prefers to remain anonymous, describes the situation as follows:

Seventy-five per cent of an architect's services are completed before the owner obtains the first mortgage draw and construction starts. Since there is no financing available to the owner for a particular project until the construction documents are completed, the owner must use other sources for funds. Understandably, he does not want to tie up capital during the years (many years in the case of government-insured or financed projects, particularly in urban renewal areas) required to get a project financed and under construction. Therefore, he wants to pay out as little money as possible during this period for architectural services. Yet he must have these services before he can obtain his financing and start to build.

The architect is forced into the role of banker

During the development period, the architect must pay monthly salaries and overhead in order to provide the services. Thus, a vicious circle has developed wherein the architect is forced to finance the client for a high percentage of this service, yet he has no source of capital except his profession.

Meanwhile, the architect's pre-tax income as a percent of gross receipts has been shown (in the A.I.A. report The Economics of Architectural Practice) to be about one third of the average in 1950. Salaries, consultants' fees and all indirect expenses have risen much more rapidly than construction costs—and the majority of fees are still based on a long-established percentage of construction costs. At the same time, services are more complex, there are new problems involving risk and liability, and there are many other problems. Not the least of these is the rapid increase in taxes over the past decade.

The responsible professional architect (without a private income from other sources) faces certain hardship—if not bankruptcy—in order to finance his services until the client gets his mortgage draw. Present conditions require hundreds of thousands of dollars to be carried in accounts receivable by any architect doing major work—particularly in housing, urban renewal and other large urban projects.

Yet these are precisely the projects that must be served today. At the very time that everyone is talking "good design," many of the professionals trained to accomplish this (and within strict budgets) are approaching a breaking point. Only those who can finance their services get the work, and clients are increasingly frank about this. They are quick to wrath if the architect has to bring up the desperate problems of getting paid, and they make it clear that next time they'll get someone "more reasonable."

Some clients procrastinate others drag their feet

Some of these clients sign A.I.A. agreements calling for monthly payments to the architect—and then they just don't pay for months and months. When the architect requests even partial payment, such owners typically respond with familiar excuses for not paying just now. These excuses range from the patently flimsy to the grossly unfair.

Other owners spend months and months having their lawyers "review" the A.I.A. agreement—a standard document that any competent lawyer could "review" in an hour. They say that their letter agreement is okay—so why bother with all of this when (in the case of FHA) "you have to sign their agreement anyway." In the meantime, they pay "on account" amounts now and then, but these rarely cover costs. Still others want a schedule of payments with a "holdback" of at least one third "until FHA closing" or some other "signing" that activates the financing. The architect who agrees to this must insist on a firm date for payment of the one third after completion of the contract documents or he will spend an even longer period waiting to be paid.

The architect's recourse—a study in frustration

What does the harassed architect do about his fees? 1) He sends monthly statements after month and finally in desperation, writes or telephones the client—usually, at best, with a few "on account" responses. 2) He borrows from the few "Peters" who pay their accounts and pays for the "Pauls" projects. Since there are very few "Peter" accounts and most of them small, this doesn't help much. 3) As the end of a month draws near, he goes to his bank with a list of accounts receivable. Banks take a dim view of these so he puts up his house (if he is lucky enough to own one) as collateral. This produces only enough to pay costs for a few more weeks. 4) Just as he is about to go down the third time, a sizable project finally staggers to the finish line—and the mortgage draw pays the long-delayed fees for work completed months before. The architect races back to his office, writes checks to all the creditors he can, puts enough aside to pay for a month's cost, pays the bank as little as it will accept, and goes back to the drawing board hoping that other clients will pay soon.

But they don't. Holdbacks and just plain delay in payment on more than 20 projects put accounts receivable for this particular architect at $408,270.47, although some projects have been completed for several months. This situation requires an extraordinary effort to solve.

The architect goes to the bank, but he already owes them as much as he could borrow last time. The bank recommends that the architect write the clients for pay-
ment and that they forward all future checks payable directly to the bank until this "new situation is solved." The architect owes a large part of the most recent receivables to engineers who have similar problems.

Each client has a separate problem and it appears that each expects the architect to survive from other clients until it is convenient for him to pay. It is interesting that only one of this architect's clients was ever a bad debt (a small amount—under $1,000). All the rest paid—eventually. It just happens that nowadays most clients are very "eventual." Taxes and interest on borrowed money eat up any chance for profit out of the slim margin of pre-tax income theoretically possible after costs. Unless owners can borrow the money to pay for the architect's development services instead of trying to use the architects' nonexistent capital, professional architects without very large private incomes won't be able to survive.

**Pre-qualified bidders preferred on complex jobs**

In a laudable effort to unify application and processing procedures for Federally-supported construction programs, the Department of Health, Education & Welfare appointed an inter-agency committee to examine some 30-odd construction support programs administered by five different agencies within HEW. Some apprehension was engendered in certain quarters by a preliminary recommendation that seemed to favor a uniform system of publicly advertised bidding, whereby all "responsible" contractors would be eligible to bid on all projects, and the award would have to go to the lowest bidder.

Apprehension was especially evident in those quarters where the special competence of pre-qualified contractors had been an important factor in the control of ultimate costs. The special attributes of hospitals and research facilities, for example, had been shown over many years of practice to gain substantial advantage in quality and cost from the know-how of qualified contractors. The result has been that about one-half of the Hill-Burton hospital projects have been bid, at owners' option, by selected lists of three or more pre-qualified bidders per project. The history of those not so selectively bid (most of them publicly-held projects where open bidding was a requirement) has been marked by costly errors, delays, and extras.

The case for selective bidding is by no means a universally compelling one for many of the more conventional types of construction in most HEW programs. Indeed, public advertising for bids on publicly financed work might logically be preferred—under conventional conditions.

Any approach to unified procedures is complicated by the fact that the enabling legislation and the amount of Federal support authorized have been different for each program. Some programs provide for 90 per cent or more support in grants or mortgage insurance for the structures proposed. This means that the Federal involvement penetrates deeply into the ownership of such projects.

Federal administrators and custodians of public funds are only too well aware that, at least for simpler types of buildings which may be rapidly brought to completion, the open bidding process may have advantages. Some of these, it might be averred, have to do with ease of explanation rather than expedition, but the stated policy objective of "maximum competition among qualified bidders" can scarcely be impugned.

In the Hill-Burton program, however, the applicant for support puts up at least two-thirds of the total cost of the institution, and the processes of funding and construction usually involve long periods of time and a more critical degree of expertise on the part of owners, architects and contractors regarding local conditions and job requirements. Furthermore, the options of the Hill-Burton applicant reasonably carry more weight as design and construction controls on the simple basis of their own involvement. Through the options and experience of independent owners, the selective bidding process has developed over the 22 years of the Hill-Burton program as a workable mode of increasing efficiency and controlling costs, so far, without a record of any scandal or malfeasance. Therefore, while the option for selective bidding remains open, suggestions to proscribe it by requiring some undefined justification by the applicant and agreement by the agency that it is necessary are causing some apprehension among architects and prospective owners.

There are two additional complications in the approaches of any unifying effort to the present support programs. One is the fact that some projects may be getting Federal money from four or more agency sources. For example, a university-affiliated hospital may be supported not only by Hill-Burton for the acute care facilities of the institution, but also by special funds for research laboratories, nursing schools, mental health facilities, libraries, dormitories, etc. Thus the need for simplification is an urgent one that will be met—not by hasty fiat, but by exactly the kind of review it is getting now in order to avoid costly over-simplification.

A second complication could be injected by a proposal that bidding alternates be listed by applicants in the order of importance of their consideration. From the client's point of view, this poses a severe problem, because usually he does not know the order of cost advantages until the alternates have been bid. The order of preference, therefore, may change after bids come in. Furthermore, in the publicly advertised bidding process, the low bid on each alternate may be submitted by a different contractor—a result that obviously complicates the process.

**Investment homework, prelude to urban excellence**

When architects complain that their profession does not command the eminence it deserves in the investment building world, there is a definite reason for their misgivings. Unlike bankers, developers and all other groups involved in investment construction, the architect often fails to address or even to comprehend the investor's primary and necessary objective: profit.

So says Lathrop Douglass in a recent review of some 20 years of practice in that demanding arena. Mr. Douglass is a designer of many commercial centers, urban and otherwise, and is currently president of the New York Chapter of A.I.A.

"Far too often the architect is bypassed altogether because of his failure to think honestly along economic lines and in the language of his collaborators in the enterprise," Douglass said. When the investor decides that the architect's schemes and "flowing spaces" will not make him any money, he calls in men who understand his interests (construction managers?) and they show him how it can be done. The architect may be allowed to make the working drawings.

"The projects invariably suffer as a result. Our cities are filled with skyscrapers badly planned from the point of view of city development, ultimately failures because of the short-sightedness of the investor's advisors. The environs are filled with obsolescent apartment houses that block progress and make the city ugly and ill-adapted to the needs of its inhabitants."

The remedy for all these tragedies is basic to the architect's training and way of thinking. But to retain leadership and promote sound long-range values, he must back up esthetic goals with an economically sound presentation. Otherwise, says Douglass, "the evils of our cities will continue to multiply regardless of all the fervent writings of the profession which, in the cold analysis of the business world, too often do not pass the profit test."
That's why we make all of our Moltex® commercial seats out of high-impact polystyrene.

BANG! CRASH! BANG! BANG! BANG! Can any seat survive such torturous treatment?

Millions of Church Seats are doing it every day.

Note the cover on the seat? It's a Church exclusive in the commercial and institutional field. We've got round seats, elongated, closed and open-front seats—and all made of high-impact polystyrene! Your choice of four different hinge styles, too—check, self-sustaining, regular or our unique eccentric hinge. No matter what kind of seat you need, Church has it.
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Success formula: ability, adaptability and enterprise

The enterprise of a young architectural firm will join forces with a wholly private Negro enterprise to up-grade Detroit's inner city. Architects Ziegelman and Ziegelman have adapted their well-known "instant bank" in a stacked configuration to provide low-income housing. The client is an organization called Accord, operated by a board of 12 of the community's black businessmen with five white businessmen acting as advisors. Accord, having successfully launched an initial phase of rehabilitating existing apartment buildings for re-sale as condominiums, is now entering a second phase with the development of pre-built new housing. A two-story prototype of eight units (shown below) will be built first, and Accord is acquiring land to build about 200 units, which also will be sold to occupants.

Development of the basic prefabricated module began in 1964 when the Birmingham, Michigan, Bank of the Commonwealth wanted to test new branch locations housed in a structure that was movable and inexpensive but of permanent quality, rather than the trailer-like structures then in common use for that purpose.

The Ziegelman solution was to control cost and quality by building the completed modules in one location using standard components and assembly-line techniques. Two or three 12-by-8-by-37-foot modules for each branch bank could then be trans-
ported by truck to any location in the region. Each module is a rigid tubular steel frame with all interior and exterior finishes, insulation and glazing installed. It can be placed in position by crane and needs no bracing for handling. The design has won two awards from the steel industry: one from A.I.S.C. in 1966 and one from A.I.S.I. in March of this year. And the Ziegelman brothers, Norman H. (36) and Robert L. (32) have continued manufacture and adaptation of the module as a profitable support for their growing practice.

Awards and enterprise have rather exceptionally marked the brief history of the independent practice of these two post-graduates of the Birmingham-Bloomfield offices of Saarinen and Yamasaki. The award-gathering started—as did the first moves toward independent practice—in 1962, when the brothers' entry in the Boston City Hall competition won honorable mention. That was the year Norman stayed on in Saarinen's Bloomfield office (virtually the last remaining employe after the firm's move to Connecticut) to phase out the Yale dormitory job. Robert had previously left Saarinen, worked a year with Yamasaki, toured Europe and returned in 1962 to help with the City Hall and the new practice.

Another award, perhaps more representative than the instant bank in demonstrating the design thrust of the firm, was the 1968 honor award of the Michigan Society of Architects for their down-to-the-frame remodeling of the Birmingham-Bloomfield Bank. The brothers are quick to point out, however, that the visible differences between the instant and the permanent banks reflect a basic consistency in architectural approaches to each problem—a constant search for appropriate methods and materials that is intensified, or certainly not diluted, by increasing stringency of the budget. The instant bank, they say, represents more development research and analysis of unfamiliar cost factors than most conventional commissions. Only the do-it-yourself enterprise of manufacture made it financially successful.

Having started their practice with almost no capital and no prospects, Ziegelman and Ziegelman had to make enterprise a way of life. In order to get their first office space for $25 a month rent, they agreed to renovate the building it occupied. Early experience working with their contractor father stood them in good stead for that exercise. No one knocked on their new door offering commissions—indeed, things got so bad they called on their contracting experience again and submitted the low bid to construct a cleaning plant designed by another architect. They made money on it, but were saved for architecture by a few houses and a model study for a pre-fab panel house. They designed and built an apartment house which they still own.

The real break came when Don Parsons, youthful chairman of the Bank of the Commonwealth, wanted a young firm to respond to lively plans for the future. A scant sampling of the Ziegelman diversity is shown below. Soon to be completed will be their own new office building.
The old neighborhood will never be the same.

This could be the beginning of the end. For airplane hangars as we know them—boxes, big and ugly and wasteful of space. They’re on their way out, because of a man who looks like a college professor. He wears tweedy suits and smokes a pipe and—what do you know, he is a college professor. Charles R. Hutton is his name, Professor of Construction Technology at Purdue.

Way back in 1963, he had an idea. Why not build a hyperbolic paraboloid out of steel? As an architectural design, the H.P. was nothing particularly new. But building one of steel—that was unheard of.

The projected advantages of such a structure were obvious and many. A steel hyperbolic paraboloid could be erected quickly, its cost would be low, and its weight far less than for an H.P. built with conventional materials. It would be a dream for schools, theatres, shopping centers. Maybe even airplane hangars.

To prove that the theory could work, Professor Hutton knew he’d need time and support and money. So he took his idea to Inland Steel. And there, he got all three.

Today, six years later, the world’s first hyperbolic paraboloid jet airplane hangar has been completed at Wold-Chamberlain Field in Minneapolis. It provides overnight maintenance facilities for United Air Lines Boeing 727’s and DC-8’s. And made almost entirely of Inland-produced steel, like INX-50 high strength steel.

It’s precisely because of the availability of high-strength steels like INX, that such imaginative structures as the H.P. have become possible. Inland’s other high-strength steels are doing their part, too, to modernize the face of America. COR-TEN, TRI-STEEL®, HI-STEEL®, HI-MAN® steels—all are being used more and more to solve construction problems and make new architecture a new reality.

Got any neighborhoods you want changed? Send for our free design manual on steel H.P.’s. And start changing.

Inland Steel Company, 30 West Monroe Street, Chicago, Illinois 60603. AC 312 Financial 6-0300.
there's more where these came from

Lots more! More styles. More sizes. More design freedom. Wood panel doors, Filuma® fiberglass panel doors, Filuma aluminum panel doors (mix with fiberglass panels, if you wish). Frantz Filuma doors are available in any commercial/industrial size up to 24 feet wide and 20 feet high. For extra excitement in residential design, there's our Wood Grain Filuma door . . . the easy-to-clean, lightweight fiberglass door that looks like wood. How's that for design freedom?

And Frantz builds more quality features into a door. Pressure Sealed® fiberglass panels are weather tight. Spring Door Holders automatically press door against head jamb to seal out drafts. Or the famous Multi-Function Security Lock that operates from either side . . . inside without a key. Like to hear more about the more door (and there's a lot more to tell)? See our catalog in Sweet's Architectural or Light Construction files. Or call your building materials dealer. Or write.

FRANTZ
MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Department 7 • Sterling, Illinois 61081
WORLD FAMOUS FOR QUALITY GARAGE DOORS
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Big cities and big projects

It's no secret that the bulk of architect-designed building takes place in the cities, and that a large share of this is concentrated in just a few important metropolitan areas. What may not be so well known is that important shifts have been taking place in the degree of concentration within these areas. A number of formerly medium-sized cities have achieved major status in recent years, and they are becoming increasingly competitive with the largest cities for the construction dollar.

As recently as 1960, the five major construction markets—New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco and Philadelphia—accounted for 30 per cent of all architect-designed building (nonresidential plus apartments) in the country. By 1968, the share of the five top markets (Boston had replaced Philadelphia) had dropped to only 22 per cent. Meanwhile, the next 15 areas had increased their proportion of total construction of these types of buildings from 18 to over 21 per cent. While the value of new building in the top five was increasing less than 50 per cent, contract values in the next 15 cities jumped over 130 per cent. As a result, even after accounting for higher costs, the 1968 volume of construction in at least five smaller cities exceeded that of fifth-ranked Philadelphia in 1960, while the volume of building in 18th-ranked Ft. Lauderdale in 1968 topped that of ninth-ranked Detroit in 1960.

A look at the burgeoning skylines of the "big five" cities may appear to belie these statistics. All of them are currently enjoying or have recently experienced the strongest surge of new office construction in their histories. At the same time, however, the smaller cities have shared in this boom and garnered an increasing amount of store, school, hospital and government building projects to serve their faster-growing populations.

The most dramatic shift has taken place in apartment building. In 1960, the five major areas accounted for over half the value of all apartment houses built in the country. By 1968, this share had been reduced to less than one quarter. The next 15 cities increased their share of the apartment market from 22 to 30 per cent. The proportion of apartment contracts let in the rest of the nation, including non-metropolitan areas, jumped from 25 per cent in 1960 to almost 50 percent in 1968. These trends mirror the widespread acceptance of apartment living throughout the nation, as improved planning and design heighten the convenience and desirability of this type of habitation.

The concentration of architect-designed building in big cities has been an established fact for a long time. A somewhat newer development is the increasing importance of large construction projects in the growth in valuation of a number of building types.

In 1968, 41 building projects, each in excess of $25 million, were valued at over one and three quarters billion dollars. This compares with only 28 such projects in 1967, with a total value of only $1.1 billion. At the beginning of the decade, there were only 13 projects valued at over $20 million, with a total value of just over a half billion dollars.

The trend toward larger buildings is especially strong in commercial construction. The 32 major office buildings contracted in the last two years, with a total valuation of $1.2 billion, exceeded both the number and value for the previous seven years combined. Major store building, valued at a quarter of a billion dollars in 1968, matched the total value of large projects in this category for the previous ten years.

Large projects have been more common in manufacturing. Nevertheless, a spurt of new petrochemical projects pushed the value of such buildings to $1.1 billion in 1967-68, a figure that topped the combined total for the six previous years.

In part, the recent upsurge in large building projects reflects the growth of large companies, either internally or through mergers, which require larger, one-location sites for efficient operations. Increased ability to attract investment funds has also played an important role. Finally, improved building methods and the economies of single-site construction have contributed to this trend.

Building activity: monthly contract tabulations

![Graph showing building activity: monthly contract tabulations](image-url)
DIFFERENCES in costs between two cities may be compared by dividing the cost differential figure of one city by that of a second. If the cost differential of one city (10.0) divided by that of a second (10.0) equals 125%, then costs in the first city are 25% higher than costs in the second. Also, costs in the second city are 80% of those in the first (8.0=10.0.0%) or they are 20% lower in the second city.

The information presented here indicates trends of building construction costs in 21 leading cities and their suburban areas (within a 25-mile radius). Information is included on past and present costs, and future costs can be projected by analysis of cost trends.

## HISTORICAL BUILDING COST INDEXES—AVERAGE OF ALL BUILDING TYPES, 21 CITIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Average</td>
<td>213.3</td>
<td>264.6</td>
<td>266.8</td>
<td>273.4</td>
<td>279.3</td>
<td>284.9</td>
<td>286.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlanta</td>
<td>233.5</td>
<td>294.7</td>
<td>298.2</td>
<td>305.7</td>
<td>313.7</td>
<td>321.5</td>
<td>329.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore</td>
<td>213.3</td>
<td>269.9</td>
<td>271.5</td>
<td>275.5</td>
<td>280.6</td>
<td>285.7</td>
<td>290.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birmingham</td>
<td>208.1</td>
<td>249.9</td>
<td>250.5</td>
<td>256.5</td>
<td>260.9</td>
<td>265.6</td>
<td>270.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>199.0</td>
<td>237.5</td>
<td>239.8</td>
<td>244.1</td>
<td>252.1</td>
<td>257.8</td>
<td>262.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>231.2</td>
<td>289.9</td>
<td>292.0</td>
<td>301.0</td>
<td>306.6</td>
<td>311.7</td>
<td>320.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cincinnati</td>
<td>207.7</td>
<td>257.6</td>
<td>258.5</td>
<td>263.9</td>
<td>269.5</td>
<td>274.0</td>
<td>278.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland</td>
<td>220.7</td>
<td>265.7</td>
<td>268.5</td>
<td>275.8</td>
<td>283.0</td>
<td>293.2</td>
<td>300.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dallas</td>
<td>221.9</td>
<td>244.7</td>
<td>246.9</td>
<td>253.0</td>
<td>256.4</td>
<td>260.8</td>
<td>266.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denver</td>
<td>211.0</td>
<td>270.9</td>
<td>274.9</td>
<td>282.5</td>
<td>287.3</td>
<td>294.0</td>
<td>297.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit</td>
<td>197.8</td>
<td>264.7</td>
<td>263.9</td>
<td>272.2</td>
<td>277.7</td>
<td>284.7</td>
<td>296.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas City</td>
<td>213.3</td>
<td>237.1</td>
<td>240.1</td>
<td>247.8</td>
<td>250.5</td>
<td>256.4</td>
<td>261.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>210.3</td>
<td>274.2</td>
<td>276.3</td>
<td>283.5</td>
<td>288.2</td>
<td>297.1</td>
<td>302.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miami</td>
<td>199.4</td>
<td>259.7</td>
<td>260.3</td>
<td>263.8</td>
<td>274.4</td>
<td>277.5</td>
<td>280.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis</td>
<td>213.3</td>
<td>267.9</td>
<td>269.0</td>
<td>273.3</td>
<td>282.4</td>
<td>285.0</td>
<td>289.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Orleans</td>
<td>207.1</td>
<td>244.7</td>
<td>245.1</td>
<td>248.3</td>
<td>249.9</td>
<td>256.3</td>
<td>259.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>207.4</td>
<td>270.8</td>
<td>276.2</td>
<td>282.3</td>
<td>289.4</td>
<td>297.1</td>
<td>304.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td>208.3</td>
<td>265.4</td>
<td>262.2</td>
<td>271.2</td>
<td>275.2</td>
<td>280.8</td>
<td>286.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pittsburgh</td>
<td>204.0</td>
<td>250.9</td>
<td>251.6</td>
<td>258.2</td>
<td>263.8</td>
<td>270.7</td>
<td>271.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis</td>
<td>213.1</td>
<td>256.9</td>
<td>253.4</td>
<td>263.4</td>
<td>272.1</td>
<td>279.3</td>
<td>283.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Francisco</td>
<td>266.4</td>
<td>337.4</td>
<td>343.3</td>
<td>352.4</td>
<td>365.4</td>
<td>368.6</td>
<td>368.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seattle</td>
<td>191.8</td>
<td>247.0</td>
<td>252.5</td>
<td>260.6</td>
<td>266.6</td>
<td>268.9</td>
<td>275.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Costs in a given city for a certain period may be compared with costs in another period by dividing one index into the other; if the index for a city for one period (200.0) divided by the index for a second period (150.0) equals 133%, the costs in the one period are 33% higher than the costs in the other. Also, second period costs are 75% of those in the first period (150.0=200.0.0%) or they are 25% lower in the second period.

## BUILDING MATERIAL PRICE INDEXES

![Building Material Price Indexes Graph](graph.png)

## BASE WAGE RATES $/HR

![Base Wage Rates Graph](graph.png)

## MONEY RATE & BOND YIELDS %

![Money Rate & Bond Yields Graph](graph.png)

## ECONOMIC INDICATORS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>1965</th>
<th>1966</th>
<th>1967</th>
<th>1968 (Quarterly)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BASE WAGE RATES $/HR</td>
<td>$5.52</td>
<td>5.8%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUILDING MATERIAL PRICE INDEXES</td>
<td>242.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MONEY RATE &amp; BOND YIELDS %</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## INDEXES AND INDICATORS

William H. Edgerton
Manager Dodge Building Cost Services
McGraw-Hill Information Systems Company
...All by AAF

Chicago's John Hancock Center—now under construction—will be the second largest building in the world.

Two types of air filters have been selected to meet the multi-million cfm needs of Chicago's newest landmark. Engineers and architects determined that the specific, yet varying clean air requirements of this giant skyscraper could most efficiently be met with AAF Roll-O-Matics and Roll-O-Paks.

AAF makes all types of filters to meet the diversified needs of the nation's largest and most complex buildings. AAF's full line solves the problem of getting optimum correlation of filter performance, cost, efficiency and maintenance requirements.

Contact your local AAF representative for additional information. Or write: Robert Moore, American Air Filter Company, Inc., 389 Central Avenue, Louisville, Kentucky 40208.

American Air Filter
BETTER AIR IS OUR BUSINESS
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Contract Carpet in 3 easy steps

From Sears America's largest buyer, seller and installer of carpet.

1. Get the help of an expert. If you're not an expert in contract carpet, you need the help of someone who is.

2. Even if you are an expert, get all the help you can from a supplier who can provide total service.

3. Make sure your supplier is someone who will stay with the job from initial specifications to final installation and beyond.
Sears has 162 experts... one of them only a quick telephone call away from you. All those strange-sounding carpet terms... and all those fibers. There's no question of it. You need help in finding your way through this thicket of different weaves, fibers, terms.

Fortunately you don't have to be an expert yourself. What you should know is where to find the answers. And that's where Sears, Roebuck and Co. can help. Sears has America's largest trained staff in contract... to give you the right answers when you need them.

Total service at Sears includes help with specs through final installation, plus widest choice of colors and patterns in the industry.

Sears buys, sells and installs more carpet than anyone else. How's that for total service? Any carpet, tile or sheet goods in any Sears store is available to contract buyers. Imagine—a choice of every fiber and weave, a choice of 838 in-stock colors, an almost unlimited choice of custom colors!

In addition, Sears has a complete design-consultant service through which you may specify any item for any assignment, including entire rooms.

Sears assures a representative on the scene until the job is done to the satisfaction of you, your client—and Sears.

This is not an idle promise. Sears stands behind what it sells!

Next time, get the right answers when you need them. See your Sears Contract Carpet Specialist. As close as a phone call away.
Nestle a bank in country as beautiful as the Blue Ridge foothills of North Carolina and you need a material with character enough to add to the historic setting.

Red cedar handsplit shakes provide a natural solution. And one just as practical as it is beautiful.

That's because an exterior of cedar shakes stays looking good — snowfall or sunshine, year-in and year-out. Cedar ages gradually, naturally, offering outstanding appearance, complete weather protection and freedom from maintenance as it does.

Red cedar's distinctive texture patterns and rich, earthy colors are perfect used in combination with other materials, too. See for yourself. Next time to capture the mood you're after, specify the real thing: Certi-Split handsplit shakes.

For more information, see our Sweet’s catalog listing. Or write: 5510 White Building, Seattle, Washington 98101. (In Canada: 1477 West Pender St., Vancouver 5, B.C., Canada.)

A bank in North Carolina’s legendary hill country.
Their material: Red cedar handsplit shakes.
Our office furniture mixes business and pleasure

These Cosco office products work hard at their individual jobs. Yet they are so attractive in design, it’s a pleasure to work with them.

Desks that are highly functional and durable. Filing units for every office need. Lounge furniture that is handsome, yet strong. Utility seating that stands up to wear and is comfortable.

And the entire Cosco line is moderately priced.

For complete information on Cosco furniture for every office need, request the “Architect’s Package” when you write Hamilton Cosco, Department AR-49, Gallatin, Tennessee.
A window for all seasons...
Therm-O-Proof insulating glass

Through Boston's bitter cold or sweltering heat, Therm-O-Proof insulating glass dramatically reduces roomside condensation and also minimizes heat loss in this electrically heated Residence Group of the Children's Hospital Medical Center.

The Architects Collaborative, Inc. of Cambridge designed this highrise as a home for the hospital staff . . . and insulating units allow the use of greater glass areas so the residents' view is unobstructed the year 'round.

To meet "all-season" requirements, Thermoproof fabricated nearly 2000 units in 20 different sizes using combinations of two lites of 3/8" sheet and/or two lites of 1/4" plate—both with a 3/8" air space.

Therm-O-Proof insulating glass—made more ways to fit more ideas.

Full color insert in Sweets 4A
Insulating glass by Thermoproof Glass Company subsidiary of Shatterproof Glass Corporation
4815 Cabot Avenue, Detroit, Michigan 48210

---

Don't let your client down after the building is up...

Name what you have created in lasting metal letters—costs a little more but lasts a whole lot longer.

Knight will cast 3-dimensional letters in solid bronze, brass or aluminum. Select from a wide variety of sizes, type faces and finishes. Or we'll create new letters, company trademarks, to your design.

Write for your FREE Knight Catalog now.

H.W. KNIGHT & SON INC.
Metal Letters & Figures
14 Lane St., Seneca Falls, N.Y. 13148
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BAPTISTRIES, SPIRES, LIGHTING by Wiedemann

BAPTISTRIES Originator of the fiberglass baptistery and leading baptism specialist. Over 150 shapes and sizes of baptistries available.

SPIRES In unit-molded fiberglass for extra strength and durability.

LIGHTING In five styles to complement any style of architecture. Available in natural aluminum or anodized in gold, brass or coppertone.
Allied Chemical announces the carpet fiber that makes dirt seem to disappear.
Why ANSO™ nylon? Because ANSO does strange things with light... turns it around, reflects the color and texture of the carpet but not the common dirt a carpet has to live with. ANSO is specially engineered to resist ugly soiling and extreme wear, that’s why it’s so perfect for commercial carpeting. ANSO offers the same rich colors, high durability, and low maintenance that have already made carpeting of A.C.E.® (Allied Chemical Engineered) nylon a recognized leader in commercial carpet fibers. ANSO costs more but it’s worth it, because ANSO looks new... longer.
The Everson Museum is only one of the distinguished new buildings throughout America and Europe in which you will find The Race/JG Theatre Seat, designed by Peter Dickinson. For a complete list of installations and brochure, write JG Furniture Company, Inc., Quakertown, Penna. 19951.
We interrupt this monsoon with the Pittco Seventy-Five Rainscreen.

Pittco's new Seventy-Five Curtain Wall system is designed for water-shy tenants. It's the curtain wall that won't leak. The rainscreen system combats leaks and drips with a proved pressure equalization principle. It specializes in monsoons, but also disarms blizzards and squalls.

The Seventy-Five Curtain Wall isn't just talented. It's beautiful too. Each of the five anodized aluminum colors is coordinated with Pittco® entrance systems and storefront metals. The Seventy-Five Curtain Wall accommodates any standard thickness of glass or spandrel. And lets you design an elegant building at an artless price.

You save expensive days of glazing and erection with interior-glazed Seventy-Five Curtain Wall. A controlled-pressure glazing system cushions and seals glass tightly between neoprene strips to minimize breakage. No more expensive fooling around.

The Seventy-Five Curtain Wall system has all the credentials, too. Passed all the requirements of NAAMM Tests A, B, C-1 and C-2, for instance.

The new Seventy-Five Curtain Wall has fully eclipsed the competi-
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Centura. Ushering in an entirely new era in wall switches and receptacles.

There's never been styling like this before. Dynamic. Elegant. With the class and distinction that architects and interior designers revel in. And color! More than ten-thousand combinations.

Is Centura's beauty only skin deep? Not on your life. Built in behind the wall-plates are top Specification-Grade engineering and construction. So good, in fact, that Centura is backed by Leviton's unprecedented 25-Year Guarantee of Performance. Listed by UL and CSA, of course.

You probably have already seen Centura in those buildings where nothing less than the ultimate will do. If you haven't yet seen samples, call your Leviton distributor or sales representative right now. Or write to us direct.

LEVITON
236 Greenpoint Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y. 11222 • Phone (212) 383-4500
In Canada, Plant and Offices in the Province of Quebec.
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SARGENT®

A complete line of advanced architectural hardware, including the Sargent Maximum Security System
New Haven, Connecticut • Ontario, Canada
Powerbond Pile Vinyl

Floor covering.
Office proof, school proof, hospital proof, store proof, etc. proof.

If it weren’t for Powerbond™ Pile Vinyl’s outstanding durability, low maintenance, excellent sound deadening properties, sure footedness, beauty and general superiority for use in any high traffic area, we could stop right here about what has helped push Powerbond Pile Vinyl into such wide acceptance.

But: There is more.

Behind its beauty (24 matchless colors and 3 textures) there’s extraordinary ruggedness, abrasion resistant and resilience. No scuffs, traffic patterns to show. And spike heels can’t spike it. No buckling. No rippling. The pile is so dense, spills, dust and dirt stay on the surface. It can take just about anything anyone can dish out.

And in back of that is our famous 5-year wear guarantee.

You see, it’s the only floor covering that combines the luxury of a super-dense pile with all the inherent practicability of vinyl. (We fuse the two together using several layers of vinyl. Because there’s nothing better than vinyl for ultimate stability.)

Now, we both know nothing’s perfect. So, about repairs. Astonishingly simple. And seams don’t show.

There are a few “almost-likes” but nothing exactly like Powerbond Pile Vinyl. Which is what you’d expect from something that has set the standard for floor covering.
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Collins & Aikman
210 Madison Avenue, New York 10016
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The shangle. It does a
lot more than cover the roof.

The deep sculptured beauty of our Hallmark shingle, the one almost everyone calls "The shangle," is adding a new beauty and excitement to dwellings with mansard and peaked roofs.

And it's no wonder.

"The shangle" is an entirely new concept in roofing products. It combines the deep sculptured beauty of the finest wood shake and the lasting durability that only an asphalt shingle can offer. That means it won't rot, warp, shrink or split and it's fire safe.

Available in pewter gray, bronzed brown and golden tan, "The shangle" lets you make the roof as attractive as the rest of the dwelling.

For complete information, see your Sweet's file or write:

Certain-teed Products Corporation, Ardmore, Pa. 19003.

Manufacturers and distributors of roofing shingles, built-up roofing, fiberboard sheathing, fiber glass home insulation, and acoustical ceiling products.
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Mayfair Park, Birmingham, Alabama
Architect: Joseph Kott A.I.A.
Builder: Mayfair Construction Company
CEL-WAY® The in-floor electrical distribution system for every need!
Cel-Way in-floor electrification adapts itself to the whole spectrum of architectural ideas and construction techniques: high rise, low rise, concrete frame, steel frame, interior landscaping.

Here is system in the pure sense of the word. All electrical services—telephone, power, signal—are neatly sandwiched into a single slender floor slab. This floor fitting and in-floor electric cell system accommodates itself to any building module. It meets all electrical requirements for the present, and anticipates changed or expanded needs for the future. It's the perfect antidote for building obsolescence.

Here is economy, with labor savings as much as 50% in some cases. Single, dual or triple electrical cells can be supplied in long lengths—up to 30'; new trench header design saves field labor over other types of feeding systems; electric, signal and telephone services can be supplied through a single easy-to-install floor fitting.

Here is versatility which opens the way to innovations never before possible, like supplying partitions with all three electrical services through a single entrance.

For the complete Cel-Way story, including construction and installation details, specifications and other data, check Sweet's 1e/Gr, or write for Cel-Way product manual. Granco Steel Products Company, 6506 North Broadway, St. Louis, Mo. 63147. A subsidiary of Granite City Steel Co.
How to save paint brush.

Paint on protection against fire? You can do it with Kem Gard™ Fire Retardant Latex Paint. It won't fireproof. But it will give any surface extra protection in the event fire breaks out.

You see, Kem Gard actually retards the spread of flame and smoke. And the delay can give you the time you need for bringing fire fighting equipment to the scene—and evacuating people from the building.

Here's how it works: Kem Gard puffs up and forms a barrier of foam, acting as an insulation to the combustible surface underneath. The foam doesn't extinguish the fire, but it keeps it from spreading.

Tests by Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc. show Kem Gard's flame spread rating of from 0 to 25 fulfills the Class A requirement of the National Fire Protection Association. In fact, no other U-L listed Class A coating has been tested over such a variety of surfaces!

Kem Gard Fire Retardant Latex Paint requires no special equipment, technique or experience to use. It can be applied by brush, spray or roller without fire hazard during application. And pleasant pastels can be achieved by using Kem® tinting colors.

So if you're painting a school, hospital, plant, church, office, hotel, apartment building, even a home, consider Kem Gard.

We call Kem Gard a paint. But you may wind up calling it a lifesaver.

For information, circle inquiry card or write for free brochure. The Sherwin-Williams Co., Architectural Service Department, 101 Prospect Avenue, N.W., Cleveland, Ohio 44101.

THE SHERWIN-WILLIAMS Co.
lives with a
Now, no exterior
Perma-Shield Narroline

Snapout perma-fit grilles
made out of rigid vinyl make
window cleaning easier.

No storm windows needed
with welded insulating glass.
Two, not four glass surfaces
to clean. Triple glazing
is also available.

Sash slides smoothly
against vinyl jamb liner...
no sticking or binding.

No exterior painting or scraping.
Wood sill and jambs are
covered with rigid vinyl.

Sash balances
adjusted to each window.
Like power steering
they do most of the work.

Wide flange
simplifies installation
and provides excellent
weatherseal.

Low profile sash lock
pulls sash rails together
snugly, flexible vinyl
weatherstrip makes
snug seal.

Clean, narrow profile lines
give this window its name.
No heavy, bulky look.

Molded-on bead of rigid vinyl
fits foam-lined groove in top
and bottom sash for
weathertight seal.

Inside wood surface of sash
may be stained or painted
to match any decor.
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on-site painting with these Windows from Andersen.

Perma-Shield® Narroline won't need painting for at least 10 years

Meet the only modern, traditional window. It incorporates the best of modern materials technology without sacrificing the traditional window form that's been popular since Paul Revere's day. Starting with the classic, double-hung form, Andersen has designed the most maintenance-free window possible at a reasonable cost.

All surfaces exposed to the weather, except the sash, have a core of warm, stable wood, and a surface of rigid, weatherproof vinyl about 30 mils thick. (That's not just a coating, but a vinyl sheath* about as thick as the cardboard backing on a writing tablet.)

The wood sash is protected by a 4-step factory-finishing process* that won't chip, crack or peel... won't require painting for at least 10 years. On the interior, the wood may be finished to blend with any style of decor.

No exterior painting, no storm windows.

Welded, insulating glass is the most popular glazing option with Perma-Shield Narroline. And with it, owners can look forward to years of easy living—without the back breaking job of changing storm windows, without the usual painting or puttying every 4 or 5 years.

Still, no real cost premium.

As we've said, Perma-Shield Narroline Windows require no exterior on-site finishing. Builders across the country now pay up to $10 per window for a professional painter to put the outside finish coats on an ordinary double-hung window. Add the clean-up costs to that, and you know why there's little, if any, additional cost to homebuyers for the low maintenance advantages of Andersen Perma-Shield Narroline.

Exposure tests prove superiority of sash finish. Both samples have been exposed to sun and weather the same length of time, yet look at how the conventional paint at left is cracking and flaking, while the Perma-Shield Narroline finish is still smooth. It still looks good. Still protects the wood.

In the next 5 to 10 years, exterior on-site finishing will become a thing of the past. Keep up with this trend to pre-finished, low-maintenance exteriors with Andersen Perma-Shield Narroline Windows.

For literature on the only modern, traditional window, just mail the coupon.

*Patents pending

Andersen Windowwalls™

Only the rich can afford poor windows.
Your 5-year Oasis water cooler warranty is void under certain conditions.

Do not drop an Oasis® water cooler out the window. Do not pound it with a sledgehammer. Do not pour concrete down the drain. Otherwise, most anything goes. We don't believe a water cooler is the sort of thing you should lie awake nights worrying about. So we built the Oasis to last and backed it up with a solid five-year warranty. Read it and sleep.

Quality you take for granted

Oasis Five-Year Warranty

EBCO MANUFACTURING COMPANY warrants this entire water cooler to be free from defects in material and workmanship under normal use and service for a period of FIVE YEARS from date of original installation. Ebo's obligation shall be limited to repairing or replacing any defective part which Ebo's examination discloses to be defective in material and workmanship and under the conditions as hereafter stated.

The complete water cooler should be returned to the factory, if any of the following parts fail:

1. Any part of the hermetically sealed refrigeration system.
2. Cooling tank and coil assembly.
3. Precooler assembly.
4. Any water leak in the insulated upper half of the cabinet.

A complete water cooler should NOT be returned to the factory for the repair of a water leak at one of the top plumbing fittings.

Any of the replaceable parts that fail during warranty, should be removed and returned separately to the factory. Examples of these parts are as follows:

- Cold control, fan motor assembly, starting relay, overload, hot or cold faucet, water regulating valve, bubbler valve body assembly and any other removable parts. A bubbler valve body assembly may NOT be returned to the factory for replacement under this warranty due to stoppage, timed up condition or leaking due to improper adjustment. This warranty does NOT apply to any part which has been subjected to accident, alteration, abuse or misuse, nor does it provide for service calls to make adjustments, remove water stoppages, delime Hot or Cold models or other attention required by the water cooler, except as herein stated.

This Five-Year Warranty includes freight or postage (not express) within the continental limits of the United States of America and Canada and is in lieu of all other warranties and obligations.

OASIS® WATER COOLERS • HUMIDIFIERS • DEHUMIDIFIERS
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Award-winning Architects Choose

Ludowici Clay Roofing Tile...

The roofs of these graceful college buildings are the focal point of attention—provide distinctive styling that set the pattern for the overall structural design.

Award winning architects prefer Ludowici Roofing Tile because of its versatile beauty—its practical durability and non-fading colors.

Varied patterns, colors and surfaces offer an unlimited choice of roof styling in hard-burned clay—all architecturally sound and with award-winning quality of design.

For additional information write or phone:

LUDOWICI-CELADON COMPANY
75 East Wacker Drive    Chicago, Illinois 60601

Manufacturers of quarry tile, the nation's largest producer of roofing tile and NAILON Facing Brick.
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This new fluorescent will bend over backwards to solve space problems.

The General Electric Mod-U-Line* fluorescent—a four-foot fluorescent that fits in half the space.

Now you can get a four-foot fluorescent that's slightly under two feet long. And 40 watts strong. Result: Things have never looked better for compact fixtures. Or brighter.

The General Electric Mod-U-Line fluorescent is the only one that's compact enough to let you place one, two or even three 40-watt lamps in a 2' x 2' fixture. For once, space restrictions needn't mean light restriction.

And note: Besides extra light, our new fluorescent provides the brightest answer for very compact, symmetrical fixtures for modular ceiling designs. Also, it can reduce ceiling headroom requirements—to such an extent that the space saved could mean an extra floor on a skyscraper.

But don't be sold on its exciting design possibilities alone. This new GE Mod-U-Line fluorescent is easier to store, handle, install and maintain. And its extra-thick glass plus a cross brace make it more rugged than most fluorescents. All in all, it will curb lighting costs like no other two-foot lamp.

So, if you're interested in a new economical twist in lighting design, see your GE Large Lamp Agent. Or write to us: General Electric Co., Large Lamp Dept., C-810, Nela Park, Cleveland, Ohio 44112.

Of course, we'll bend over backwards to help you.

GENERAL ELECTRIC

See more for your dollar with GE lamps.

*TRADEMARK OF THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. MADE IN WEST GERMANY.
Prefab

Put a Bally Walk-In Cooler/Freezer in the kitchen. Be ready for the leisure crowd seeking new adventures in dining. Bally Walk-Ins operating at temperatures from 35° cooling to -40° freezing provide the facilities to plan and prepare excitable and profitable menus in advance. Learn about many other important features from our 32-page booklet and urethane wall sample.

There's an evolution in the kitchen

Bally
Bally Case & Cooler, Inc.
Dept. AR-4, Bally, Pa. 19503
introducing a new freedom of classroom styling
with unit ventilators and accessories

The AAF/Herman Nelson quiet design gives you greater styling freedom in the classroom than you've ever had before. First, our new earth-tone colors are quiet: tones that easily blend into the room environment; don't intrude into it. Unit ventilators are offered as standard in soft beige with a choice of toppings. Next, the lines are quiet. No large shiny metal areas or exposed fasteners. The sleek wall-hugging design visually stretches space. And last, as always, Herman Nelson unit ventilators function quietly for the life of the building. Thousands of classrooms offer proof of the quality that has made this classroom environmental control equipment first choice of value-conscious school planners since 1917. Write for new Bulletin 600 A36, “A Climate for Learning.” Or see your AAF/Herman Nelson representative. American Air Filter Company, Inc., 389 Central Ave., Louisville, Kentucky 40208.

Herman Nelson
SCHOOL PRODUCTS DIVISION
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Caterpillar specified 24 Montgomery escalators and 3 elevators to move people in their new Administrative Center.

Caterpillar proved a new idea: escalators provide the most rapid, long-term-economical vertical transportation within the new Caterpillar Administration Building and Employees Parking Garage. Three high speed Montgomery passenger and service elevators also serve the building. However, the vast majority of inter-floor traffic is carried by a battery of 16 Montgomery two-steps-level escalators in the Administration Building core and by 8 Montgomery escalators in the Employees Parking Garage. This unusual application of high-rise office escalators provides many benefits: instant traffic flow; minimum space requirement for the elevator plant; and greater efficiency of elevators by optionally locking out certain floors; elimination of an additional stairway; increased staff efficiency; and lower long term costs Caterpillar Administration Building and Employees Parking Garage — with creative new ideas in moving people.
Specify masonry fill-coats with PLIOLITE resins, for deep-down protection against rain and moisture.

Masonry soaks up water like a sponge. Soaks up expensive paint, too. What can you do about it? Use fill-coats with Goodyear PLIOLITE® resins. They fill up the holes in masonry, forming a flat, nonporous shield that locks out moisture—and won't blot up paint. Your clients will need less paint to cover the same area. PLIOLITE-based fill-coats save on repainting, too—because fill-coated surfaces provide a more uniform base for better adhesion. And these fill-coats are the only ones to meet Federal Specification TT-F-001-098. They successfully block wind-driven spray at the equivalent of 98 mph for eight hours.

PLIOLITE-based fill-coats are better in every way. They resist heat, cold and sun—as well as moisture and rain. They give you the most complete all-weather protection you can get for cinder block, concrete or stucco. Don't be satisfied with surface coatings. Go all the way to full protection. Specify fill-coats with Goodyear PLIOLITE resins. For information, write Goodyear Chemical Data Center, Dept. D-84, Box 9115, Akron, Ohio 44305.
It takes our kind of experience to build our kind of doors.

And your kind of imagination to utilize them to their optimum potential.

More and more creative architects are discovering more and more ways to use The "OVERHEAD DOOR" to improve their designs—improve them functionally, economically, and esthetically.

You can do the same.

The "OVERHEAD DOOR" is available to you in just about every material, size, and style. You name the kind of door you need, and if we don't have it in stock, we'll build it for you. And build it right. (We've built over eight million doors since 1921, so we're pretty much in practice.)

If your design calls for an electrically operated door—or doors—we have architectural consultants and engineers at the ready to help you determine the right electric operator to do the best job.

You can always specify The "OVERHEAD DOOR" with total confidence. Our nationwide network of factory-trained distributors install and service every door they sell. They also issue a full one-year warranty on all parts and workmanship.

Your nearby Overhead Door distributor is listed in the white pages of your phone book. Give him a ring... and an opportunity to explain why the phrase "or equal" is fast disappearing from door specs all over America.

Fully transistorized, portable transmitter with color-coded selector, controls up to 8 doors individually by radio control.

Nationwide
Sales • Installation • Service

THE
OVERHEAD DOOR
TRADE MARK
SINCE 1921

OVERHEAD DOOR CORPORATION
General Offices: Dallas, Texas 75202
Manufacturers of The "OVERHEAD DOOR" and electric operators for residential and commercial buildings
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Plumbing is woman's work.

After all, who really handles a faucet the most during a day? Dirty dishes, dirty kids, dirty diapers . . . you know who. She already knows how pretty Delta faucets are. And right now, we're telling her how good they are. That with only one moving part, Delta faucets are not likely to come apart midway through a dirty kid.

Since the housewife uses a faucet the most, we figure she'll have plenty to say about what kind she wants. And if you're not carrying Delta single handle ball faucets . . . she won't be saying it to you.

DELTA FAUCET
A work of art made to be handled.

Div. of Masco Corp., Greensburg, Ind. 47240
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Now, cushioned carpet baseboard won’t scuff, streak, scratch!

You can’t beat the system!

CCC developed Modu/Base as part of its carpet systems so the same carpet that goes on your floor replaces your baseboard, saves on installation and maintenance and makes the installation complete. It’s ideal for stores, schools, offices, supermarkets—any place where wheels roll, feet scuff or chairs bump. You get Modu/Base because CCC offers a system—not a product. The system to suit your needs exactly. That’s how Modu/Base and a lot of other things happened. Find us in the Yellow Pages or mail this coupon.

Modu/Base™ by CCC

It’s what you expect from CCC—world’s largest manufacturer of commercial and institutional carpet systems
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Take out a life insurance policy for beautiful masonry walls

Specify Dur-O-wal® Truss masonry wall reinforcement

Masonry walls are more beautiful, more versatile than ever. And more numerous. Close to 700 million dollars' worth this year. That's a lot of masonry walls. And you can protect nearly every one of them with a Dur-O-wal "life insurance" policy.

All kinds of walls, too—single wythe, cavity or composite. Dur-O-wal Truss not only controls cracking, but also ties wythes in cavity and composite walls. All this from one product.

Dur-O-wal stands back of the policy with material approvals from many national and local code organizations.

Specify the original. Specify the best. Take out a Dur-O-wal life insurance policy on masonry walls. Need evidence? Write Dur-O-wal, P.O. Box 368, Cedar Rapids, Iowa 52406.
Simple Simon
COULD SET ANY
SCHOOL ON SCHEDULE!

NEW CINCINNATI MASTER CLOCK/PROGRAM CONTROL

1. ONE KNOB moves pro-
gram drum and hands of clock—they're always synchonized.

Swing-out trunnion mount simplifies pro-
gramming, maintenance and installation.

2. CHAIN-OF-COMMAND
• Programming. No tools!
Simply link minute through
chain with reusable pin
where you want signal—slip
a signal roller on pin to
schedule(s) desired.

Easiest-to-set, most dependable Central Control System for Schools
• Keeps up to 100 classroom clocks on time, without
relays or boosters
• Sounds up to 1400 signals/day
per each of 6 individually calendared circuits—handy
push-button silencing too!
• Facilitates control of lights,
heating, ventilators, lawn sprinklers, security flood
lamps, etc.
• Two-wired system with hourly and 12-
hour supervision

Write for new literature or phone local representative
... listed in Yellow Pages under "Time Recorders".

1758 CENTRAL AVENUE • CINCINNATI, OHIO
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Char Bronze. Warm. Mellow. New, and needed. Framing the richness of wood, the Char Bronze finish softens a crisp, architectural design. This variation on a classic may well become a classic itself. The versatile Alma Series 8100 is also available with either Char Chrome or mirror chrome; in walnut, rosewood and teak. The options are yours; so are the opportunities.

See the Alma Series 8100 in our showrooms in High Point and Chicago (Space 1140, Merchandise Mart). For a full-color brochure illustrating this and several other Alma Series, write Alma Desk Co., Dept. AR-92, Box 271, High Point, N.C. 27261.
Air can give you freedom if you know how to use it.

When you void concrete slabs, you replace concrete with air. This gives you lighter weight.

This light weight enables you to design buildings, bridges, you-name-it, with freedom you never had before. You can span greater distances. Build with fewer and smaller supports. Take advantage of more interior space.

That's what voiding can do for you.

And the Sonovoid® Fibre Tube is the simplest way to void. It is made of lightweight fibre. It is quickly and easily installed. It comes in specified or standard lengths, complete with end closures.

Write us for more information at Hartsville, South Carolina 29550.

Sonoco Products Company.
They do incredible things with paper.
ORDERED OPENNESS FOR CORPORATE OFFICES

In this boldly elegant headquarters building for an English pharmaceutical firm, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill (Chicago), with London architects York Rosenberg Mardall, temper with discipline the freedom of plan organization demanded by a company in rapid transit from quill age to computer age. Within the open spaces provided for ready response to predictably unpredictable shifts in office needs, SOM partner Bruce Graham has imposed order by painstaking coordination and detailing of all building elements—from a structure which matches spans to the degree of flexibility desired, to a furniture-partition system whose movable, interchangeable parts assure that changes in office layout can, in practice, be made without accompanying disruptive changes in the over-all environmental envelope.

In keeping with the Boots Pure Drug Company's dual plan requirement for readily mutable space allowing maximum flexibility in the layout of individual departments, plus more conventional spaces for relatively static functions, office areas are disposed on two levels around a sunken central courtyard (above). Wholly open, column-free space is concentrated on the upper, first-floor level, while the below-grade main floor, which receives natural light from the interior court, houses fixed facilities and those requiring only limited possibilities for rearrangement.

© Ezra Stoller (ESTO) photos
Though two-storied, the building reads from the outside as a low-slung, single-story mass. Soil from excavation was graded up around the concrete-walled main floor so that only the first floor emerges from the ground. Visually scaling down the 480- by 288-foot mass to compatibility with its meadowland setting, this solution also conforms to the practical plan requirements of the building, and the structure devised to meet them. The below-grade main floor, needing less flexibility, is reinforced concrete with relatively small (24-foot) column bays within the perimeter retaining wall, while the upper floor owes its 120,000 square feet of unimpeded space to steel columns and girders with 96-foot clear spans. Only at the main entrance are both floors open to the outside, allowing employees to enter and leave the building at the level where they work. Thus, most vertical traffic circulates on the exterior, and the need for vertical access within the building is kept to a minimum.
Rising some 2½ feet above grade, the visible upper portion of the main-floor retaining wall forms a recessed base for the open first-floor level, which is enclosed by a crisply detailed bronze-anodized aluminum window wall with span-drels that repeat the pale gray granite used for the entrance steps. The freestanding structural frame is of black-painted steel, with cruciform columns shaped for unambiguous definition at building corners, and proportioned (at 30 inches across) to support visually as well as actually the massive (6-foot, 3-inch) girders required to bridge the 96-foot bays.
The central courtyard functions on the most prosaic level as a light well—and, because of its 100-by-200-foot expanse, also reinforces the building's pervasively open quality, affording workers stationed in "interior" areas the same sense of space-extended enjoyed by their counterparts with views to the outside landscape (left). While fully reflecting the building's formidable size and almost equally formidable precision of finish, the court is yet an urbanely human space, livened by the play of natural elements—the water of the reflecting pool, the greenery of the planted area—and by the color and movement of people glimpsed behind its transparent enclosure.
On the column-free first floor, open space (gray tone) is broken only by fixed service elements (stairs, toilets and cloakrooms). Executive offices, the only conventional offices in the building, lie along the north wall, separated from the rest of the floor by such support facilities as private dining and board rooms. Specialized functions (data processing, training, conference, printing, postal, and storage facilities, and mechanical space) that need little flexibility and no outside exposure are ranged around the perimeter of the below-grade main floor; office areas requiring more latitude in layout, as well as light and view, are concentrated in the open space around the central court.
Entrance to main floor lobby (above) introduces the restrained use of warmly neutral colors and textures, and the sense of uncluttered space, that distinguish the building's interiors—all designed by the architects. Cafe au lait carpeting and richly grained natural oak finishes are used throughout, with additional, still subtle, color lent by bronze-tinted glass office partitions, which admit light while assuring a measure of acoustic privacy.
The 5-foot, 8-inch-high natural oak carrels which replace standard office cubicles in all open areas may be three-sided (right) or four-sided, depending on the occupants' need for privacy and/or wall space. Made up of interchangeable components, carrels, like unpartitioned work stations, may be dismantled and rearranged at will to meet changing departmental needs—but always within a discipline established by the architects in advance and in absentia.

Alternate placement of work stations within the open plan is gently but effectively controlled by the need to conform to the pre-set pattern dictated by an underfloor grid of power and telephone raceways. This feeds required services to desktop outlets through access panels built into pedestal units.
a strong, dynamic office can grow. It is possible to do a series of houses well and gain a reputation quickly. This, in itself, is a very valuable thing. But it should not be the ultimate goal. So, therefore, if you are working in a responsible position for another firm, and suddenly you have a house to do, do it on your kitchen table while continuing to work for your present employer until such time as you have access to a project of slightly greater magnitude.

It is important here, however, to indicate that there is no good time or best time to go into business for yourself. There are only a series of better times. As soon as you have a reasonably big job, a job that is really going to happen, then is a good time to hang out your shingle. One thing here is extremely important. As you leave your present employer, do not leave him in the lurch if you can help it. Because your present employer, if he is like most architects, will not begrudge you the fact that you are going into business and may someday offer potential competition, but rather, may be helpful in sending to you commissions that he considers too small for his office to handle. So good relations with your existing employer may be very valuable. But the most important rule about setting up your own office with that first job is to go after the second job before you finish the first, because it is really not the first job that is the source of problems in most architectural offices. It is the failure to get the second.

Now comes the most important question. Why start your own office? There is no why, really. There is a certain excitement, a certain challenge of having an office of your own. It is the same kind of mysterious euphoria that infects mountain climbers and glider pilots. If you have it, it is almost impossible to describe. And it is certainly impossible to communicate to someone who does not have it.

But one aspect of why is important, and that is when you start out in business as an architect, you should have a goal as to what it is you are trying to achieve. One goal of course, is self-expression in terms of design. But architecture today is not limited to design. It is not simply the merging of forms in pleasant proportions producing interior and exterior spaces. And for the architect who seeks to establish his own practice only to interpret his particular stylistic form of architecture, great problems may be in store. For architecture today deals not only with the molding of space and the creating of an environment, but with the problems of complexity, not in the specific sense, but in the
The architectural massing of the new addition balances the main elements of the existing school. The second-floor library has three levels on one large floor. There is a main reading-stack level, a lower carrel level which can be supervised from the main desk of the library, and a reference level above the carrel level that puts all reference volumes within 75 feet of every student in the library. The library expansion to 50,000 volumes will be accomplished within the same physical form by moving the teachers' offices to the lower floor interchangeable classrooms. The new science and shop facilities are located in a one-story wing adjacent to existing comparable facilities. This major addition is also planned to allow for a third-phase classroom expansion.

The two-story part of the addition is a reinforced concrete structure, exposed and painted on the interior. The interior lighting and acoustical treatment is integral with the structure. The single-story part of the addition and all skylights are structural steel frame construction. The exterior masonry is a water struck brick which blends with existing brick. The interior masonry walls are unpainted lightweight pumice concrete block. The flooring in the corridors is quarry tile with vinyl asbestos tile in the classrooms. Heating is from the existing hot water system with the addition of a new boiler. The library and teachers' offices are air-conditioned for year-round use. Total cost of the building, excluding site but including built-in equipment, was $931,000. Site cost was approximately $120,000.
Architecture today does not acknowledge a simple monument, but rather evaluates a building based on its relationship to its surrounding environment, not in the eclectic compromise of emulating surrounding styles, but rather in the human sense, in the way it embraces the people that create the environment that it shares. In this regard, architecture has passed from visual problem solving to the world of social and economic problem solving, a world that most architects must approach with some care.

In many of our schools today, there is a great concern about the relevancy of the architecture that we have been practicing for the past twenty or twenty-five years. This is a legitimate concern, for in far too many cases we have been awarding prizes for pleasant visual non-solution of problems.

If we bear in mind the role of the program in today's architecture, and the role of the need to incorporate many complex ideas, ideas which are often pulling in contradictory directions, then we can see how an architectural office can be established. For the practice of architecture today is as much decision-making and problem-solving as it is the abstract world of esthetics. But to return to the central question—How do you find the client who will invite you to function on this level? How do you obtain a project other than a house that is given to you by a friend? The field of educational buildings is a good place to start. This is an area of continually recurring needs, with great attraction for the architect whose professional skill is his main attribute, and whose contacts with the business world are somewhat limited. Often a group of young architects, combined in joint venture, have a good chance of getting that first school.

Being interviewed for a school immediately forces the architect to contemplate the basic philosophy of the contemporary practice of architecture. He is being interviewed for a specific school and he is being asked to solve a specific problem. There has always been a concern on the part of the A.I.A. that an architect should not work for nothing—that is do free drawing or sketches—in order to obtain a job. We are not suggesting for a moment that the architect offer free advice. However, there is a very basic need for the architect to put the level of advice he will offer clearly in perspective. That means that when you are being interviewed for a school, it is important to know what the town's educational problem is. Is it the replacement of an existing elementary school too venerable to be renovated?

THE ACTON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL in Acton, Massachusetts is a one-story structure composed of four basic classroom clusters each consisting of four classroom units of unusual size and shape. These clusters interconnect by means of paired classroom units. Designed to provide better teaching spaces, the cluster plan provides 45 linear feet of wall space per classroom instead of the customary 25.

Each of the four main clusters opens upon its own small foyer, which Flanburgh calls an "identity space." These spaces are lit by skylights. Paired 30-student classrooms can be expanded into a single 75-student area. The plan permits teachers to share office, storage and teaching facilities, increasing their opportunities to communicate with one another and plan in advance.

The building accommodates 600 students from kindergarten through the sixth grade and provides, in addition to its 20 classrooms, a library, cafeteria-auditorium and gym. The structural system proved extremely economical. The exterior steel columns are spaced 16 feet on center in a repetitive system that allowed all bar joists to be the same size. Exterior walls are of brick with fascias of aluminum and asbestos panels. Total cost of this 57,000 gross square foot building, excluding built-in-equipment but excluding furniture and site cost, was $1,012,350.
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The classroom will function effectively for total class instruction, small group instruction and work on student projects. Storage adjacent to the classrooms will protect school equipment and student projects.

This concept minimizes interior circulation space and allows easy access to outside for play and emergencies and close proximity to the cafeteria-auditorium, library, and gymnasium.

TYPICAL CLASSROOM CLUSTER

Louis Reens
Is it the need to build a new elementary school for a growing population? Is it the need to build a secondary school? What is the educational philosophy of the community? It is important for the architect to come to his interview with the ability to deal with such specific questions. For in selecting an architect, although the community will to some extent weigh your previous experience, it is in essence saying “How would you handle our problem?” And it is concerning their problem that they wish their answers. You may receive half an hour or an hour’s exposure to the committee. In that period of time, it is important that you communicate how you would approach the solution of their problem. The needs of the school committee are frequently quite specific, but also they are frequently quite diffuse: It is important to know which in each case. The work that you show should be directed toward their particular problem with enough other examples to give some depth to your presentation. It is always helpful to leave a brochure of your work with the committee to give them a longer time to absorb it. Most important, bear in mind the needs of the committee-man. He is not interested in carrying outsized working drawings or 2 x 2 inch slides. What he is interested in seeing is something he can look at in the light of day and can easily carry under his arm.

It is also important to consider “what the client should do until the architect comes.” Once you have gotten the job, it is very important that your client participate in the process and that your method of operation be clear to him. In other words, what you are doing should be stated to him at the outset. Organize your presentations to him so he sees what his role is. Your client, by and large, will be interested in exactly what it is you are doing. The world of mystical architecture is no longer with us. Most clients are relatively educated and will understand when you talk about esthetics, and you in turn must understand what they are talking about when they talk about economics. Today the world of professional responsibility is important. This means that when a client says he wishes to spend $750,000, he will not overwhelm you with praise if the project comes in at $1,200,000. It has nothing to do with whether he has the money or not, but rather with how much he proposes to spend on the particular project. This means that there is a requirement, a role which you as architect must play, in which at particular stages of the game no matter how painful it is you must say to your client, “This is how much it is going to cost, and it is going
FUTURE CLASSROOMS
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to cost you 'x' number of dollars more than you anticipated." You must be prepared for the client to say, "Well, that's too much" and then redesign it so it can be accommodated within the budget, or to say to the client, "It is not possible to build what you want for the amount of money that you wish to spend, so therefore, we propose that you either cut your requirements or increase the budget." Now, this may sound like a harsh or difficult thing to say. It is, for the first two or three times. After that time, it becomes part of your professional stance. And it is important. Most clients are reasonable, and they will accept the fact that they cannot buy the moon, provided that they are told about it at a time that is not inconvenient for them to learn the information.

The next step has to do with design. There is a real need, in designing public buildings today, to deal with what you might call economy of form. That means that it is not possible in most public projects to have a vast, unlimited amount of money or a vast, unlimited amount of architectural expression. Therefore, you must select, with considerable care, those areas where you wish to invest the client's money in special effects, because there are only a few places where you can do this. The design should enhance these particular places of accent. The industrialized building becomes important and details become important, for the simplest project frequently is disastrously dealt with when the details are done in a complex fashion inappropriate to the over-all design.

When the building is finally done, if you have conducted realistic estimates at various stages, you will discover when you bid the project and it comes in at the price that it is supposed to, that suddenly your client is much more impressed with you than you ever thought would be possible. This makes relations in the future much more pleasant. If you do nothing else in your first buildings, work very hard towards the objective of having the cost of the building and its budget bear some relationship to each other. It is possible to build a firm on the strong base of professional responsibility. Building on a prima donna, esthetic approach is no longer really a relevant approach. Most clients, as I mentioned before, are sophisticated. Most clients are interested in knowing what you are doing and most clients are particularly valuable during the program phase if you spend enough time trying to get to know what the program is. The client will appreciate the time spent. Further, he will allow you to do what he has hired you to do if you spend time trying to know what it is he wants you to do in

---

4. **THE PARK SCHOOL IN BROOKLINE, Massachusetts**, has been designed as a 450-student private day school. Each grade level will be restricted to 15 students or less, although paired classrooms will become single larger spaces for the instruction of combined groups.

The site for this semi-urban school consists of a wooded hilltop with rock outcroppings overlooking a level meadow to be used for parking and playing fields. The school was designed to be constructed on the hilltop over and among the rock outcroppings. The solution places elements between the rocks, or raises them on pilotes. Building elements are arranged along circulation spines which expand into skylit stairwells and project areas. The plan is library-centered. Each division of grade levels has its own identity, teachers' offices, project spaces and outside play areas. The theater, gymnasium and library have been designed for evening as well as daytime use.

To be of concrete frame construction with cavity walls, the school is expected to cost $2,700,000.
Knowledge of the program is really a double-edged sword. If you have it, you can use it to your own advantage in terms of generating the kinds of architecture you would like to generate. But secondly, you understand what it is you are being asked to accomplish.

I use the words professional responsibility. This is important because we are no longer in the world of clients who wish us to reproduce Greek temples or Gothic cathedrals. Contemporary architecture, which has been very readily accepted, is indeed the vocabulary of the land. Therefore, the excuse that the "client wouldn't allow me to do it" is by and large not as valid an excuse today as it once was. It also may mean that the architect didn't try hard enough. It also may mean the architect did not try to explain to the client what he was trying to do or that he was not willing to deal with the problem intensively enough to convince the client.

In architecture there is a continual question about what to do about failure—a project that does not advance, a client who does not pay, etc. There is very little you can do about a project that does not advance. For a client who does not pay, the solution to the problem is to sign a contract for every project, no matter how large or small. If the client is unwilling to accept a contract the chances are also good that he may be unwilling to pay when a bill is presented. But there is also a problem about what to do about success, because you may very well discover that not only have you done all the things that you set out to do in your initial buildings, but that you have done them well enough that you are suddenly faced with the problem of several conditions. Success has ruined the architecture of more than one office. It is important to control the growth as much as it is important to control the quality of your architecture. A number of years ago, when exposed to a brief encounter with military science, I read a military book that indicated that one man can effectively control seven other people. I don't know what the current thinking in management is, but I think this system may very well be a good guide—that as your office grows it is also very important to make sure that its ability to manage itself grows with it. Whether your office structure is a partnership, a collaborative, or a sole proprietorship, as it grows it will still need people in responsible positions. The choice of these is as critical to your success as your ability to solve that first problem. Suddenly you have grown. Suddenly you are at a point where you are faced with the delirious possibility of having more work than you can possibly manage.

A LIBRARY CLASSROOM BUILDING FOR THE PARK SCHOOL OF BUFFALO is the first stage of the school's new master plan. The existing campus buildings are small and constructed either of wood or brick. The library-resource center serves students from ages 3 to 18 with space for 40,000 volumes and complete audio-visual resources. In addition are seven classrooms, faculty preparation areas and faculty and student lounges.

The library was designed to allow any child access to all the stacks. The library roof is composed of repetitive skylight bays that reflect the small scale of the campus. An entry forecourt is dominated by a bell tower (opposite page top) and two large oaks.
do. This is a very serious problem but it is very difficult to make a reputation, but it is possible to undo a good portion of it with a single bad building. Therefore, it may very well be better to do one less project and do all the ones that you are doing well, than to take on more work than it is possible for you to handle.

Oh yes, one final thought. You may have worked for an architectural firm on an eight hour day basis. When you have a firm of your own, the eight hour day will look as obsolete as a steam motor car. Because having a firm of your own is a 12, 14 sometimes 16 hour a day mistress. Extremely demanding, always requiring your attention. And if you are unwilling to work long hours to establish your own office, chances are very good that you won’t succeed.


The exterior walls of the Park School of Buffalo are of brick 8 feet high to the cornice line. Above the cornice line is rough-sawn 6 inch vertical ship-lap painted board siding. The interior walls are of exposed pumice block to the 8 foot line with exterior siding or glass above. The roof is of laminated wood with exposed wood decking. Windows are of solar bronze glass in dark duranotic aluminum frames. The library floor is carpeted throughout. Other floors are of vinyl asbestos tile.
ISSUES IN ARCHITECTURE

Visual squalor, social disorder or
A new vision of the "City of Man"

by Benjamin Thompson

Whenever the total environment becomes meaningless and violent, so do the actions of men. This chaos we see around us like a rising plague is a clash of races, classes and generations. I suspect it is not so much a question of age or color as a new kind of class war—a war mainly about values.

The various factions have in common the grievance of being deprived classes of citizens, each deprived in a somewhat different way. The young feel put down by any Establishment—how they react depends if they are rich or poor, black or white, moderate or militant. Likewise, Negro (and white) handling of white oppression varies with age and status; but fundamentally these various economic and racial groups form and re-group along changing lines, like soccer players attacking a goal. When the goal line is defended harder, the offense smashes again. Student rioters are clubbed by policemen to demonstrate who has the power. Negroes burn their tenements in tragic acts of self-destruction, frustration.

I happen to believe that the goal is basically the same for all sides: Liberation of spirit from an oppression so huge and monolithic that few residents of the Establishment have identified it at all.

Above the din, a few observers comment that the issue is really "middle-class values." This at least helps to describe conditions that are basically the fault of all of us, although we tend to blame it on the nefarious "power structure" that runs our cities, dispensing welfare as well as privilege. Certainly those with the power to spend, to tear down and build, to create schools, housing and roads, have continually imposed the hollow world of supermarkets, canned music and deodorant on everyone in their path—and a clean, white, affluent middle-class world is equally alien to a southern Negro, an Idaho farm youth or a Brooklyn boy. Each of them wants dignity, a job and a vote, but each finds these things must be bought as part of a total package of "Great American Aspirations." If he buys them, they degrade and destroy his own values and offer little in return.

Now there are many other possible explanations for the actions of rebels today, ranging from technology to toilet training. I would like to tie them up in one explanation that strikes me as overriding: The disintegrating quality of modern environment. I see environment as a very personal experience to millions of men every day of their lives, full of connections not only to social action but to the very biological roots of man. These connections, if we understood them better, might help us out of this accelerating class war.

Environment extends far beyond the city—it is our whole perceived world, natural and man-made, inside and out, good and bad. Environment envelopes us; it is what the eye sees and the spirit senses. It is impossible to escape its impact.

We walk on crowded, treeless streets, work out our lives in impersonal buildings—many without window or view. We travel underground, wait in...
subway tunnels that smell of loneliness and violence. We eat in greasy plastic snackshops under pallid light which turns us green. Sometimes we escape to the special restaurant for the extravagance of candlelight and intimate mood. The privileged flee on week ends to a countryside that each day becomes more distant; the masses left behind must wait until spring to flock to the receding parks and riverbanks to worship the wash of warm sun.

The urban environment invades all our senses: the gassy hiss of buses “turned off” in restless sleep; the jumble of wires and harassing road signs; stagnant city air and garish red neon on blinding night streets, masking out the cries for help to which we no longer respond. We escape, if only in dreams, to feel the moist spring soil underfoot and touch the clear mountain streams.

Make no mistake—this is no romantic lament for the picturesque, for a return to nineteenth century Utopian wildernesses. The growing negativity of environment matters profoundly in our current troubled world. We know that in our bones—but what is there to do about it?

It is reassuring that a group of perceptual psychologists, neurologists and biochemists have now begun to measure the damages of what is called “sensory deprivation and restriction.” The motives of this group were originally military, intended to pinpoint man’s reactions to brainwashing and survival in outer space. In some enlightened future time, the scientists will apply their findings to the more pressing problems of the human race. However, significant facts can right now be extracted from their studies to confirm the damaging effects of the modern world on the human brain and nervous system. We can see from their work that isolating the senses—shutting them off from normal contact with outside stimulation—creates anxiety, confusion and, finally, irrational behavior. The scientists have shown that sensory monotony inhibits the workings of the higher brain, and that chaos (too many disorganized sensations) shuts down the brain system to preserve its equilibrium. Most important, the research tells us that sensory variety (the opposite of both monotony and chaos) is a biological need as real as hunger.

Bearing this out from another direction, Dr. Kreck at Berkeley has reported detailed experiments revealing the deficient brain development of rats raised in a confined, unstimulating environment. These were compared to the larger brain and memory capacity of control animals exposed to varied and activity-inducing surroundings. It is an experiment that has been conducted on a grand scale in our public schools for decades, but has not been considered “measurable” because the little brains could not be cut out and dissected for comparison.) Dr. Linus Pauling and others have recently reported on the effects of chemical imbalance on mental and emotional disorder. This seems to be an even more basic way of measuring what is actually happening inside the body, in the electrochemical responses of the nervous system as man encounters his world.

In light of recent events—murder, assassination and riots around the world—there is no time to wait for more grim examples: the urban environment is more important than a matter of “taste,” more than a side issue of political expediency or economic reform. I contend that it is urgent to consider and evaluate environment as the central physical expression of social and human values: an expression that physically touches our psycho-physical well-being and thus concerns our whole social equilibrium.

For environment both affects and teaches us. It is a formative learning experience second only to family relationships. And with each level of physical deterioration around us, we are further de-sensitized until caught in a rapidly descending spiral, leading to the depths of sub-human violence.

Today’s environment displays our deeper social values as if on giant billboards: “BOREDOM, DRABNESS, SQUALOR, CONFUSION, OVERSCALE . . . LIFE IS NO FUN . . . PLEASURE IS FORBIDDEN . . . NO LEFT TURN, NO RIGHT TURN . . . KEEP OUT . . . KEEP OFF THE GRASS (if you can find any).”

Now I don’t mean that the problem is slums. Slum clearance alone will not solve the problem. If we razed all the identifiable slums in major cities, we would be left with a possibly worse disaster area. Perhaps then we could really see it—the vast middle-class slum created by business and bureaucratic indifference, and sustained by public insensitivity. Because it is technically clean and new, this middle-class slum is worse than the others—an overscaled psychological ghetto, whose inhabitants are disadvantaged and culturally deprived in the truest sense.

I speak of housing developments that segregate the elderly and the unprosperous, of cultural centers in pretentious heaps in the centers of cities. I mean long shopping strips barely visible beyond seas of cars, block-long office complexes without windows at street level, and every building that isolates groups and functions, destroying the infinite variety and interaction of life . . . surprise, action, intimacy, poetry, contact between people, warmth and confusion . . . the lovely unpredictability of life.

It is ironic that many positive values exist in the slums we destroy—the west end of Boston, parts of Greenwich Village, the outdoor markets, the waterfronts. Instead of understanding and building on this natural life we disrupt it: alienate the people, and hand them back a sterile version of life that belongs to no one—just the de-personalized remains of middle-class life, blindly imposed.

Look at schools as a microcosm of the city. They are the most crucial environments we are creating today, complex communities with many of the same interactions as the city. Furthermore, they are the training ground for later life, or strife. Children spend one hundred and eighty days a year, seven hours a day, for twelve to twenty years in school buildings. It is there that they get the real message about the values of the adult Establishment. One might suspect they are being consciously tu-
Now these values are no different from those we should expect in every building we put up—private dwellings, commercial centers, housing developments or industrial "parks." Each bears a responsibility for affecting people—inside and outside. Each piece of construction must counter the current massive assault on human sensibility from overscale, monotony, chaos and personal isolation. If we are going to reverse these trends, everything we build must inject the affirmative values human beings need as much as food—the pleasure of tactile and visual things, assurance of physical security and freedom, variety of stimulating impressions and experience. Above all, there must be some kind of contact with the changing seasons, with nature and natural light. For the earth and its cycles are the basis of all life and man's inner stability and orientation requires direct and visual contact.

Without these affirmative sensory contacts, man becomes upset, disoriented, blind and at war with his own nature. His deepest instincts of survival make him shut down, run away or fight back like a cornered animal. The Commission on Civil Disorders has warned us that disorders may be predicted in proportion to public awareness of how much has not been done. I would add this: It is not just legal rights that are missing, but environmental freedom and psychic nourishment. Action for its own sake—like slum clearance—is no help unless it transforms positive values into felt experience. For the solely material goals of the Great Society—wages, housing, leisure, even genuine social equality—are only temporary fillings in cavities that will continue to decay until we recognize the deeper need. It is the quality and dignity of life that people are really fighting for.

Must we do the whole job of social renovation twice in order to learn and believe this?

In order to get the quality of life that mankind needs, I am convinced that we must face (among other things) the question of visual education. There is a dramatic role for schools and universities in solving our environmentally-imposed mass visual illiteracy by skilled conscious means. The education of vision, along with all the emotions, will have to precede the achievement of a better environment. I include architects and planners as well as educators in that statement. They all must discover their eyes and hands, tongues, noses and ears, and become real participants in the inner life of the men for whom they design and teach. We need radical new approaches for developing this awareness—not simply "literacy" of vision, but deeper visual understanding. You might call it seeing with the heart.

Designers and planners with that kind of compassion should be able to create the city the "rioters" are subliminally crying for, a city where the doomed are freed to act and grow. We urgently need models of this positive environment—for the young, the poor...for everyone to see. We need to see rising before us real evidence of man's ability to act posi-

“...It is not just legal rights that are missing, but environmental freedom and psychic nourishment…”
W hat would my ideal city be like? I begin by thinking of all the places I choose to go when I have free time to travel. I realize that masses of Americans engage in a kind of "environmental design" when they fly off to the cities of Europe, the sands of the tropics, or the mountains of Mexico. These places revive us by providing precisely the visual nourishment that is lacking where we live and work. (They are largely foreign places if only because those societies have moved less quickly to destroy the values that have made them civilized after centuries of human effort.)

So I list my favorite city places. . . . Venice for the layers of intriguing movement, the parade of gondolas providing such mundane services as food delivery and garbage removal in a day and night pageant of color and action. . . . The river-edge walks along the Seine, where you can fish in the heart of Paris while traffic clogs the bridges overhead. . . . The fresh green squares of London, where people and squirrels stop to sprawl and chatter and make love. . . . The street markets of Lausanne, where people buy fish and flowers and cheese and enjoy the visual feast of a fair. I know a factory in Helsinki that is right on the lively, unspoiled harbor, surrounded by dancing light reflecting in the clear water. I have admired the rebuilt center of Montreal, with its new underground subway system and shopping arcades, giving people a pleasant place to gather night and day during the endless Canadian winter.

Two other images come to mind. First, Copenhagen with its Tivoli Gardens, possibly the ultimate combination of action and serenity with something for everyone. There are quiet benches amid seasonal displays of flowers. There are amusement areas, theater, puppets and refreshments for every purse. Tivoli beautifully combines most of what we are missing in the modern city. For if a city is not just a park, it could work like a park. I think of the great possibilities set forth at Expo '67, which was really a city experiment of infinite variety, with levels of movement by water, land and airborne monorail. Expo came close to being a walking city. Wherever you walked there was something to see, wherever you sat there was rich action and fun to reflect on.

And why shouldn't a city be fair? Distilling all the qualities common to these appealing places, I find that the biological and esthetic requirements are simple and well-known. Interestingly, they also provide the antidotes to the sensory monotony and chaos that the scientists warn about. The humane city could have them all:

- Return to human scale in many variations (the basic measure being what we see and feel five to twenty feet off the ground).
- Contact with growing things and changing seasons, as well as the modulations of light from morning until dark.
- Orientation to water, whether through use of lakes and river fronts or man-made pools and fountains.
- Passive and active involvement in the social action around us.
- Visual comprehension of the processes that sustain the city and its people.
- Variety of form and organization that does not impose one way of acting, living or feeling—i.e., true freedom of choice for individual values to prevail.

Composing these fragments into a montage, I find that my design for the "City of Man" would be an intimate city by day and a radiant city by night. Its pedestrian streets and minirails would move at many levels through and around buildings, from below street level to the twentieth floor. Transportation and service networks would be not only conveniently separate but beautiful and colorful to see and to sense. Terraces and landscaped rooftops would be designed for maximum enjoyment of outdoor space and view. Housing would take the form of small, diversely scaled communities interspersed throughout the city with places to meet and things to do. It is assumed that apartments would provide esthetics and privacy for the diversity of family living which minimum space standards do not consider. As in Rockefeller Center or on the Left Bank, there would be dancing and skating and painting or fishing for people to watch, as they walked along watching you. Like Paris, it would be a pleasure to walk to work along any boulevard or side street past a mixture of shops, stands, bakeries, showrooms, arcades and architecture. And like Rome, art, sculpture and architecture would mix unselfconsciously. Like Boston and San Francisco—our most admired American cities—there would be careful control of the prevailing low scale and sunny openness, using hillside and riverbanks for exciting vistas and direct recreational enjoyment.

The intimate city, of course, is many small cities within the whole. Each has a character appropriate to the people choosing that neighborhood and each preserves a sense of nature so that every city dweller will participate in the yearly celebration of spring grass. The city then is no longer a prison from which to flee, but a prism aglow with a million different lives, pocket parks, street corner life, everyday amenities such as handy telephones and lavatories, safe street crossings, personal transportation, places to rest your feet. All this has been said . . . what is necessary is merely a working model.

A few years ago America spent and lost millions of dollars to build and then tear down on a site the size of a city a world's fair intended to demonstrate cultural and commercial leadership. Despite its many shortcomings, it served to show how fast we can move at full urban scale if the motivation is there. When we put the same speed, money and effort into designing a city that dignifies the lives of all men, groups and peoples—by providing the stimulations and fulfillments that unite them all—then we may see evolving a nation of naturally civilized men.

Photographs by Benjamin Thompson

"We urgently need models of this positive environment . . . for everyone to see . . . real evidence of man's ability to act positively . . . not just to remove what is wrong, but to supply what is missing. . . .

"The city then is no longer a prison from which to flee, but a prism aglow with a million different lives. . . ."
GARAGES ON CITY STREETS

These four parking structures—three for urban college campuses, one for a governmental and commercial area—suggest that off-street storage of automobiles can be done in structures that contribute strong and handsome design elements to city streets.

1

GARAGE STRUCTURE ECHOES SHAPE OF HILL IT REPLACES

The sinuous lines and stepped profile of this handsome garage structure on the campus of the University of Oregon Medical School, in the western hills above the city of Portland, recall the contours of the hill which the building replaces. The limited size and steep hillside site of the campus offered few possibilities for location of a garage structure, and the hillside selected for its relation to the buildings it served had to be removed to provide for the building. The advantage of proximity, and the fact that the site could not be used for any other type of building, offset the unit cost per car, higher than usual for an above-grade structure. The plan follows the existing traffic pattern of the campus road, and provides three points of entry and exit. The four floors of parking (three are covered, the fourth is a roof deck) are reached by ramp. The structure is of reinforced concrete, poured-in-place and untreated after removal of forms.

Building sites on the medical school campus in Portland's west hills are few and difficult. Here, a site was created by removing a hillside. The esthetic effect of placing a building where a natural hill slope had been was an important element in the design. The resulting structure follows the original contour of the hill, provides four levels of parking in floors whose curving cantilevers minimize the alteration, and contributes handsomely to the visual appearance of the campus.
GARAGE ROOF DOUBLES AS TURFED PLAYFIELD

This unusual combination of parking garage and playfield serves students in the eight adjacent multi-story residence halls of the University of California in Berkeley. The curved, faceted concrete parapets which cover the anchorages for the roof and floor structure, and the modeled posts which rise from the structural columns to hold the playfield fence, are handsome and striking elements in the urban complex formed by the halls and garage. The structure is on a sloping site surrounded on three sides by city streets, permitting street-level access to both parking floors and eliminating the need for ramps. Use of a prestressed structure with long spans provides column-free parking space and made possible the combination of uses. The roof structure is of prestressed concrete; no membrane was needed to make the roof watertight. The roof is covered with 18 inches of earth for turfing. The structure was built at a cost of $5 per square foot.

By superimposing a playfield on a parking garage, as here in Berkeley, land is conserved, open space is provided, and needed services are located adjacent to the users. Structural design using prestressed concrete made this feasible, but to convince the owners of the economy of this structural solution, the building was completely designed as a conventional poured-in-place structure and for partly precast, prestressed construction. Alternate bids were taken, with four out of five contractors submitting lower bids for prestressed design.
A DIGNIFIED GARAGE IN A CITY'S NEW CIVIC CENTER

The unusual device of surrounding this parking garage with a light well satisfies the program requirement of space for 450-plus cars with light and air to all decks, and at the same time reduces the above-ground building height to two floors. Since the garage is the first phase of a replacement program for the civic center of Inglewood, California, a city in the Los Angeles area, its appearance is of particular importance. This tasteful and dignified structure suggests a standard of quality for subsequent development phases of the center. The garage is a four-level poured-in-place concrete structure, with two levels below grade, one above, and entrance and exit at the third level. Continuous ramps in an interlocking configuration, used for one-way traffic throughout, eliminate cross-traffic intersections. Pedestrian walkways around the central light wells connect with stairs and a third level with public sidewalks. Cost of the garage was $829,950.

Planting at the lower level near the central light well and along the perimeter of the building is an unexpected amenity. This structure received a "Grand Prix" award as one of the "most significant buildings in the Los Angeles area since 1947."
MID-CITY SITE FOR EFFICIENT AND ECONOMICAL GARAGE

Although a limited budget, a site 200 feet square in downtown Portland, Oregon, and a program requiring parking for some 800 cars made this garage a difficult design problem, the result again makes the point that housing for cars can be good-looking. A drive-through warped surface solution, instead of a separate ramp system, contributed to the economy of the structure. Parking stalls on the exterior perimeter of each floor are flat; the central section is ramped; and the area between is slightly warped in four parabolic squares. Traffic is two-way on the central ramp, and one-way in the parking area. Columns, floors and shafts are poured-in-place reinforced concrete. The slender non-structural mullions, however, are precast, prestressed concrete and support the interior guard rails on each floor. The eight-level structure provides parking for 812 cars, and cost $1,192,000 to build.

A handsome country estate is designed for expansion

A two-stage master plan is architect Maurice Finegold's successful solution to his clients' wish for a "quietly elegant" residence which could expand to a sizeable complex accommodating a large art collection, ample space for parties and a growing family. As the site, a five-acre family estate in rural Maine, was quite flat and thus itself imposed no restrictions on growth at all, both foresight and control were especially critical to the architect's design. The first stage, now built, is a handsomely detailed "fragment" which, while complete in itself, already suggests the final complex for which it will form the major wing.
The first stage of the master plan includes the two-story south wing containing two-story entrance gallery, living room, two bedrooms, kitchen and dining room. Second-stage wings will house services, garage and bedrooms, with present bedrooms becoming study and guest room. By organizing rooms around an interior court, the architect has established a clear organizing principle for growth of a large house, which will maintain a sense of the original unpretentious scale while trebling in size. The entry opening onto the spacious two-story gallery and living room will remain the focus of the expanded house. But the new scheme will offer a new sequence of spaces as the visitor progresses from the drive into the compound—through open court, sheltered entry, and im-
posing gallery and living room.

Strong exterior massing combined with simple brick and cedar shingle complements the plan to give the house great character on a flat site. The unity of exterior scale is contrasted by a variety of interior spaces. Here too, materials and scale are expressively handled. Careful detailing of fine, natural finishes—brick, red oak, stained pine and rough plaster—was designed to give warmth and scale to the imposing two-story rooms while meeting a principal design requirement of “quiet elegance.”

WARM textured materials include stained native pine for high ceilings, window and door frames, red oak floors, and off-white plaster walls. Living room sofa pillows are hot pink and orange. Natural finished, neutral colors in the dining room are contrasted by a bright, red wall. White-plaster wall dividing gallery and living room, below, provides a handsome display space for the owners’ paintings.
The unusual treatment of the brick chimney and cedar shingle roof shown in the photo above typifies the kind of precision and sensitivity with which form and material are combined to achieve a unified design statement. The roof overhang is pierced by the brick chimney form and the deep shadow reveal continues around the house as a major design motif. A variety of interior spaces can be glimpsed in the view from kitchen to open stairs beyond entrance gallery in photo at left and in photo of the kitchen, below.
Beautiful detailing enhances a very special house

The unusual glass-walled revolving house shown on these pages was designed by architect Richard Foster for his own family on a six-acre site in rural Connecticut. Rejecting many more conventional schemes, the architect arrived at the final design as the ultimate response to the site's breathtaking, near-perfect view of the surrounding countryside. For fullest advantage of the view—farmland hills and a distant lake to the west, a meadow and nearby pond to the east, and a pine forest to the north—the architect enclosed his circular house in glass, set it on a pedestal, and made it rotate for changing landscape, sun and mood.
The key to turning a special shape into a workable house was the plan, and the key to a successful plan was provision of plenty of space, good circulation, and many special built-ins. The house is 72 feet wide, and pivots on the central staircase and hall for efficient circulation. A wide opening from living room to hall increases spaciousness, and, most importantly, provides immediate orientation when the house revolves. Service rooms are grouped at narrow ends of segments to leave the periphery mostly glass.

The circular house is anchored to its site by a concrete pedestal which contains entry, staircase and various utilities, and supports a 14-foot-wide ball-bearing ring which in turn carries the entire superstructure. A control panel regulates motion which varies to five feet per minute and is barely perceptible. The house is very special, but it is also a year-round, everyday house designed for an active family. The architect's solution successfully achieves complex organization for living while preserving the unity and symmetry of a self-contained formal shape. For all the ingenuity of plan and mechanical detail, the real interest and delight of this beautifully detailed "machine for living" lies in the high degree of refinement with which the radical architectural design has
been conceived and carried out.

Natural-finished materials are unexpectedly appropriate to the circular house: beautifully-weathering pre-rusted steel; cedar shingle cladding for curved soffits; glazed, hexagonal-shaped tiles for unusual floor shapes.

Spaces within and around the house received as much attention as the view from it. The approach—through a walled motor court, beneath the great tree-like superstructure to the pedestal entry—offers a varied spatial sequence while gradually revealing the breath-taking view.

Architect: Richard Foster; engineers: Zoldos and Meagher (structural); Meyer, Strong & Jones (mechanical); landscape and interiors: Richard Foster; contractor: William Mewing.
Floor and wind loads, which with the 30-foot cantilevers could not be carried to the ball bearing supports by beam action alone, are in fact hung from a series of tension-ring-bound vertical trusses. Asymmetrical loads are redistributed by both the roof-top tension ring and a second, horizontal truss network (defining ceiling in section below) and then transmitted down by hall columns to a massive reinforced concrete ring, which rests on the bearing points. The sheer weight of this 50,000 pound ring further stabilizes the rotating superstructure. The central column is nonstructural, serving rather to carry pipes and wiring from core to rotating connections.
Office buildings are being designed at a phenomenal rate in this country. The latest Dodge Construction Statistics show that over 31 million square feet of new office space was contracted for in January and February of 1969. This is an 80.5 per cent increase over the same period in 1968; it is no short-term gain but a significant quantitative shift in this important class of buildings, and has specific causes. We are now in a 20 year low in unemployment: an important reason has been the expansion of white collar office staffs. Accordingly, there is today almost no vacant office space in the country. Commercial banks, pension funds, and life insurance companies are pumping money into office buildings as the best long-term investment in the construction field. Most of the new space is being added in core-city high-rise towers, and the problem of designing these dominant buildings has become common across the country.

The high-rise structures on the following pages illustrate three fundamental problems in the development of nearly every office building: the organization of the site and the building's relationship to the city around it; the planning of interior spaces to meet a particular client's needs; and the problem of designing the tower itself—its shape and fenestration—both to fulfill the program and to create a sensitive visual expression of the total form.

The problem of a building's relationship with the city, as illustrated here by the proposed 55 Water Street Building in lower Manhattan, is particularly significant today. 55 Water Street will have 3.2 million square feet of rentable office space and will occupy four city blocks. When building reaches this scale (and many will, since tenants are demanding large areas per floor, rather than stacked-up smaller floors) the questions of architectural detail—a particular facade proportion or the rhythm of windows to piers—are overpowered. We must ask first what that building will do to the city, as New York's planning agencies asked the developers of 55 Water Street.

The problem of creating office interiors is more common—and there are few design problems in architecture where more rules and habitual conventions apply. But creating the interiors of the new McGraw-Hill Building in New York (pages 186-191) involved some more-than-conventional study of a particular user's needs, and a more-than-conventional effort in arranging spaces and designing forms to fulfill those needs. It is the process by which needs are identified and solutions presented that is the most pertinent story.

In the First National Bank of Chicago (pages 192-196), we see the evolution of an architectural form to fulfill its program. Special problems influenced the scope of the project and the shape of its tower; the resolution of them has produced a remarkably innovative solution in high-rise architecture.

—Robert Jensen
The composite aerial view of lower Manhattan (left) shows a model of the 55 Water Street Building as it will appear against the skyline of the existing city. The present Jeanette Park appears to the left of the building, but the street between them, Coenties Slip, has now been closed and its area added to the redesigned park. Battery Park appears at the far left. The lower Manhattan Plan calls for landfill and new developments out to approximately the end of the piers in the lower part of the photo, plus an equal extension of the island into the Hudson River pier line (top of photo). 55 Water Street has provisions for a future extension of its plaza bridging the South Elevated Highway (between 55 Water Street and East River in photo), connecting it with future landfill projects.

Superimposed in the center of the photograph at left is the proposed 55 Water Street Building, designed by Emery Roth & Sons, and now in working drawings. The 56-story tower, its sloped-wall 15-story wing, and its several ground-level floors will contain 3.5 million square feet of space, and a net rentable area of 3.2 million square feet. These figures make it, on the basis of rentable area, the largest privately-developed office structure in the world. It will be the city's first structure to begin implementing the Lower Manhattan Plan, a comprehensive study submitted to the city in 1966 calling for extensive landfill and systematic rebuilding. The size of the 55 Water Street Building, the public amenities that it will have, and the fact of its being the first private building to conform to the Lower Manhattan Plan, are all a direct result of a remarkable series of negotiations between Uris Brothers Building Corporation (its builders) and New York's city planning agencies.

The goal: conformance with the Lower Manhattan Plan

The Lower Manhattan Plan calls for what would be in any other location an entirely new city: office structures, plazas, apartments, shops, and schools to either house or employ 300,000 to 400,000 people. Development will take place on new land created by filling portions of the Hudson and East Rivers on both sides of the island out to the present pier-head lines. New projects will occur within portions of the existing city, and its street pattern will be altered. The three maps at the lower left tell the story. In the first map, the shaded portion labeled "1965" indicates the approximate boundaries of lower Manhattan today. New land will be created by filling out to the boundary marked "1980" or to about the existing pier-heads. Landfill is not unusual in Manhattan, as the map shows. The center map indicates the proposed location of new projects within the existing city, and the location of existing streets which will be closed. One of these special project areas is the World Trade Center, already under construction. The last map shows the site plan of the World Trade Center and the site of the 55 Water Street Building within the fabric of the existing city.

55 Water Street is being developed as the first privately-financed link to the future landfill projects. The site occupies four existing blocks, and the streets that used to run between them: Cuyler's Alley, one block of Front Street, and Coenties Slip. As can be seen in the center map, these streets were proposed for closing by the Lower Manhattan Plan, and the City has attempted to follow its guidelines.

To achieve the goal: negotiations between the developer and the city

Uris first approached the City with a scheme for developing its four blocks of downtown Manhattan in 1967, and both the City and Uris knew that the streets between Uris's properties would have to be closed if the development was to proceed. A series of surprisingly productive negotiation sessions were held between Uris and the Office of
Lower Manhattan Development, with both parties acting in their own self-interest within a spirit of compromise. The City wanted some useful urban amenities following the Lower Manhattan Plan, and Uris wanted a lucrative financial investment. The negotiations indicate the power a city may use to insert public amenities into a private development, while also allowing the developer a sounder economic investment than he had before.

With the building now in working drawings and excavations underway, the list of exchanges looks like this: Uris was given permission to buy and to close the three city streets as listed above, giving them a 100,000-square-foot unified parcel of land. A zoning amendment was passed, permitting Uris to build a plaza more than 12 feet above street level, while still being allowed the extra height benefits which accrue from the inclusion of such open spaces within a project. Uris was also given a dispensation from the normal set-back regulations along Water Street.

In return, Uris agreed to build a new 375-car parking garage under the adjacent Jeanette Park, and to redesign, reconstruct, and maintain Jeanette Park for the City. They agreed to lease at least two-thirds of the commercial space which would front on the park or the plaza to retail commercial establishments (restaurants, clothing shops, etc.) rather than to banks or brokerage houses. In addition, the city required that an entrance be provided from the site to the proposed Water Street subway line, and that the structure of the new plaza and its retaining wall along South Street be designed for future connection to the landfill projects to the east of the city.

Uris has hired Lawrence Halprin & Associates to design the new Jeanette Park and the plaza. Halprin has made only a study model of the park and plaza to date, but his designs indicate he will pursue the themes developed in his widely-praised city plaza for Portland, Oregon. Jeanette Park will be defined on its two long sides by the 55 Water Street tower, (with a 20-foot-wide arcade facing the park) and by several other tall office structures opposite, one of which is already in place. The park will be molded with poured concrete into walks, terraces, and jutting “rock” forms capped with grass and planting areas. Water will, in places, flow down “rock” crevaces into collecting pools at their edges. Below will be the 375-car parking garage, with its entrances molded into the park design.

The Roth building will have a sloped-wall wing overlooking the plaza and facing future land developments to the east, acting as a closure element on the plaza. The plaza will eventually span the South Elevated highway, and has been located three floors above existing street level for exactly this purpose. The building will have an arcade facing Jeanette Park and continuing around on the Water Street side (ground floor plan, right). The largest portion of its leasable office space will be in the 56-story tower facing Jeanette Park.

NORTH ELEVATION

The ground-level plan (below) shows the entire site being developed by Unis: Jeanette Park and the huge lower level of 55 Water Street, with its leasable space, ramps to parking below, and the escalators leading to the third-level plaza (middle plan). The plaza model photo (below, left) shows the inclined water cascade which will be its main feature, with the collecting pool in front.
The aerial photo (above, left) shows progress on the site of the new McGraw-Hill Building between 48th and 49th streets on the Avenue of the Americas. Diagonally across the street is the R.C.A. Building, tallest in Rockefeller Center. Above is a plan of the underground concourse servicing all Rockefeller Center buildings, with the proposed link to the McGraw-Hill Building indicated by hatched lines. The model (left) shows the tightly-spaced pier and window rhythm of the facade; pier facing will be stone, with bronze-tinted glazing between. The section indicates McGraw-Hill’s spaces (shaded) in relation to the other tenant floors of the tower. The building extends three floors below grade, with the plaza 12 feet below street level.
DESIGNING AN OFFICE BUILDING FOR A PARTICULAR CLIENT AND HIS NEEDS

The new McGraw-Hill Building is now under construction in midtown Manhattan, and will be completed in 1971. The process of developing this building has been intricate and in some ways unique, for the normal complement of one client to one architect has been doubled. Rockefeller Center Inc. owns 55 per cent, and is the principal client; Harrison & Abramovitz & Harris are the principal architects. McGraw-Hill owns 45 per cent, and the interior spaces that they will occupy are being designed by the Office of Alfred Easton Poor. It is the process of mutual exchange and agreement between these four organizations that is the most pertinent story of the building—particularly as applied to its interior layouts, which have been subjected to a detailed, well-thought-out study of basic design considerations vs. a particular user’s requirements.

Initially, about two-thirds of the building’s 51 floors will house the headquarters staff of McGraw-Hill, Inc.: the Book Company, which now publishes over 12,000 active titles, films and tapes; the Publications Company, which publishes 48 business and professional periodicals; and the McGraw-Hill Information Systems Company, with its Dodge Reports, Sweet’s Catalog, and other activities. The remainder of the floors will be leased to other tenants. These leased spaces (section below, left) have been interspersed from the top to the bottom of the tower, rather than at one level: this arrangement will allow a flexible expansion of the separate divisions, as new space requirements occur.

The first stage: design within a context of city plan

In the initial stages of the project, Harrison & Abramovitz & Harris began design studies in conjunction with Rockefeller Center’s decision to create two new office towers on the west side of the Avenue of the Americas. Standard Oil of New Jersey was to occupy one of the towers between 49th and 50th Streets, but McGraw-Hill had no connection, at this point, with the companion structure between 48th and 49th.

Designs proceeded during 1967, as the architects established a preliminary scheme for the tower: height, number of floors, gross square footage, and dimensions were developed, structural design was completed in preliminary form (including column placement), and a facade treatment was created, making the building compatible with the remainder of the Rockefeller Center complex.

McGraw-Hill had been considering several proposals for a new headquarters building prior to 1967, both within and outside Manhattan, but decided at that date to occupy the tower as principal tenant and to participate in the equity. The site had many advantages: The Sixth Avenue subway has entrances between 48th and 50th, and the Rockefeller Center complex itself has a unique system of underground pedestrian passageways linking all of its buildings. These concourse areas allow walking from building to building without interference from Manhattan traffic, and the new building is planned to link directly to them (see site plan).

The second stage: adjusting the building design to McGraw-Hill’s needs

Some specific needs of McGraw-Hill were not readily fulfilled by the new Rockefeller Center tower, designed up to this point for an unknown tenant. For example: a cafeteria would be necessary, along with several private dining rooms and the kitchen facilities to serve them. A large commercial bookstore was needed at ground level. A 275-seat auditorium was required, with a column-free space which might require structural reframing at some location. Finally, it was hoped that all the office floors could be designed on a module, and a partition system created which would be interchangeable through all divisions. The Office of Alfred Easton Poor was immediately retained by McGraw-Hill as the architect primarily concerned with its interiors for the new building, and directed to coordinate its efforts with Harrison & Abramovitz & Harris.

In laying out the office floors, the first requirement was the module: a planning grid around which spaces could be allocated and partitions designed. Poor and McGraw-Hill had found in previous projects that a 5-foot by 6-foot grid— with the 6-foot dimension running parallel to the window wall—was ideal for open floors, with desks set in rows and few partitions separating employees. A 5-foot by 5-foot grid, however, was more accommodating when most occupants of a floor were to have private, partitioned spaces. Since the headquarters building would involve mostly offices for editorial staffs, the 5- by 5-foot grid was chosen.

It was then necessary to adjust the column spacing, the windows, and the dimensions of the core in the original building design to conform with this grid. Column bay spacing became 30 feet throughout the length of the tower, with 20- and 25-foot bays in the narrow direction (floor plan, above right). The architects then created a 2-foot, 4-inch pier/2-foot, 8-inch window rhythm continuously around the exterior, with load-bearing columns occurring in every sixth pier. The dimensions of the core were adjusted to the grid so that the proposed 3-inch-thick movable partitions could meet the permanent core walls in exactly the same plane.

Thus the final tower plan and its grid were based upon the needs of an individual employee’s working space, rather than on the economics of steel sections in the structural frame, or upon some optimum efficiency in mechanical equipment ducts or lighting requirements.

Stage three: determining specific office space requirements

Work was now begun on the resolution of two questions: 1) How much space would McGraw-Hill need at the time of occupancy and in the near future? and 2) How should the system of interior partitioning fit together, how should it look, and how should it be integrated with the heating, air conditioning, and lighting? To determine space needs, a series of forms were completed by all chief editors,
publishers, and executives—beginning with the Publications Division. These forms required specific answers to questions about the existing requirements of a magazine: how much bulk storage it needed, how much immediately accessible filing it needed, and what specific working area was required by each employee. An accurate anticipated estimate of growth was made: how much new storage space would be required, how many new employees would there be—by specific title—and what auxiliary space, such as conference rooms, would be required. Finally, the magazines itemized their adjacency requirements—what specialized service facilities or other publications should be near them.

The partitioning system:

**two alternates were studied**

The survey information was used in creating the partitioning system and in laying out the individual floors. Standard partitions for offices are, of course, based on habitual use and commonly agreed criteria for fulfilling office needs. They usually vary between each other in materials, connection systems and color, rather than in the shapes of the spaces they might create—for such spaces are almost always pure rectangles. Such rectangular systems have disadvantages, however. Corridors tend to be tunnel-like and dull. Secretaries are forced to occupy extra-wide corridors, with little privacy. And right-angle corners can (but do not always) waste usable space in an office. An alternate, designed by Poor for McGraw-Hill’s needs, has been called the “Y,” or the “3 for 2” (see plan and photos, right). Basically, this system cuts off one corner of a standard rectangular office at 45 degrees, and with two such offices placed side by side, creates a recessed right-angled niche along the corridors—one recess per two offices. The usual long corridor of parallel walls eight feet apart with evenly spaced secretarial desks in them is thus broken up, and each secretary, occupying a recess, has a more private work area.

To test these Y units, and to determine user reactions to the spaces they create, a full-scale mock-up of two of them, with secretarial space between, was built at the present McGraw-Hill building. Several sets of editors and their secretaries worked in these mock-ups for a week at a time, and their individual reactions to them were collected. From these user comments, the ways in which the Y system does and does not work properly could be determined, including how it might be altered in the final installations.

Its benefits seemed to be three: a larger-than-normal desk area with its surface and drawers accessible, a more efficient use of total space allowing more people per floor, and the fresh visual interest it may create in the corridors. Its reported disadvantages were the fixed location of the desks (editors had to face the wall), the lack of side-chair space (and thus conference space) in the offices, and the perhaps too-close (for noise privacy) adjacency of secretaries and editors. After the tests, Poor’s office redesigned the Y-unit to make variable desk arrangements possible, the need for small-scale conference space on each floor was restudied, and other adjustments made. The final decision is still pending.
The two full-floor plans (left) indicate a typical layout of the Y-unit concept as compared to the normal rectangular office partitioning system. As conceived here, the rectangular offices are larger than those of the Y units, but their secretarial and corridor spaces are smaller and less interesting. Studies are now being made of both concepts, and revisions will occur. It is possible that the decision will be made to use both systems, with the 30-inch-wide partitioning panels designed to be interchangeable between them. With the Y units, the diagonal section of the partitioning cannot go to the ceiling.

This section and reflected ceiling plan shows one proposal for integrating the partitioning, ceiling, lighting and air conditioning systems. The air diffuser and ceiling partition tracks are combined. When a partition is in place, the diffuser is closed and the air routed to an unoccupied strip on the five-foot by five-foot continuous grid. Room air is exhausted through the light fixtures centered between the ceiling grid. Columns have been aligned so they occur (as shown right) off the module of the lights.
To avoid truck traffic tie-ups:
elevators and a turntable
To reach the loading docks at McGraw-Hill's third-basement level, large trailer trucks will be lowered in their entirety from the street on two 50-foot-long elevators, then rotated 90 degrees on a 47-foot-diameter turntable into alignment with the unloading platforms. The trailer and its cab will be taken on this three-floor elevator trip, but with extra-long trucks, the cab will be detached from the trailer in the basement, so that the turntable can rotate the latter while the cab maneuvers to move the trailer off the turntable after positioning. Elaborate mechanized loading facilities such as these are becoming more necessary in crowded core-city conditions such as exist in Manhattan.

The cafeteria: human scale for an overscale room
The McGraw-Hill cafeteria, at the plaza level (one floor below the lobby) will have 1200 seats and may serve 4800 people per day, making it one of the largest in Manhattan. Reducing the scale of this potentially large space became the principal design problem, along with the organization of traffic within it. The dining space has been divided into two separated elements, with the elevators and dish drop-off facilities between. The serving area is screened from the dining rooms, and is also directly off the circulation core. There are six serving and pick-up counters, with provisions for quick sandwiches, coffee, or full-course meals. There is a high-ceilinged central space in the two dining rooms, but around this, the semi-enclosed booth areas have low ceilings, to make them more intimate spaces.

The auditorium: some special problems of location and access
Two major problems in planning the auditorium have been accessibility requirements and the need for a column-free space. It was at first planned for the seventh or top floor of the wrap-around element (see plan), so that there would be no loads above—making the removal of columns relatively easy and inexpensive. In that location, however, public access to it from the lobby would be complicated, and the elevators from the upper floors do not stop at the seventh: employees of McGraw-Hill using the auditorium would have to travel to the ground floor, then transfer to elevators for the ride back up.

Again, user needs have held sway over the economics of structure, and the auditorium is now planned for the second floor within the wrap-around element. Four columns have been removed from those proposed in the original structural design, and one major tower column has been moved 5 feet from its original location, so as not to interfere with film projection facilities. The auditorium is now well located for use by the general public without its having to go through any McGraw-Hill spaces, and building employes will have quick access to it via two escalators leading from the ground floor.
AUDITORIUM
The auditorium will have its own lobby, reception room, pantry and lavatory facilities. Two escalators lead directly to it from the ground floor. The auditorium will be used primarily as a lecture hall, with slide and movie projections. Its windows can be quickly shaded with special vertical blinds when the room must be darkened. In this design (still under study) an acoustical shell, which is the room’s main visual feature, will be constructed of one-inch by two-and-one-half-inch German Oak strips. These strips will be warped independently and placed together to generate the shell’s contour (section, below). The shell will be suspended from the floor above, concealing the air conditioning equipment and ceiling diffusers.
The model photo (above) shows a proposal for the plaza, to be completed in 1972. The tower (left) is nearly complete, and will be occupied in June of this year. The site plan (right) shows the First National Bank in context with Chicago's Loop, a 35-square-block area bounded by the city's elevated railway. The bank is in the center of the Loop, accessible by foot, subway, or from any of Chicago's four main railway stations.
THE EVOLUTION OF A SPECIAL FORM TO MEET ITS PROGRAM

The First National Bank of Chicago will soon occupy a curving 60-floor tower, the highest building in Chicago's Loop. The bank will move into the new quarters in June, and its old facilities next door will be removed, making room for a new plaza adjacent to the tower. By 1972 the two-stage project of tower and plaza will be complete, and the bank will occupy the entire block bounded by Madison, Monroe, Clark and Dearborn Streets.

Two architectural firms—C. F. Murphy Associates and The Perkins & Will Partnership—have shared in the design of this 106-million-dollar complex since its inception in 1964. Specific programmatic demands have influenced the scope of the project, the shape of the tower, and the location of its vertical transportation. The resolution of these demands is indicative of the logic behind this striking and innovative solution in high-rise architecture.

Starting point for design:
“all banking in one location”
Illinois prohibits the establishment of branch banks. Branch offices normally accommodate most of a bank's public facilities; its central office may be largely administrative and clerical space, with a public floor no bigger than any of its branches. But the First National needed all its teller facilities, savings, and loan departments in one public space. Further, with customer banking at only one location, the facility had to be adjacent to public transportation, and needed on-site parking. Particularly, the site should include a plaza; an active urban place capable of drawing the public to it.

As developed in the final site plans (below, left) the bank is quickly accessible and will have a remarkable series of public amenities. There will be a two-level parking garage under the plaza with access via a ramp which begins on Clark Street opposite the bank, makes a 180-degree turn as it winds down to the second basement, eventually passing back under Clark Street to the garage itself. The architects have provided a direct connection to the existing Dearborn Street subway, and provisions for a link with the future Monroe Street subway and its underground pedestrian concourse. This concourse will link the Civic Center and the Federal Center, making the bank's plaza an important public space along a revitalized strip of the city. The plaza, still in design development, is conceived as a public and ceremonial space on two levels, with terraces, promenades, some public banking, and leased shopping.

Why the sloped tower?
Banking needs vs. leasable space
The wide-based tower did not evolve principally from structural imperatives, although the logic of the shape for resisting wind loads efficiently is apparent. The first need of the client was a 40,000-square-foot banking floor expressed in a clear and unified space. Above the ground level, the bank needed rather large floor areas, but the required size of each receded toward the executive floors at the top. Further, a survey of existing and future needs for office space showed that smaller floors, with a high ratio of perimeter window length to interior area, were likely to be more easily leased in Chicago.
The decision was made to place all of these spaces in a single tower, and schemes which involved stepping-back the building envelope to match the need for variable floor areas were rejected. The architects agreed early in their studies to pursue the possibility of a sloped design. The tower, as based on the program, is a striking and innovative solution. The public banking space rises 56 feet, with a mezzanine level floating within it. Eight piers on each face run from the ground to the top of the tower without interruption, emphasizing its height and expressing, in their tapering form, the shape of the tower itself. Banking floors above the public space are large (41,000 to 45,000 square feet) receding gradually to meet the tenant floors. The four mechanical equipment floors provide rhythmic horizontal divisions on the tower as complements to the vertical.

The elevator problem: accommodating the bank and the public

The location of the elevatoring system became a critical problem, and the resolution of it had a marked effect on the expression of the tower. The usual core scheme, with elevator banks occupying the center, was not compatible with the public banking area at the ground floor. The architects experimented, therefore, with a series of twin elevator core concepts within the basic scheme of the sloped tower. The problem was the expression or non-expression of elevators on the tower facade, and the retention of the large open space at the ground.

An early design scheme (above, right) shows the grouping of elevators and stairs at either end of the tower plan, with vertical circulation expressed on the faces of the tower, rather than at its ends. This scheme allowed less banking space between elevators than the final one, and the exposure of the vertical cores on the face of the tower seemed to disturb the unity of the main facades. In a second sketch (center, right) the elevator and stair towers have been moved completely within the building, with no expression of them on the exterior. This scheme was more successful visually than the first, leaving the graceful curve of the facades uncluttered, but again encroached strongly on the public banking spaces at ground level. Within the context of the problem, therefore, the final scheme (below, right) is certainly the most successful. With the vertical circulation system moved outside the ends of the tower, the usable banking space is extended to fulfill program requirements. The sweeping curve of the two faces of the tower is expressed with a simple pier, spandrel and glass grid, uninterrupted by stronger verticals. And the absolutely perpendicular lines of the elevator towers aid in the perception of the curve of the faces. Without a closely adjacent vertical from which to refer, one's eye might not perceive the subtle curving of the facade so quickly, at least in the middle regions of the tower. The architects did not create this tower form to be "different," but to meet the specific demands of an architectural program.

The photo above shows the new tower within the fabric of the city, with the old bank headquarters in front of it, on the site of the future plaza. The juxtaposition of the tower floor plans (right) indicates the difference in areas between the ground and the upper floors. The upper floors have their lavatory facilities in the vertical circulation shafts at the ends of the tower.
The architects' sketch (above) shows an interesting but ultimately rejected proposal for the tower's elevator system. It depicts a "sky lobby" solution in which the elevators in only the bank's portion of the tower are split to clear the public space at ground level. The elevators in the tenant section of the building are placed in the center, and all tenants transfer from one set of elevators to the other at the sky lobby where the two come together. This system allowed a lower number of elevators in the building than there now is, but was finally rejected because of the possible inconvenience to upper-floor tenants. They would have had to transfer elevators at every trip from the ground floor to their offices. The section at left shows the final elevating diagrammatically. It is a three-level system in which all tenants have a direct link between the street and their offices, but only the freight elevators stop at every floor. The photo (right) shows the vertical elevator tower in relation to the curving face of the building; they balance and emphasize each other.
What the systems approach means to air conditioning Part 1

by Robert E. Fischer, senior editor, and F. J. Walsh, consulting engineer

There has always been a systems approach, of a sort, to air conditioning. But today architects and engineers see the need for a more searching insight into the various influencing factors: people, costs, hardware, time. Overriding reason: the client's demand for the best physical environment his money can buy. This article draws on extensive knowledge of the industry and in-depth interviews with manufacturers and technical disciplines. It is a continuation of the two-part article, "Air conditioning: a new interpretation for architects," RECORD July and August, 1967.

Two growing, confluent trends are causing the building industry to be increasingly concerned with today's emphasis on the systems approach as a means of cutting costs, speeding up the construction process and guaranteeing a certain level of building performance. The first of these trends is management's (business, government, military) conviction that the systems approach is a powerful tool for analyzing and helping solve problems requiring top management decisions. This thinking naturally filters down to owners' representatives responsible for building programs, who indicate to architects, engineers and contractors that systems techniques are to be encouraged and perhaps required. The second trend involves changes within the building industry itself that are fostering increased standardization of building components and the combination of these components in larger and larger packages by the manufacturer. These changes involve the spiraling costs and increasing shortage of skilled field labor; the difficulty of architects, and more particularly consulting engineers, in attracting competent personnel in the middle echelons; the growing demand from owners for single-source responsibility. Further, it is agreed that better housing for low-income families must have the highest of priorities. Thus some manufacturers are showing interest in the use of mass-production, assembly-line techniques to make complete buildings for this market. But industrialized building systems in Europe have taken time to evolve: main emphasis has been on shell, with provision of services being relatively unsophisticated by American standards. And while mobile-home technology may work for separate housing units in an unplanned context, there are inherent limitations in application to large structures.

The systems approach: a modern definition

The systems approach to building is here to stay, just as it is for about every other industry and human enterprise. It implies taking the broadest possible view of any situation with the purpose of uncovering and explaining all significant inter-relationships. The approach makes particular sense today because science and technology have made new tools available. In some areas computer simulation utilizing mathematical models is possible.

Communication between all groups has suffered, because of burgeoning knowledge in every area and the introduction of specialty and sub-specialty areas of expertise and professional activity. As a result, the various groups really do not understand how they fit into the over-all context.

The two newest disciplines to develop in recent years, coming about as the natural outgrowth of the world's tremendous technological advancement, are operations research and systems engineering. In the case of operations research, which deals
The systems approach to building: three basic paths

NON-QUANTIFIABLE FACTORS INFLUENCING OWNER AND REQUIRING JUDGMENTAL DECISIONS

- private sponsor
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- government agency
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- owner and user factors: functional, psychological and economic
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- site availability
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- socio-economic factors
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engineers
specialist consultants
lawyers
developer
accountants
site expert
realtor
building investor
appraiser

GENERAL FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS
(administrative group)

- building codes
- public officials
- planning boards
- zoning regulations

MANUFACTURER AND CONTRACTOR PROJECT GROUP(S)
(technical and professional staff)
System comparison studies and preliminary plans and specifications for hypothetical buildings

FACTORS GOVERNING SYSTEMS PROJECT GROUP EFFECTIVENESS

Screening of individuals
Screening of project group's output

Communication barriers
Single-discipline expert
Multi-disciplinary expert

Experts in disciplines
systems analyst

Theoretical optimum communication:
Analyst with broad background
- good understanding of functions
- common interdisciplinary terminology

Poor communication:
Analyst with too narrow background
- inadequate understanding of functions
- no common interdisciplinary terminology

Technical competence factors
(background and experience)
- project staff
- consultants
- advisory group

Industry and professional review and acceptance

A guide to the chart

Output from the systems analyst (center of the rings above) after approval by the owner is fed to a systems building project group. Such groups can take one of two basic paths.

The first can, in one form (A-1), lead to a completely open performance specification, without specific relationship to hardware or sub-systems. A modification (A-2) considers performance and quality of specific components and equipment common to all possible systems.

The second basic path (B) leads to specific selections of systems and hardware, and can include any degree of investigation of existing technology and new developments in the field.

With paths A-1 and A-2, manufacturers and contractors (see oval above) may be required to design their sub-systems for a hypothetical or prototype building; architects and consulting engineers may or may not be used—this may or may not be made mandatory by project staff.

Interdisciplinary review and advice to the systems project group (shown at top, across page) is critical to project success. But obviously, too much outside involvement can interfere with target dates. The right balance takes careful consideration.
TECHNICAL LIAISON
Manufacturers, specialist consultants to staff, contractors, building trades unions, codes and standards groups, building officials, utilities.

ADVISORY GROUP
Administrative & Technical Review

FORMAL AND INFORMAL PROFESSIONAL AND INDUSTRY REVIEW
(May include recommendations on most qualified individuals)

SYSTEMS BUILDING PROJECT GROUP (professional staff)
Preparation of functional performance specification for hypothetical over-all building system and subsystems, with plans showing space planning modules and their possible configurations; also limitations on structural framing and limitations on possible location and size of all space-consuming subsystem elements.

Feedback
A-1

BIDDING DOCUMENTS
Systems purchasing approach with minimum description of any actual physical system, subsystem or component. Limitations on physical and design engineering aspects implied rather than stated.

MANUFACTURERS AND CONTRACTORS

BID SUBMITTALS

EVALUATION OF BID SUBMITTALS AND AWARD OF CONTRACT

CONSTRUCTION OF BUILDING PROTOTYPE, MOCK-UPS, OPERATION AND EVALUATION

DESIGN OF ADDITIONAL BUILDINGS
Based upon standard hardware and systems by architects and consulting engineers

Multiple Buildings

Feedback
A-2

SYSTEMS HARDWARE EVALUATION SPECIFICATION
Covers range of hardware that might be used in possible systems in terms of quality of materials, critical components, fabrication standards, reliability aspects, etc.

BIDDING DOCUMENTS
Including specifications based upon systems hardware evaluation
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PRELIMINARY PLANS & SPECIFICATIONS FOR HYPOTHETICAL BUILDING(S)

SYSTEM ENGINEERING AND SYSTEM ANALYSIS FOR SELECTED SYSTEMS AND SUBSYSTEMS

DETAILED PLANS & SPECIFICATIONS FOR COMPETITIVE BIDDING DOCUMENTS
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CONTRACTORS
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PROTOTYPE BUILDING OPTIONAL
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with an analysis of existing operations of any sort, the goal is to provide executives, be they civilian or military, with all possible information relevant to a problem, and to clarify relations between several courses of action so that they can make decisions with a minimum of risk.

Systems engineering relates to developing a new system which has not yet been refined to a workable solution. Further, it deals less with existing operations; rather, it attempts to develop optimum man and machine systems which might possibly be used in the future.

The two disciplines do in fact overlap and are used by some people interchangeably. The specific meanings can of course be fairly precise in certain specialist areas—e.g. data processing, mission-oriented, military or space projects. But undeniably, the term “systems engineering,” relating to the latter, involving exotic and sophisticated technological developments and the maximum innovation, has a certain mystique and is by far the more impressive term.

In military projects, technological advance to secure specific military objectives has to be pushed to the ultimate, and each development tends to make obsolete the hardware and systems just developed from previous advances. Obviously, performance criteria set forth are extremely specific and actual performance within close limits is required. In almost every case the systems contractor is also the producer of the system—and is paid separately for his R & D and development costs.

In business management, communications, production activities, etc., use of these techniques is helped by the fact that there is usually a good reference base for comparison. Or projects are of a continuing nature where adequate feedback is possible and where competitors are using similar approaches. There is, then, some uniformity of thinking and definition of terms.

However, the building industry is an exception. Admittedly, the implications of operations research and systems engineering for the building industry are not too clear, since it is difficult to spell out what activities are involved, and which people should be concerned.

It is highly important that the various disciplines to be involved (necessarily an interdisciplinary approach) be able to communicate effectively with each other and to have a common understanding of terms and concepts.

In addition, the normal building industry professionals will have to learn exactly how the new disciplines function. By the same token, operations researchers, systems analysts or systems engineers cannot establish their approach without also being educated by the professionals. The O. R. and systems people are scientists, not engineers, and it is indicative of the influence that the physical sciences have exerted on them that they have a self-conscious concern with concepts and first principles and show a desire to generalize from specific to all-encompassing theories.

**Systems approaches in building: review of projects to date**

What do the proponents of the systems approach to building say it can or should do? Mainly, they say, the systems approach: 1) stimulates innovation; 2) reduces much of the tedious dog-work of conventional methods, permitting more time for design and evaluation; 3) reduces cost through standardization of building elements; 4) by stating requirements in performance terms instead of specific sub-system solutions, enlarges the possible range of solutions; 5) by requiring functional as well as dimensional compatibility, encourages integration of function; 6) permits volume manufacturing; also, with physical coordination of components required, the architect and his consultants know ahead of time where these components go ahead and that they will fit together when installed in the field; 7) cyclical renewal of building components makes possible (required because of obsolescence or deterioration) when an open building system approach is employed, offering maximum interchangeability of sub-system components; 8) reduction of field labor and the elimination of the need for special skills in job-site erection; 9) permits cost reduction through volume purchasing.

The systems approach to building, narrowly or loosely interpreted, could be said to have been used for many years by architects who have developed standardized procedures and have employed standardized solutions, but not stock plans, for certain building types.

But, more recently, the systems approach to building has taken on more formalized aspects. In special systems projects staffs organized, often with foundation grants, to tackle the problem of getting better public-supported buildings (schools, dormitories, college buildings, housing) for less money in less time. Significant projects built or bid: 1) School Construction Systems Development (13 California schools); 2) URBS—University Residential Building Systems—for the University of California ($18½ million appropriated for 2,000 living units); 3) SEF—Study of Educational Facilities—by the Metropolitan Toronto School Board (10 components bid, and bidders provisionally accepted for 2 million square feet of public schools); 4) RAS—Research in School Facilities—by the Montreal Catholic School Commission; 5) components bid for 3 million square feet of school buildings.

Just how successful these programs have been in mustering the participation and collaboration of industry is another question. Industry has not, so to speak, beat down their door. Generally, maximum participation has come from companies looking for greater market penetration in the building types involved; from those who had products in process that with a slight speed-up in development work could meet the program requirements, and whose products would have market potential beyond the particular programs.

Basic materials manufacturers and utility groups, through their trade associations, may be willing to subsidize a fairly extensive research and development program with the hope that the spin-off in terms of publicity and future business will pay off. Again, such groups are likely to subsidize the research of a professional development team in wide-open competitions if they have research programs in the works that they know could produce innovative approaches for component design.

What attitude might you expect consulting engineers to take in regard to having components and equipment pre-selected for them in a systems-approach program? On the one hand, the fact that fees or profits are marginal on building types such as elementary schools and speculative multi-family housing could be a point in favor of pre-selection. Consulting engineers still are responsible for system design in the usual way. The question then is, does he accept
the package in toto? Perhaps not. He may, for example, upon examining the elements in the hvac sub-systems, decide that the controls provided may be in conflict with the over-all system as he must design it for a given building. What does he do about this? If he asks for too many changes, then the advantages of standardization are lost—in effect, he is designing a custom system. The engineering community will, of course, be less likely to make exceptions to the components of the pre-selected packages if it has been brought in on such aspects of system programs as review of performance specifications, and is represented in the evaluation of the packages themselves. The SEF school program in Toronto made sure that a number of outside architects, consulting engineers and users (in the person of plant superintendents) were represented in the evaluation procedure; professional “critics” were drawn at random from the boards of education and the technical professional community to provide expert opinion to the SEF staff.

The fact that SEF asked for more technical inputs at various stages of its evaluation procedure did not diminish the role of judgment. The first check point included mid-term review of proposals from manufacturers bidding on the 10 components comprising the program, with technical input from professionals. Bid evaluation included not only comparison of lump sum costs but potential penalties through a weighting of functional and desigability factors (the facility with which a building may be designed and assembled). A computer-assisted process was then used by the SEF group in evaluation of bids.

But choice of designated sub-system proposals was not made on this basis only; computer evaluation was used to “sort” the proposals for lowest collective bidders. Final choice was by over-all professional judgment of the final five choices (lowest collective bids of 10 sub-systems) with all sub-system bids taken together. Beyond this, sub-system bidders could still be rejected following first-stage testing in an actual structure, if on the basis of professional opinion, any sub-system failed to meet the intent of the applicable performance specifications.

**Some advantages and problems for consultants and manufacturers**

What are the potentials for cost savings using the volume-purchasing approach? If a manufacturer knows that over a period of several years he may sell 500 units versus selling five at a time now and then he is willing to negotiate his price downward. The contractor, knowing that he will be dealing with repetitive modules of standard systems and that he is able to set up a volume basis for construction, can produce possible savings of labor of 10 per cent or more. Such savings could result without any advance in sub-system technology at all.

But with a systems project where the manufacturer bidding is involved in design as well as in supplying products, he has to take time to decide how he will approach the problem—how he understands wording and intent—in terms of the criteria that have been set up. He has to involve a contractor whom he has confidence in to handle the pricing of the installed systems. Because of the fact that no systems have yet been installed, this contractor must provide for a number of intangibles and contingencies that may occur during construction. Thus the advantage of normal industry competitive bidding is lost. Further the bids are being calculated on the basis of preliminary rather than fully detailed plans and specifications—another contingency to be allowed for.

Exceedingly generalized or vague performance-type specifications often do not relate to reality, and any performance-type approach to specification cannot succeed except on the basis of limitations set by industry and building professionals themselves.

On the other hand, volume purchasers, say for a building type such as motels, who start with detailed plans and specifications and standardize to the ultimate, can get competitive bidding from various manufacturers. But with systems projects, nearly every manufacturer is bidding a different system.

Characteristic of the systems projects so far—SCSD, URBS, SEF and others—has been the hvac requirement that manufacturers include in their bids maintenance costs, with agreements being made for five-year maintenance contracts, renewable for 15-20 years. This pins down for the owner the owning cost for the equipment itself and gives him some idea of equipment life and reliability. These specifications also call for some estimate of operating costs.

If participants in a systems project have the option of taking on the maintenance contract provided or shopping for their own maintenance, this may be self-
Unitized equipment and standard packages for the air-conditioning system

Direct unitary approach—uses standard package unitary air conditioners up to 50 tons. Size is limited by trucking and handling considerations.

The air distribution system can be double- or single-duct, multi-zone, variable-air-volume, etc. Air-flow distribution network includes flow control devices, mixing devices, terminals, and outlets. Use of in-space unitary air conditioners is also possible.

Secondary-fluid unitary approach—many more types of system arrangements can be evolved. This is particularly so when the unitary packaged hot and cold generators are designed for use in multiple for a single building. Standard package fan-coil units can serve loads to 50 tons or more; multiple generator arrangements can provide for tonnages of several hundred tons or more.

AIR-CONDITIONING SYSTEM—In its most elementary form it can be a single-package refrigeration system including a forced-convection air-flow system with air blowing over the evaporator and directly into the space. A central system will use ductwork and may use a secondary fluid (chilled water) instead of a direct refrigerant.

AIR-CONDITIONING SYSTEM (SUBSYSTEM)—A major subdivision of the over-all air conditioning system that provides for (1) generation of heating or cooling effect or (2) thermal fluid distribution; or (3) automatic control for a package or flow network system. Each subsystem can be subdivided into other subsystems (e.g., primary conditioned air to a single-duct induction terminal).

AIR-CONDITIONING SYSTEM (COMPONENT)—A single basic element or device in a multi-component assembly or an over-all system (e.g., a fan; a pump; a thermostat; an air outlet; etc.)

AIR-CONDITIONING SYSTEM (PACKAGE)—A matched grouping of two or more components capable of fulfilling a definable function (e.g., standard in-line pump motor combination; a unitary air conditioner; a board heater with integral thermostat; etc.).

DIRECT UNITARY PACKAGED AIR-CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT—Completely self-contained packaged equipment with secondary energy generating plant within the unit; also includes the additional packaged equipment provision for delivery or the energy so generated. The unit may be supplied with gas, oil, and/or electric power, with provisions for direct supply of heated or cooled air to a space or spaces on a single or multi-zone basis.

SECONDARY FLUID PACKAGED AIR-CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT—A completely self-contained secondary energy producing plant with integral provisions for thermal fluid (steam, hot water, chilled water) flow moving.

defeating as regards equipment reliability and longevity.

The original systems project specifications presume that the equipment and systems will be installed properly and with proper provisions for maintenance so that where the successful system is a direct unitary system they represent an optimum type of unitary installation, and not a “speculative” type, which is more typical of the usual installation for this type equipment.

Manufacturers will be inclined to take more interest in systems projects and in getting involved in product development work only if they see a good market beyond the systems projects themselves. Manufacturers participating in these projects who have had to do product development work say that they cannot possibly recover their investment from the relatively small size of the programs.

The URBS specifications called for very stringent requirements on noise (NC-30) in the living units, and so the manufacturer's development work to meet this requirement could pay off in the hotel-motel market where noise is an important consideration, as are maintenance and reliability.

Larger hvac manufacturers have shown only rather tepid interest in systems projects undertaken so far. The basic reason is that they cannot very well interrupt their continuing programed research and development program intended to keep them more than a step ahead of their competitors, and which is based on how they interpret marketing trends. Such disruption concerns them more than the $100,000 minimum that might be required to get involved in the bidding process. (Total spent by all URBS bidders was $6 million.)

What type of air conditioning system fits today's systems approach?

Obviously, today's systems approach in the building field implies volume purchasing with a maximum degree of standardization. This implies dealing with "building-block" modules both for the building and the air conditioning sub-system. Therefore, any of the systems being suggested would have to consider maximum use of broad scope "packages," standardized fluid (air, water, steam) flow networks, standardized control systems, standard moving packages, standard control systems, standard energy-generating packages, etc. In the case of the energy-generating packages, the type of equipment involved would be termed unitary, and these would be either of the hot or cold secondary-fluid type (hot or chilled water or steam)—or of the direct type, in which the heating or cooling energy is transferred directly to the air being sent to the spaces (unitary air conditioner or heat pump, which by definition includes the flow mover). However, in case multiple buildings are involved in a campus-type project, or for larger buildings, use of custom-designed central energy plants—even of the total-energy type—could be appropriate. In these cases, how-
ever, maximum standardization would imply that the central plants be of the multiple standard-module type.

Status of consultants: another reason why systems approach has to move

It is generally acknowledged by consulting mechanical engineers that manpower is their main problem—and the situation is getting worse. In addition, with larger buildings, mechanical systems are getting even more sophisticated and complicated, and this implies even better qualified people than in the past. The problem is where are they to come from? The situation boils down to this: how can the consultants utilize their manpower as efficiently as possible? What are they looking into is how to reduce the amount of work to be done—computerized load and energy-use calculations, computerized specification writing, etc. Also it seems obvious that certain building types could use a higher degree of standardization.

Further, there is a greater demand from the owner for more single-source responsibility—which the engineer wants also. As long as the engineer is responsible for over-all system design, and as long as the engineer agrees that the packages to be used suit the design concept for the job, single-source responsibility is beneficial for him, inasmuch as he is looking for manufacturer backup. But obviously he does not want the manufacturer to supplant him. Of course consulting engineers do not like the idea of standardized systems being imposed upon them. In general, direct unitary systems are more restrictive in the number of options that the engineer can and should call for. But it behooves the manufacturer to be much more explicit than he has in the past: he has to prove to the engineer what is and what is not possible.

Another reason why standardization of smaller systems is of value is that today we find increasing problems as the size, sophistication and complexity of the system grows. Thus it is easier to deal with smaller systems, whether they be direct- or secondary-fluid unitary. The advantage to the consulting engineer, whether this be a standardized system of his own making or is a result of a systems buying project, is that once the system has proven itself, a lower level of competence is required. This does not mean that the engineer should not periodically look into the packages and components, because these have to be of satisfactory quality; also modifications and changes are continually being made and new manufacturers are entering the field or adding to their line. The engineer may have to make fairly comprehensive investigations in this regard just to keep up with changing technology, and what may be satisfactory now may not be three years from now.

Another area in which the engineer could use more information is longevity of various components in the system. Many of today's comparisons tend to be too super-

The School Construction Systems Development project's emphasis on single-story construction with large column-free spaces and movable partitions, along with relatively small (4,000 sq ft) major-occupancy modules and small (400 sq ft) minimum-occupancy temperature control zones, made the use of medium- or small-size direct unitary equipment an obvious solution. The rooftop multi-zone unit matched to the major occupancy module optimized system flow network costs and space requirements.

The University Residential Building Systems project had to work within a code limitation on cross-circulation of air between individual married-student apartments. System had to be adaptable to serve either apartments or rooms for single students. The small (200 sq ft) zone temperature control zones for low-load residential-type occupancy meant small duct runouts (standard sizes) could be used from the central multi-zone units. This, plus the fact that ducts can be installed by men working at floor level results in considerable cost reduction. Stringent noise criteria and floor space cost penalties, and the applicability to high-rise construction ruled out direct unitary approach and made stacked equipment locations a good solution.

Fitting the air-conditioning system physically into the building is typically the architect's biggest headache in regard to the engineering systems. Most structural systems can be adapted—with small modification and difference in cost—after the preliminary decisions have been made. The air-conditioning system problems can continue right to the end of the working-drawing stage.

The University Residential Building Systems project's emphasis on single-story construction with large column-free spaces and movable partitions, along with relatively small (4,000 sq ft) major-occupancy modules and small (400 sq ft) minimum-occupancy temperature control zones, made the use of medium- or small-size direct unitary equipment an obvious solution. The rooftop multi-zone unit matched to the major occupancy module optimized system flow network costs and space requirements.
ficial. With larger systems, equipment such as hot and cold generating equipment may be installed better with better provisions for access and maintenance. With smaller equipment, there is a wide variety of situations in which the equipment gets installed that affect how well the equipment will operate and last. But if the engineer is working with smaller equipment modules and standardized systems with standardized planning modules, it means he can achieve an optimum level of quality so far as the installation is concerned if he has matched the components and seen to proper installation on prototype (initial) design.

Some system projects groups make certain presumptions regarding life of unitary and central station equipment to be used in their over-all evaluation of bids. When such presumptions are made manufacturers indicating interest in bidding should be informed as to what they are. Further, project staffs should look to manufacturers for opinion and proof or disagreement of their presumptions. Involved is not just a question of hearing life corrosion, and the like, but other matters that are fundamentally important to equipment life.

Who should be involved in project advisory and staff groups? What experts? Naturally the mechanical engineers feel that they should be involved. But how should participants be picked? Should certain firms be designated and these firms determine the personnel to participate? Or should screening and selection be done by a professional society, which in the case of consulting mechanical engineers would be ASHRAE? It seems logical that if these systems projects groups were to operate at a professional level, then the profession itself should be asked for recommendations as to who is most suitable for the task, for the reason that technical competence is best evaluated by those people engaged in technical activities as individuals, drawing on their personal expertise.

In the case of SCSD, there was no mechanical engineering representation on their advisory group; with URBS only one engineer, a structural consultant, was asked to serve. The project staff retained mechanical consultants to aid in the preparation of performance specifications and in evaluating equipment performance in test situations. SEF had two consulting mechanical engineers and one structural engineer on its advisory group and retained a firm of mechanical engineers, a firm of electrical engineers, and a firm of structural engineers as consultants to its staff. Beyond this, the professions were involved in commenting on the specifications.

It would seem logical that when the project staff has an advisory group as well as specialist staff consultants, that the advisory group should not be selected on the basis of mere prestige and political acumen and clout, but for technical expertise as well. The advisory group should contribute expert technical opinion.

Degrees of manufacturer involvement depend upon purchasing approach

The more specialized the performance specifications, the more difficult it is for manufacturers to submit modified catalogs and work out system proposals. They must examine many more possibilities, which adds to their cost in bidding the project. Manufacturers are, in effect, being asked to perform architectural and engineering functions, rather than for advice and guidance. By implication they are asked to supersede consultants in practice, and that the best technical know-how resides with the manufacturers.

Use of the systems approach is hardly limited to the systems project groups alluded to. In their own fashion, motel and hotel chains, apartment builders and other volume buyers obviously standardize to a great extent, and of course these groups constitute a fairly sizeable market. Further, these groups have a continuity of management and they are quite predictable as to what sort of systems they are likely to buy. They may or may not be knowledgeable buyers, but their influence on the market over-all should not be discounted. In contrast, the market represented by the school and dormitory systems projects is a great deal smaller.

What can be expected from manufacturer R&D?

Today's emphasis is upon developing and producing smaller, quieter, more reliable and longer-life equipment. This includes improved heat transfer, improved refrigeration cycles and the like.

The biggest departure from previous basic components and systems has been with certain fluid (air or water) systems components and with automatic controls and instrumentation.

These component and control developments have led to today's much wider range of systems of increasing complexity and size. Concurrently there have been increasing problems in the areas of noise and vibration; fluid-flow network stability and controllability; over-all systems performance; matching of controls, components and equipment into the systems.

Manufacturers generally agree that no really dramatic breakthroughs are in sight, and what can be expected is a continuation of the modification and improvements of existing basic equipment components and packages. The term "new technology" is not a good one to use in speaking of developments in these areas because of its inherent vagueness and lack of specific meaning. "Technological improvement" might be more appropriate. One should remember that, except for in-room equipment, we still have to deal with an air- or water-flow distribution network, subject to thermal and dynamic limitations that are not subject to change, and for which all possible avenues have been explored. Improvements will depend upon better use of existing technology.

The ways in which R & D functions are bound to affect the extent of innovation for systems projects: First, each company has numerous R & D projects underway at one time, with staff time being allocated and projects in various stages of completion. Time factors for the projects may run from two to five or even 10 years (the latter perhaps representing R & D on a new compressor or absorption unit line). The smallest time (two-three year period) might be for development of a fluid handling component or a terminal unit. Certain product modifications might require less time.

No manufacturers want to prematurely divulge to others—even on a confidential basis—the details of what new developments they are coming out with. At most what manufacturers can expect is a lead of perhaps one to two years over a competitor, except perhaps for certain developments that are positively proprietary in nature. In the case of larger manufacturers, the feeling seems to be that they prefer to bid as part of a consortium bidding against others to develop new ideas and concepts on a basis of staff experiences and facilities, with no work to be done until after award of contract to the successful consortium.

While it seems that "systems" approaches to date can, under favorable circumstances, act as a catalyst for a few manufacturers, inducing them to advance their product development programs—the time schedules are far too short to have much over-all effect on the industry. Even in the cases where activity has been advanced due to the project, the manufacturers were looking at the total market in various occupancy categories, not just the project.

R & D is costly and difficult for the manufacturer to evaluate. Cost, for instance—excluding product development—ranged in the order of 3 to 5 percent of sales, but would vary up or down depending on the nature of the product and the company. Manufacturers have not yet satisfactorily solved evaluation of this area of business activity. New systems depend to a great extent on manufacturer product development, although new arrangements of existing hardware can also result in new systems. In this area, new ideas often originate with consultants.

To the consulting engineer, architect and owner, however, no new system really proves itself until after several years' operation in actual buildings. Prudent architects and engineers would not make a long-term commitment to use a radically new type of system for a large number of buildings.

Most, but not all, system and subsystem concepts originate with manufacturers—but not necessarily their implementation. Naturally, the larger and more comprehensive the package the greater the manufacturer involvement.
DESIGN LIGHT IN... DANGER OUT!

Polished MISCO
The Wire Glass
Rated "Fire Retardant"
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POLISHED MISCO
for clear vision with fire protection

Wherever fire control is part of built-in safety... in windows, doorways, walls, skylights... wire glass finds growing use in regular specifications. Yet, not all wire glass is listed by Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc. as fire retardant*. Mississippi Glass is one of only two sources for wire glass so listed.

When you design with fire control in mind, specify with confidence in the proved protection of Polished MISCO Wire Glass. It permits full vision and maximum light transmittance. The diamond-shaped netting is inconspicuous, yet protectively visible to alert floor traffic and avert danger from human impact.

*To qualify for this "Fire Retardant" listing, Mississippi Wire Glass had to withstand the furnace test given by Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc. Wire glass windows in a removable wall are placed in a gas-fired furnace. Temperature is raised to 1600° F. in 45 minutes and held at this point for 15 minutes. The wall is then removed and the glass is subjected to a 1 1/4" stream from a fire hose at 35 to 40 lbs. of pressure. The glass must remain in the sash, substantially unchanged except for any cracking due to thermal shock. Actual test scenes are shown in our 30 minute film "Rolled Glass by Mississippi."
**ATTRACTION WALL SECTIONS**

with full-vision range

Give the "open" feel to interiors through walls that make full use of natural light. The smooth surface of Polished MISCO makes attractive wall sections that are easy to keep that way. The diamond-shaped mesh is inconspicuous... just visible enough to ward off floor traffic accidents from unawareness of glazed openings. Its basic fire retardant ability checks smoke and flame. The sturdy steel webbing holds glazing fast in its frame under prolonged heat exposure.

**PROTECTIVE WINDOWS**

that give clear view

Transmit natural daylight through windows that are glazed sentinels against fire, breakage, vandalism, and forced entry. Polished MISCO provides window areas with fire retardant protection, while maintaining clear vision and the sense of spaciousness that comes from greater light transmittance. Mississippi Wire Glass has been looked to by architects and engineers as the approved fire retardant glazing through more than 60 years.

**SKYLIGHT GLAZING**

dramatic and functional

No need for protective screening above and below. MISCO's strong steel diamond-shaped webbing is already fused in where it not only protects against impact from above or below but also prevents shattering that releases ordinary glass for dangerous fall out. Listed "Fire Retardant" by Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc., Polished MISCO holds fast against fire spread under intense heat. Bring more light in from above safely, with fire retardant Polished MISCO.
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Patterned MISCO

Protection plus diffusion for controlled light direction and obscurity for varying degrees of privacy and heat absorption where required.

Because of its long history in the manufacture of wire glass that has always met Underwriters’ requirements, Mississippi Glass is a natural source for technical information on various requirements in glazing applications. Architects and engineers are urged to consult with our specialists for possibilities in dramatic use of glass and particularly on safety requirements. Mississippi Glass is available from most leading distributors of quality glass in the principal cities of the United States and in Canada from Canadian Pittsburgh Industries, Ltd., Hobbs Glass Division.
LECTURE ROOM SEATING / Trim swivel chairs mounted on a single pedestal demonstrate one of the uses of the new Sundberg chair. Designed by Carl Sundberg, the chairs are made of cast nylon that is static-free, resists cracking, chipping and scratching and is fire resistant. Metal legs and pedestals in a tough matte-finish enamel reduce glare and maintenance. * American Seating, Grand Rapids, Mich. Circle 301 on inquiry card

DESKS AND CABINETS / The design of Group Six desks and cabinets focuses attention on the structural details: the separation of desk and cabinet tops by black recessed top rails; drawer fronts that extend beyond the upper and lower edges of the pedestals; the dramatically scaled drawer pulls in showwood or metal; and the highly polished chrome legs. * Jens Risom Design Inc., New York City. Circle 302 on inquiry card

GAVINA GROUP FURNITURE / The acquisition of Gavina, S.p.a., Milan, by Knoll Associates—a company often associated with such names as Eero Saarinen and Mies van der Rohe—was celebrated recently by the presentation of The Gavina Group, new and exciting modern furniture, as well as some equally exciting classics (such as Marcel Breuer's tubular steel chair).

Included in the collection is the Renna Hat Stand (far left) designed by Bruce Tippett, a British artist. The 74-in.-high stand is a series of lacquered wood components mounted on a metal axis of movable rings.

The Grande Pigreco (top right), an arm chair with compact cushion, was designed by Tobia Scarpa of Venice. It can be used equally well in both residential and commercial applications.

A double lounge chair, the Suzanne, by Kazuhide Takahama, Tokyo-born designer-architect now living in Bologna, is one of several lounge chairs that also provide many possibilities for residential and commercial interiors. * Knoll Associates, New York City. Circle 300 on inquiry card

CANADIAN FURNITURE / Comfortable lounge group made of 1-in.-thick 19-ply birch with wrap-around cushions is the winner of the 1968 Best-of-Show Canadian EEDEE Award. The collection is “scaled small enough for apartment living without sacrificing comfort, yet is durable enough for extensive contract use.” * Georg Jensen Inc., New York City. Circle 303 on inquiry card

For more information circle selected item numbers on Reader Service Inquiry Card, pages 329-330
Always modern! Whether it's for store fronts—or for any large service doorway or wall opening—nothing has ever been devised that excels Kinnear's Interlocking Steel Slat Door for down right tough, rugged protection against any hazard. When locked closed it's practically impenetrable even with tools. It's fireproof and weatherproof. The steel slats with a zinc coating of 1.25 oz. per sq. ft. coupled with Kinnear Paint Bond and added primer and field finish coat provide triple protection against the elements. And yet its flexible design permits it to coil compactly—and concealed—in a minimum of space over the opening or display window. It can be built to the exact required size, and for maximum operating convenience provided with an electronically controlled power operator. Its reliability has been proven, under practically every possible user test, for more than 70 years. If you're not thoroughly acquainted with Kinnear Rolling Doors and their merits for present day security needs, write today for complete details.

Kinnear Rolling Metal Grilles—also offer an excellent barricade for locations where it's desirable to have air, light or vision.

KINNEAR CORPORATION
and Subsidiaries
1880-92 Fields Ave., Columbus, Ohio 43216
Factories:
Columbus, Ohio 43216 • San Francisco, Calif. 94126
Centerville, Wash. 98531 • Toronto, Ont., Canada
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Look what Kohler's done for the ho-hum bath.

It's gone bold with colors and shapes! Kohler's Bold Look fixtures, Kohler's Harvest Gold and Tiger Lily. Loosen up your customer's imagination. Start with a roomy Guardian tub. It comes with big grip-rails and a Safeguard® bottom for extra safety. Next, add a Lady Fair shampoo center. There's a bold design for you. Wide basin, a spray arm and fittings (including swing-away spout) grouped at the side. The bottom even slopes to make a comfortable baby bath. And color! Harvest Gold accented by Tiger Lily. More gold: 24-carat electroplated Flair fittings. Now you've got something going. Go bold with Kohler! Show your customers how to end the ho-hum bath.

Kohler Co., Kohler, Wisconsin
DURANAR™ fluoropolymer color coatings by PPG assure the longest beautiful life under the sun

Metal buildings are now taking on brilliant architectural colors with a combination of beauty and permanence unsurpassed by any finish. This new super finish is DURANAR fluoropolymer color coatings, factory applied to aluminum and steel. Panels and extruded trim finished with DURANAR coatings should remain bright and colorful 20 or more years after installation—even when subject to strongest ultraviolet exposure. These tough coatings also offer excellent resistance to chemical attack by industrial acids, alkalis and salts.

The extra-long color life is achieved by a new pigmentation system developed by PPG which equals the long life of the Kynar 500™ fluoropolymer base. DURANAR color coatings utilize a 2-coat factory-applied system to deliver unmatched film flexibility on both steel and aluminum sheets and extrusions. This tough and flexible coating effectively guards against damage in forming and fabrication, shipping and storage, erection and service.

Get full information on this superior new finish for metals from your supplier, Sweet's Architectural File or by contacting Dept. 16W, PPG INDUSTRIES, Inc. One Gateway Center, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222. Telephone 412/434-3191.

*TM Pennsalt Chemical Corporation
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NEW DESIGN MANUAL FOR STEEL ROOF DECK...

Contains new standard load tables for Narrow, Intermediate and Wide rib decks... details on ratings from one to two hours, including recent one-hour rating with fire-rated lay-in ceiling... latest revision of the Basic Design Specifications... suggested Architect's Specifications... and the SDI Code of Recommended Standard Practice.

For the first time the above information has been assembled in one design manual — it will serve as a reliable reference for your future roof designs.

Fill in coupon below or refer to Sweet's Architectural File 1e/St.

STEEL DECK INSTITUTE

Airtherm Manufacturing Co. • Armco Steel Corp. • Bowman Building Products Div., Cycops Corp. • The Ceco Corp. • The Goldsmith Metal Lath Co. • Granco Steel Products Co. • Inland-Ryerson Construction Products Co. • Macomber, Inc. • The R. C. Mahon Company • Merco Manufacturing Inc. • Plasteel Products Corp. • Republic Steel Corp., Mfg. Div. • Roll Form Products, Inc. • H. H. Roberston Co. • Wheeling Corrugating Co.

Fill in coupon and clip to your letterhead for free copy

STEEL DECK INSTITUTE
9836 W. Roosevelt Rd., Westchester, Ill. 60153

Please send me new design manual.

NAME __________________________

TITLE __________________________
Pilkington Patterned Glasses put a new dimension into design.

Pilkington patterned glasses are as up-to-date as the newest design ideas. Pilkington exclusive patterns, like Cotswold seen here, have been specially designed to match the modern idiom in interior design. For details of the full Pilkington range, both exclusive and standard patterns, write to our U.S. representative: Mr. J. Baldry, Pilkington Brothers (Canada) Limited, 55 Eglinton Avenue East, Toronto 12, Canada.
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When these major projects needed chilled water supply and return lines, each engineer specified a different pipe "package."

All specified Johns-Manville.

Century City (West Los Angeles, California), Hemisfair (San Antonio, Texas), and Oral Roberts University (Tulsa, Oklahoma) all required different values from their distribution lines. Considerations such as ground temperature and composition, and economic factors such as installation, operating and maintenance costs played a part in their choice. Yet each was able to meet needs with J-M TRANSITE® or J-M Temp-Tite® pipe. Or both, All Johns-Manville!

Hemisfair chose insulated J-M Temp-Tite for chilled water supply and return lines. Temp-Tite features polyurethane foam insulation between durable TRANSITE outer casing and an epoxy-lined TRANSITE pipe core. Insulation maintains high thermal efficiency to minimize operating and maintenance costs. J-M Ring-Tite coupling.

Oral Roberts University chose J-M Temp-Tite for chilled water supply, J-M TRANSITE for return lines. This specification blends the economies and values offered by the respective pipes ... the lower installed cost of J-M TRANSITE, the lower operating costs of J-M Temp-Tite. Ground temperature, nearness of other lines, and other factors may dictate this choice.

Century City chose J-M TRANSITE® asbestos-cement pipe for both chilled water supply and return lines. TRANSITE resists corrosion inside and out ... features J-M Ring-Tite® joints (coupling with rubber rings) for water-tight seals, elimination of expansion joints, quick and easy assembly. Some insulation value. Lower installed cost, but higher operating costs than with insulated J-M Temp-Tite.

Which pipe(s) for your job? Depends on project requirements, of course. But especially on whether you want to design low installed cost or low operating cost into your system. Whatever your need, J-M has the right pipe. For free technical literature on both TRANSITE and Temp-Tite write: Johns-Manville, Box 290-P, AR-4, New York, N.Y. 10016. Available in Canada and overseas. Cable: Johnmanvil.

Johns-Manville

*TRANSITE is a registered Johns-Manville trademark for its brand of asbestos-cement products.
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An immortal hinge?
(Stanley comes close with LifeSpan)

A totally new concept in hinge design and bearing construction so extraordinary the LifeSpan hinge is guaranteed for the life of the building.

No ball bearings! New LifeStan Bearing consists of a stainless steel bearing part, precision flat and super finished — against Stanite, a new self-lubricating bearing material that requires no oil, no grease, no maintenance.

Slimmest barrel in the industry, three knuckles, with only two horizontal lines and flush tips and pins — the handsomest hinge made!

Lateral load is taken between stainless steel pin and surface of Stanite bore.

Stainless steel rust-resistant pin — through-hardened and precision polished.

Vertical load is taken between stainless steel and Stanite thrust surfaces.

Write for LifeSpan brochure H-463 to Stanley Hardware, Division of The Stanley Works, New Britain, Connecticut 06050

*Patent Pending*
Gigantic new factory roof in-sealed for the ages with sprayed-on urethane foam

The way to sock the sealant/insulation to a few acres of rooftop is as simple as dialing a urethane foam applicator or systems supplier.*

"You can design the most exciting structure in the world", says architect Daniel F. Tully, "but a leaky roof or excessive heating bills can turn it into a nightmare for the owner." Mr. Tully recently designed this 105,000-sq-ft building with a hyperbolic paraboloid roof for Atkins & Merrill, Inc., builder of space vehicle technical models and electronic aircraft training simulators.

Resembling a tufted mattress from above, the roof consists of 38 concrete shells, each self-supporting and joined by light reinforcing. The design permits a vast expanse of floor space with minimum support columns. But finding a low-cost combination for effectively insulating and sealing the complex surface posed a problem.

To insure against heat loss, an airtight, moisture-tight, seamless shield of sprayed-on urethane foam insulation was specified. With an R value of 9.09/in. of thickness, urethane has twice the thermal resistance of the next-best insulant known. At 2 pcf density, urethane's compressive strength is 36 psi, flex strength is 45 psi and shear 25 psi.

But among its list of second-to-none advantages is the easy applicability of urethane foam. It can be sprayed on, as in this case, poured in place (as between walls) or used as pre-fabbed slab stock. Trying to insulate a complicated job like this one by any other method or with any other material would have made a shambles of the time schedule and had the cost estimator climbing the wall.

The 1" blanket of urethane was sprayed by A. Belanger & Sons, Cambridge, Mass., using chemical foam systems formulated by Diamond Shamrock Chemical Company, North Arlington, N. J., and Isocyanate Products, Inc., Wilmington, Del.

*Mobay does not supply finished chemical systems or apply urethane materials, but we do business with most of the major firms who do. Write for our list. If you have a special structural or insulating problem, our case history files may have an answer for you. Write and give us the details.

MOBAY CHEMICAL COMPANY
CODE AR-49
PITTSBURGH, PA. 15205
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Carpet of HERCULON® keeps a reception room beautiful even though it leads a dog's life.

When other carpets look dog-tired, HERCULON still looks beautiful. Because carpet of HERCULON® olefin fiber can take the tough professional life of a veterinarian's reception room, or an office, at home, or anywhere you want long-lasting beauty and practicality. A carpet of HERCULON is an excellent value to start with. It gets even more so the longer you have it.

For more good information contact Fibers Merchandising, Hercules Incorporated, Wilmington, Delaware 19899.

*Hercules registered trademark.
Would you believe this is a toy manufacturer's testing laboratory?

It is. For Fisher-Price Toys Inc., the nation's largest manufacturer of preschool playthings. Children's acceptance of new toys is measured by company engineers without the youngsters' awareness. The secret is in the mirror. From the tots' viewpoint, that's just what it is. But for the engineers behind it, it's a window. And the "see-thru" mirror is Mirropane®, a product of many uses. Mirropane is used to train future teachers. To observe reactions of patients in clinics. To protect stores against shoplifters. For more information on Mirropane, call your L-O-F Distributor or Dealer (listed under "Glass" in the Yellow Pages). Or write Liberty Mirror Division, Brackenridge, Pa. 15014.

SPHERICAL DRINKING FOUNTAIN / With the Aqua Sphere, excess water returns to the sphere's surface, flows around the contour by capillary attraction and funnels into the concealed receptor inside the pedestal. Twin bubblers flow in opposite directions to allow two people to drink simultaneously. **Haws Drinking Faucet Co., Berkeley, Calif.**

WATER SOFTENERS AND FILTERS / Units for hotels, motels, hospitals and light industry eliminate the need for complicated plumbing and electrical components. The Redi-Soft conditioner, a four-cycle regeneration-type unit will handle any capacity and practically all waters, including those with high turbidity and iron content. **Red Jacket Manufacturing Company, Davenport, Iowa.**
porcelain-enamed steel

Movable walls, permanent look.

Kwik-Wall gives you the look and feel of permanent walls in track-mounted or free-standing movable partitions. These versatile, no-maintenance walls are erected or stored in minutes, by anyone. Sound-retarding partitions lock solidly in place with simple one-hand, twist of the wrist motion. Positive mechanical lock assures rigidity. Over 1500 custom finishes to complement any decor. Send for details.

STEEL COLUMN SHELLS / Flaring column shells at the Inland Steel Company's new Employees' Credit Union Building, Chicago, are designed by the architects, Richard E. Glass & Associates. Shells carry live wind loads up to 35 pounds per sq ft and enclose three-inch XXH steel pipe columns which carry the entire dead load of the roof structure. * Inland Steel Company, Chicago.

Circle 309 on inquiry card

CONCRETE FORMING MATERIAL / A tough epoxy resin coating offers self-oiling, self-cleaning and durability in one product. Releform is said to leave a good concrete surface which can be painted or plastered without neutralizing. Other advantages: It gives a clean release from poured concrete; it needs no cleaning between pours; it cuts on-site form damage with no need to drop and clean forms between each pour. * Boise Cascade Building Products, Boise, Idaho.

Circle 310 on inquiry card

* For more data, circle 110 on inquiry card
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PERMANENT FOOT GRILLE / The Pedigrid provides a colorful solution to the problems of safety and maintenance at entrances and other areas with heavy pedestrian traffic. The structural aluminum grating has rugged, serrated vinyl treads that are curved to shed tracked-in water and dirt into a catch basin below. Circle 311 on inquiry card

OUTDOOR LIGHTING / The 15 Line of completely enclosed and gasketed outdoor mercury vapor lighting fixtures is designed to mount as a flat wall, extended wall or ceiling unit. Circle 312 on inquiry card

FILTERED ACOUSTICS / A technique called Varacoustics uses small filter networks, custom-installed to control sound regardless of room acoustics. The system is said to assure that a professional quality sound system will perform with high fidelity in any large audience enclosure. Circle 313 on inquiry card

NEW FULLY-RECESSED ELECTRIC WATER COOLER COMPLETE PACKAGED UNIT IS EASY TO INSTALL

1. Receptor—Stainless steel—can be installed flush against wall with no exposed screw heads.
2. Removable Access Panel—provides easy access to cooling package and inner components. Louvers are at bottom and slanted downward.
3. Mounting Box—Sturdy steel box can be quickly secured in any type wall. Permits roughing-in of electric and plumbing connections prior to mounting of receptor fountain and cooling unit.
4. Cooling Unit Package—has capacity of 8 GPH at 50°F water.

THE CRISP, CLEAN, CONTOURED LOOK IS

There is a touch of elegance in this new sculptured design from Halsey Taylor. The RC 8A fully recessed electric water cooler features a one-piece contoured-formed receptor and basin. Corners are gracefully rounded instead of square-welded—for easy cleaning. Receptor and louvered access panel are of type 304 stainless steel, polished to a subdued satin finish. Push button control and exclusive 2-stream projector are matching satin finish.

The fountain and cooling unit can be flush mounted in any type wall—requires only 12" back recess. Recommended for hospitals, schools and public lobbies or other applications where uninterrupted corridor space is required.

THE HALSEY W. TAYLOR CO.,
1560 THOMAS RD. • WARREN, O.
Construction dust is part of construction. Even the most careful sealant mechanic can't keep it out of every joint.

Never mind. MONO has been proving itself against construction dust as well as other job-site hazards for more than 10 years. MONO is a "deliberate" sealant. In its own good time it penetrates any construction dust that may have gotten in its way. It surrounds the dust particles—actually swallows them up—and takes a firm adhesive grip on the joint surface.

MONO's distinctive ability to remain pliable and adhesive gives it a life expectancy of 20 years or more in moving joints. MONO meets government specifications U.S. TT-S-230a and Canadian 19-GP-5.

See this minor dirt-eating miracle for yourself. Ask your Tremco representative to show you the MONO demonstration while he fills you in on all the rest of the Tremco sealant family.

THE TREMCO MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Cleveland, Ohio 44104 • Toronto 17, Ontario

Mono eats dirt (...if it has to.)
Before you specify partitions—consider the man who keeps changing his mind!

It's bound to happen with almost every new building, no matter how well planned it is.

Six months from now, or a year, or a couple of years, somebody will change his mind. He'll want the conference room moved from one end of the hall to the other.

Or he'll want a bigger office for someone who was just made vice president. Or more room in the steno pool. Or something.

That's why our Quick Change movable partitions make so much sense. They allow for changes just about as easily as the mind changes.

The whole idea of our Quick Change partitions is—they're changeable. When they're in place, they're just as sturdy and rigid as an ordinary fixed wall.

But when change is needed they can be quickly disassembled, rearranged and locked in a new place. With a minimum of trouble.

Naturally, we're not the only ones who make movable partitions. But we think we make the best.

For one thing, only Masonite Quick Change partitions give an architect virtually unlimited design flexibility.

There's a staggering variety of painted, unpainted and Royalcote woodgrain surface finishes. In addition, there are many Quick Change styles and shapes to use separately or together.

What's more, Quick Change partitions go in easily and economically. That's because we have professional Partition Representatives to do the installation. Their training, equipment, and experience are nearby no matter where your construction site is.

Finally, Quick Change can change quickly! And that's important! To get all the information, specifications and similar data, ask a Masonite Quick Change Partition Representative. Or just send us the coupon. Make up your mind to do it today.

For more data, circle 114 on inquiry card
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This column shower serves 6 people with one set of plumbing connections! So it cuts installation costs up to 80%. Like all Bradley Group Showers, it saves space, too—serving more people in far less space than ordinary showers. It eliminates double-wall construction and piping in outside walls. And it has its own drain, saving the cost of drains along the perimeter. Made in 2 to 6 person units. Other Bradley Group Showers include Modesty Module®, Multi-Stall, Wall-Saver®, and Panelon types. Bright ideas—space and money-saving ideas from Bradley! See your Bradley representative. And write for latest literature. Bradley Washfountain Co., 9109 Fountain Dr., Menomonee Falls, Wis. 53055.
Outside, it's pretty.

Cole. The single-control faucet with a classic kind of beauty that adds a touch of elegant charm to any kitchen or bath. And the practical kind of beauty that makes your selling job easier.

Inside, it's pretty tough.

But Cole's got lots more than just a pretty face. Inside, you'll find a pretty tough valve mechanism. Tougher, in fact, than anything else you can put your hands on. That's because Cole's exclusive one-moving-part mechanism is designed never to leak. Or wear out. Pretty convincing story, isn't it? Cole. The single-control faucet that's beautifully designed to last a lifetime.

Smaller ducts, less noise, more light, longer life.

Silhouette 500 Troffers combine light, air supply and air return into one unit. Return air flows through the lamp chamber taking heat with it. Amount of recirculated, reconditioned air can be reduced.

Result: smaller ducts, fans and cooling coils. Less noise, too. Lamps operate closer to optimum temperatures, hence more light. Air cooling ballast increases life. Complete specs available and free.

More products on page 246
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HILLYARD
FLOOR TREATMENTS
Used in America's Most Modern Athletic Complexes


TROPHY Gym Finish, the finish for champions, again takes its place in one of the newest and finest athletic facilities. This fabulous $8.6 million University of Notre Dame Athletic-Convocation Center provides both athletic-auditorium facilities for the campus and exhibit and convention space for the community.

With two huge domes covering 10½ acres of ground, the building encloses more area than the famous Astrodome. The south arena auditorium seats 11,000 and houses the basketball floor designed and built by Bauer-Foster Floors Inc. The north arena is either a fieldhouse where tennis and hockey—and many other activities—can be going on at the same time, or a gigantic exhibition space. Five auxiliary gymnasiums and many workout areas are provided in this spacious building. Administrative and business offices are located in a central complex which joins the two arenas.

TROPHY was chosen for all wood sports floors. Trophy forms a hard, smooth, slip-resistant, glare-free surface that is ideal for fast-play and telecasting. In addition, TROPHY offers unprecedented wearability, beauty and ease of maintenance.

HILLYARD SPECIFICATIONS MANUAL

Write for your copy today. Loose-leafed and numbered, each file will be kept up to date for you.

Also ask, at no obligation, for the services of a Hillyard architectural consultant. He's trained to recommend proper, approved treatments for the floors you are specifying and also to supervise application at the job site.
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Your number for efficiency. Functional, contemporary beauty. Menlo captures the style, quality and security typical of each Corbin UNIT® Lockset. You'll also find these features in the complete line of Corbin exit devices, door closers and other types of locksets.

Your Corbin distributor can furnish you with complete data on this design, or write P. & F. Corbin, Division of Emhart Corporation, New Britain, Connecticut 06050. In Canada—Corbin Lock Division,
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Imaginative Solution:

The Precision Automatic Electric Disappearing Stairway.

A Unique Stairway Concept: An automatic stairway that provides safe, sturdy access to important storage or work areas... yet silently and efficiently disappears to recover premium space.

Efficient Engineering Design. The stairway is operated by two toggle switches—one mounted on the wall below—one mounted on the motor unit above.

A key switch at lower level is available, if desired.

Aircraft steel cables and a dual pulley system in conjunction with adjustable automatic limit switches guarantee precise "at rest" position of stairway, up or down.

The curving hand rails glide on twin sealed ball bearing rollers (both sides), which are stationary guides to assure perfect alignment of the stairway on opening and closing.

Power Unit. The stairway utilizes a ½ hp, 115 volt, 60 cycle, single phase, instantly reversible electric motor (directly connected to reduction gear drive) complete with contactors—prewired to control switches.

Available In Wood Or Aluminum. Standard specifications on wood models are: 1" Plywood Frame (Box or Angle) 1½" x 6½" Straight Grain Stringers • 1" x 6½" Straight Grain Treads, Covered With Non-skid Rubber • ¾" Fir-Ply Door • 1¾" B-Label Optional.

Standard specifications on aluminum models are: ¾" Steel Frame (Box or Angle) • Aluminum Stringers 7" x .230" Channel • Aluminum Treads 6" x .225" x 19¾" Channel, Covered With Non-skid Rubber • ¾" Sheet Aluminum Door • 1¾" B-Label Optional.

Automatic electric disappearing stairways can be constructed to your special requirements.

There’s nothing else like it.
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After facing the problems of automating 4000 buildings, we can tailor just the right system to yours.

Actually, buying a Honeywell one-man control system is kind of like buying a car today.

Sure, we vary features, options and accessories to customize the system to your client's building. But the designs of the basic equipment have been pre-tested and proven in thousands of other buildings. You don't have to buy a costly, custom-built, one-of-a-kind system.

Advantages? Your client gets his system on time. You get it working on time. And there's 18 years of automation experience to help him operate and maintain it properly. An 18-year history of solving the kinds of cost and installation problems you're now facing.

Want building automation help? Send for our planning guides: Honeywell, Commercial Division, G5118, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55408.

Honeywell AUTOMATION
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Grant drawer slides make sure that furniture can take the action

Specify Grant Slides for furniture that must function well consistently and you'll virtually guarantee performance. Grant produces a broad range of slides to support loads up to hundreds of pounds, yet they require as little as 1/4" space at drawer sides. Indeed, Grant Drawer Slides are often the factor which determines how well furniture will stand up under repetitive, extensive use. Send for your copy of Grant's new Drawer Slide Catalog.

GRANT PULLEY & HARDWARE CORPORATION, 9 High St., W. Nyack, N.Y. 10994 / 944 Long Beach Ave., Los Angeles, Calif. 90021
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The only thing that can get through these LEXAN® windows is sunlight.

Companies that live in glass houses learn to take the breaks as they come. Not so with General Telephone Company of California. They are protecting complex communications equipment with unbreakable, solar tinted LEXAN SHEET for glazing. LEXAN just won't break. Thirty times tougher than cast acrylic, it shrugs off rocks, bricks, baseballs. It doesn't crack, chip or shatter even if a bullet penetrates it. Easily cut to any shape, LEXAN SHEET is installed with non-hardening sealing compounds.

All clear? If not, we'll be happy to send you complete data. Just return the coupon... or phone, of course.
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SUNROC water coolers have a lot of guts.
We ought to know. We build them.

The beauty is outside . . .
where it shows.
The guts is inside . . .
where it serves.
The quality is
SUNROC.

SUNROC CORPORATION
Write today for your complete Sunroc catalog, Dept. AR-49, Sunroc Corporation, Glen Riddle, Pennsylvania 19037
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PRODUCT REPORTS
continued from page 239

WATERPROOFING MEMBRANE / A coal tar pitch waterproofing membrane, reinforced with glass fabric, is being used on the parking roofdeck of a warehouse in Pittsburgh. This system is said to be particularly suitable for such a structure where membrane strength is vital. * Koppers Company, Inc., Pittsburgh.
Circle 317 on inquiry card

ROOF INSULATION / Fiberglas roof insulation comes in a new large size that is said to sharply reduce installation time and cost. The four ft by eight ft insulation, with a thickness of 1 5/16-in., does not sacrifice thermal efficiency, but rather has the same "C" values as two ft by four ft insulation boards. * Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation, Toledo, Ohio.
Circle 318 on inquiry card

AIR CLEANERS / A line specifically designed for rooftop applications—with special features for severe weather conditions—ranges in size from 1200 cfm to 4000 cfm. The design is long and low to meet specifications that roof-mounted equipment be unnoticeable from the ground level. * Electro-air Division, Emerson Electric, McKees Rocks, Pa.
Circle 319 on inquiry card

more products on page 262
... improved light, improved sound. With Dimensionaire®: an environmental ceiling system by Owens-Corning Fiberglas. It's a totally integrated air, light and sound system for people who want to improve their working environment.

For example, Mr. William Quinn, vice president—engineering of the Fairmount Chemical Company, wanted to improve his working environment. He turned to Dimensionaire. A system that can answer many environmental problems.

There were the problems of wanting a good-looking system, that would give uniform air distribution in private and general offices and an open reception area. Ducts and diffusers were considered, along with ventilated ceilings. Mr. Quinn then turned to Dimensionaire. It has a multi-vaned linear air bar—moving air in a unique pattern. Leaving no hot or cold corners. No stale corners. Just a totally fresh outlook.

Then Mr. Quinn saw the light with Dimensionaire. With two-foot-wide 3-D troughs with fluorescent lamps shielded by plastic lenses. They don't glare and hurt the eyes, but give comfortable illumination at working level. The troughs also give a clean uncluttered appearance that's easy on the eyes, too.

Dimensionaire then went easy on the ears, breaking the noise barrier. With 2 x 8 ft. ceiling boards of Fiberglas® textured glass cloth that absorb 95% of sound striking the abuse-resistant surface.

Dimensionaire also went easy on Mr. Quinn's budget. Eliminating separate material costs for ducts and diffusers, lighting units and acoustical ceilings. Just one system. From one company—Owens-Corning Fiberglas. Mr. Quinn improved his working environment with Dimensionaire: An environmental system by Owens-Corning Fiberglas. Shouldn't you?

Write for detailed case histories and cost analysis on the Dimensionaire Ceiling System to: Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation, 717 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10022.

*Trademark (Reg. U.S. Pat. off.) OCF Corp.
†Trademark of OCF Corp.
WHO'D PUT AN OFFICE BUILDING BETWEEN AN AIRPORT AND A RAILROAD SWITCH YARD?

ANYONE WHO KNOWS ABOUT MULTIPANE SOUND REDUCTION INSULATING GLASS!

STC # 41

CRYSTAL PLAZA # 1
30 seconds from Washington’s National Airport in Arlington, Virginia

Architects: Weihe, Black & Kerr
Builder: Charles E. Smith Construction Co., Wash., D.C.
Glazing: Washington Plate Glass Co., Inc.

If YOU don’t know about Multipane’s SOUND REDUCTION insulating glass see us in SWEETS - Catalog Number 19f/MU - then ask us for additional details.

MULTIPANE INC.
U.S.A.

General Offices:
7851 Airport Highway, Pennsauken, New Jersey 08109
(609) 665-6270

SWEDISH LIGHTING / Designs exhibited recently in the U.S. included a one-light ceiling fixture with metal parts of matte-ground brass. An anti-glare screen of perforated brass encircles the bulb, and a glass shade may be clear or tinted. Other ceiling fixtures shown are of white enameled metal. • Letitia Baldridge Enterprises, Chicago.
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PUSH-BUTTON LOCKS / With keyless convenience, this jimmy-proof dead bolt or dead latch lock is guaranteed “absolutely pick-proof.” New features include the ability to change the combinations in seconds and master combination slides so that all locks on the system will open with one combination as well as with the occupant’s individual combination. • Preso-Matic Lock Co., Inc., Lyons, Ill.

Circle 321 on inquiry card

METAL TILES / Metal tiles have been designed for doors, walls, fascias, cabinets, fixtures, and other exterior and interior applications. Tiles are individually sandcast in aluminum. • Forms & Surfaces, Santa Barbara, Calif.

Circle 322 on inquiry card
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Is resistance still a virtue?

Wellco says yes, with Vectra fiber.

New Wellco "Miracon"—the first 2 color striped, tufted indoor-outdoor carpet of Vectra® fiber—resists stains, fading and wear, but can't resist being beautiful.

The "durable but dull" days of commercial indoor-outdoor carpet are over. It's all because of Miracon! Exciting colors. Fun stripes. All in one elegant, fine gauge tufted carpet. Miracon not only opens countless, colorful new opportunities for indoor-outdoor carpet...it also performs like a troup in the worst disaster areas. Wellco Miracon is made with spun yarns of 100% Vectra olefin fiber. You know what that means when it comes to resisting stains, fading and abrasion. Behind these colorful stripes is a true indoor-outdoor carpet...with all its rugged advantages. But once you see how great it looks indoors...you may not have the heart to put it outside.

SPECIFICATIONS
Pile of 100% solution dyed Vectra olefin fiber
1/10 Gauge (279 pitch)
Pile Wt.—30 oz. per yd.
Pile Ht.—1½" or .125
Stitches per inch—8½
Yarn Count—
3.00cc (3 ply)
Primary Backing—
4 oz. moisture barrier
100% polypropylene
Secondary Backings—
Total wt. per yd.: Permabonded jute—68 oz.
Compression tested high density rubber—92 oz.
Special All-Weather Back—80 oz.

For additional information and samples of Miracon and Decathlon carpets, write to: Wellco Carpet Corporation, Department V, P.O. Box 281, Calhoun, Georgia 30701

NAME__________________________
COMPANY_______________________
ADDRESS________________________
CITY___________________________
STATE__________ZIP____________


Vectra...the fiber that believes resistance is still a virtue.
Our cooler came out of hiding.

Walnut grained panels give it a warm, handsome look (matches our new mobile buffet units, too) so you can put it where you need it most for greater convenience.

Vollrath's Mobile Buffet Units and Modular Walk-In Cooler also offer you greater flexibility. The basic modules let you add on as many units as you need to expand or convert your growing operation. Change your layout and Vollrath Modules change with you.

Our new Mobile Buffet Units get a warm, coordinated look with walnut-tone woodgrain panels. Breath guards protect on both sides so people can serve themselves buffet style. Plate rests are interchangeable with tray slides for quick conversion from buffet to cafeteria service. Each unit detaches and can be rolled through a 34" doorway for out-of-the-way storage when not in use.

We've also given a warm touch to the Cooler by adding woodgrain panels so that it matches your room decor. Insulated modular tongue-and-groove panels, 4 inches thick, let you set up the shape most suitable for your kitchen. A square, a rectangle, an "L" to fit a corner. The Cooler/Freezer is convertible, too. Changing the size capacity of the self-contained Refrigeration Unit does it. The 4 inches of insulation is more than adequate for either purpose. And reach-in doors, shelves and other accessories are also available and featured in our catalog.

For more flexible ideas, write us in Sheboygan, Wisconsin 53081.

The Vollrath Company, Dept. AR
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How to plan a computer room that's flexible enough to handle the next generation (and the next and the next and...)

Design with Liskey computer room support materials. Start with Liskey Elaflo, the only elevated flooring offering the total design flexibility of three grid systems, three panel types. No need to substitute or compromise. Liskey gives you free choice to solve your problems best. □ Then add Liskey-Aire air conditioning, the modular system designed expressly for computer rooms. Use Liskey Spacemaker movable partitioning and get ultimate flexibility for enlargement, rearrangement, and modification. And modern Liskey aluminum railing is the finishing touch for platform edges, ramps, or to define work and traffic areas. □ A complete Liskey support system means complete flexibility to handle growing systems, next-generation computers, and all the changes that are bound to come in this dynamic area. See our section in SWEET'S or write for our AIA file of detailed specifications.
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FRANCISCAN TERRA GRANDE INTRODUCES A COLOR RENAISSANCE IN CERAMIC TILE.

There is a modern movement in ceramic tile. It began with Franciscan Terra Floor and Franciscan Tracery Collection. Now the movement brings you Franciscan Terra Grande which ushers in a new "age of color". This 6" x 3" x 1/2" tile answers your growing demand for stimulating colors by presenting a palette of vibrant colors on a handcrafted-looking brown body. The intentionally-designed shade variation and crackle glazes of Franciscan Terra Grande offer a new dimension for color styling interior and exterior surfaces in commercial and residential buildings. 14 beautiful colors and textures from which to select for maximum aesthetic impact. Ask your INTERPACE representative for full information on this new challenge to the creative designer.

Franciscan Terra Grande® by INTERPACE®
2901 Los Feliz Boulevard, Los Angeles, California 90039
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Doesn't anybody make refrigeration equipment with all-copper tubing and an Automatic Defrost-Vaporizer and heater wire strips and triple-seal gasketing and 5 standard finishes and self-supporting insulation and adjustable legs?

Nor-Lake does. With a full range of components and options, the only thing we won't change is the quality.

Nor-Lake Refrigeration Equipment

Over 270 models—all designed to NSF configurations.

What else should I know about Nor-Lake Refrigeration equipment?

Name: ____________________________
Address: __________________________
City: __________ State: ______ Zip: ___
I need Refrigeration Equipment for ______
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Grayson Gill, Inc. designs a “Joya de Cerro” for National Farm Life Insurance

“Joya de Cerro” means “jewel on a hill.” And the building is! With its floor-to-ceiling expanses of rich Parallel-O-Bronze® plate glass, and its spandrels of blending Vitrolux® heat-tempered glass. The building looks like a gleaming modern Parthenon. But it’s more than that. On the inside, partitions are kept to a minimum. This open design allows free flow of natural light and enhances the feeling of roominess. The “all glass” treatment provides a 360-degree view of the surroundings. Pleasant, comfortable views. Because Parallel-O-Bronze reduces sky brightness and sun heat transmission through the glass. And this adds to the effectiveness of the building’s air-conditioning system.

Thus, the architect, Grayson Gill, Inc. of Dallas, has truly created a “joya de cerro.” L-O-F makes a particular kind of glass for every purpose in building design. Consult Sweet’s Architectural File. Or call your L-O-F Glass Distributor or Dealer (listed under “Glass” in the Yellow Pages). Libbey-Owens-Ford Company, Toledo, Ohio 43624.

BRICK BEARING WALL / An eight-page booklet documents a thin-walled loadbearing brick building that received a successful bid $100,000 below budget. □ Structural Clay Products Institute, McLean, Va. Circle 401 on inquiry card

CHILLERS / A 28-page guidebook covers a complete line of hermetic reciprocating packaged chillers of from two through 120 tons capacity. □ Acme Industries, Inc., Jackson, Mich. Circle 402 on inquiry card

SCHOOL CEILINGS / "Ceiling Systems That Work . . . To Help You Build a Better School" is a booklet that aims to show how "fully integrated systems can help build better schools, frequently at less cost." □ Armstrong Cork Company, Lancaster, Pa.* Circle 403 on inquiry card

THE STATUE OF LIBERTY

...where the torch is carried for ZERO weather stripping.

ZERO makes a complete line of top-quality products:
- soundproofing,
- light proofing,
- weather stripping,
- thresholds.
Deliveries? Absolutely dependable!
And ZERO backs its line with 45 years of problem-solving.
Next time you visit the Statue of Liberty, look for ZERO weather stripping. Look for it, too, at your bank, local school, hospital, shopping center, air terminal . . . ZERO products are easy to find; they're everywhere!
Write for the 1969 ZERO Catalog (177 full-size drawings) and join the mob of ZERO users. Our 45th year of service to architects.

Zero Weather Stripping Co., Inc.
415 Concord Ave., Bronx, New York 10455, (212) Ludlow 5-3230
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FIRE—POLICE SYSTEM / FB-100 station receiving and indicating system for both fire and police remote reception of fire and burglar alarms is described in a four-page brochure. The brochure explains that the system permits the elimination of the usual remote panel apparatus and consolidates all alarm annunciators in a single central console, with receiving equipment out of sight. □ Notifier Company, Lincoln, Neb. Circle 404 on inquiry card

VENTILATION / "Powered Ventilation for Every Application" is a 12-page booklet with engineering drawings that give installation detail variations for all size fans and their housings. □ Strobic Air Corporation, Trenton. Circle 405 on inquiry card

DIESEL—GAS ENGINES / A 20-page sales bulletin features stationary diesel and gas engines. Color-keyed cross sections of the blower scavenged and turbocharged engines show the operating principles of the opposed piston design. □ Colt Industries, Fairbanks Morse Power Systems Division, Beloit, Wisc. Circle 406 on inquiry card

VENTILATORS / A new and larger line of propeller roof and wall ventilators is introduced in a 20-page catalog. □ Loren Cook Co., Berea, Ohio.* Circle 407 on inquiry card

AUTOMATED DRAFTING / An eight-page brochure explains the Diagrammer, an area photocomposition system that produces graphic presentations such as engineering drawings with "substantial time/ cost savings and superior quality when compared with traditional drafting methods." □ Mergenthaler Linotype Company, New York City. Circle 408 on inquiry card

SWITCHBOARDS / A revised 48-page publication covers low-voltage A-Line switchboards. □ General Electric Company, Plainville, Conn.* Circle 409 on inquiry card

HEATING-COOLING / Six possible uses for a computer in heating-cooling system design are covered in "Introduction to Evaluating Heating and Cooling Loads." Other subjects covered in the 24-page booklet: conventional calculation methods; the relationship of heat flow to building construction; factors in load determination; and guidelines for studying a particular system. □ N.E.C.A., Washington, D.C. Circle 410 on inquiry card

* Additional product information in Sweet's Architectural File
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Good weather or bad, you see only what light lets you see. We think you want to see a lot. Spacious, safe parking areas. Bright, inviting walkways. Clean, impressive architecture. That's the kind of light we sell.

You see here how a few of our Profile® lights spread even, friendly illumination over a large area. No jungle of poles. No suspicious shadows. Fewer fixtures to buy.

Today, there's an entire line of coordinated Crouse-Hinds lighting fixtures. Large and small. To spot a spire or flood an acre. Contemporary or traditional. Pleasing to see by day, pleasing to see by night.

Let's begin with where you want to light. Our new Idea Book starts ideas. Check the reader service card, and we'll send it to you. Or, if you'd like to talk to one of our lighting specialists, call us or your nearby Crouse-Hinds agent or distributor. He will do the analyzing, costing and comparing. With an assist from our home office computer.

We'd like to hear from you.

CROUSE-HINDS

Light is to be warm and friendly by, even on a cold, rainy night.
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Our new offices highlight functionally related work areas. And we carry out our concept with furniture by Royalmetal.


Color defines the working space for functional groups at Norton Lilly. Chairs from Royalmetal's new 6000 series, keyed to the colors of the steamship lines which Norton Lilly represents, identify each area. Blue motif in the photo at left denotes the American and Australian Steamship Line area. Desks from Royalmetal's new 6000 series adapt to the needs of managers, freight agents, and secretaries. And coordinated furniture unifies the grouping into a spacious, uncrowded office arrangement. Matching credenzas and conference tables add to efficiency. Royalmetal office furniture is available in styles to match your needs, from reception room to executive suite. See them at your Royalmetal dealer. Or write for our illustrated office furniture catalog.

Royalmetal Corporation, One Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10016.
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Here's a door that can take it... Steelcraft's zinc-coated steel door. Shrugs off weather, salt air, high humidity, abnormal abuse. Retains its good looks year after year. Scratch the zinc coating and protective action continues. The hot-dip-applied coating of 1.25 ounces of zinc per square foot of steel (in accordance with ASTM spec A-525) makes the door practically immune to rust... inside and out... even on sharp bends where thinner, less effective zinc coatings flake off.

Steelcraft zinc coated doors and frames are specially treated to take and hold their prime coat of paint. They won't peel. So maintenance is practically nil.

Available in a wide range of styles, in heights of 6'8", 7'0", 7'2" and 8'0", labeled and non-labeled construction, and in 20, 18, and 16 gage.

For more information on The Galvanized Door, write Steelcraft, 9017 Blue Ash Road, Cincinnati, Ohio 45242 U.S.A.
new space-saver WATER COOLER

Choice of 5 Colors

New appearance. New size. GE's new wall mounted Space-Saver combines both to bring you the latest in water cooler appeal.

Take appearance: There are no louvers on the front to detract from the clean, modern lines. It's sleek, it's smart, it's stylish. Five beautiful cabinet finishes to choose from: Mocha Linen or Pebble Charcoal textured vinyl side panels with Ironstone vinyl front panel; Desert Mist or Regal Silver baked enamel side panels with Ironstone enamel front panel; or all stainless steel. A handsome combination for any decor.

Take size: It's 26 inches high, 15 inches wide and extends a mere 12½ inches from the wall... less than any other wall mounted cooler in the industry.

Available in 6, 8, 12 and 15 gallon capacities or as fountain only. Refrigeration system can be added later.

For more specifics on the sleek new Space-Saver, check the Yellow Pages for your local GE water cooler representative. Or write GE, Dept. 761-41, 14th and Arnold Streets, Chicago Heights, Illinois 60411.

GENERAL ELECTRIC

new space-saver
Stability problems on your roofs? Solve them with FOAMGLAS® insulation.

FOAMGLAS® won’t contribute to buckling or splitting on built-up roofing. Changes in temperature and humidity won’t affect it, because it’s dimensionally stable. Dimensional stability isn’t all; FOAMGLAS is waterproof, strong, and will not support combustion. No other insulation has this unique combination of properties.

It is available in FOAMGLAS-Board and the Tapered FOAMGLAS System for a sloped roof on a flat deck. FOAMGLAS is the only roof insulation guaranteed for 20 years.

For more information, write Pittsburgh Corning Corporation, Dept. AR-49, One Gateway Center, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222.
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Why coat stainless steel?

... because proper soldering of stainless steel requires an extra step of pretinning or use of corrosive fluxes. These fluxes must be removed after soldering to prevent attack on the stainless. TCS solders perfectly using a non-corrosive rosin flux. Pretinning is unnecessary.

... because architectural metals are subject to corrosive attack in severe chemical, industrial or marine environments.

TCS enhances the proven ability of stainless steel to resist corrosive attack under these conditions.

... because the reflective surface of stainless steel may sometimes be undesirable in architectural applications.

TCS weathers naturally to a predictable, uniform and attractive dark gray. If color is desired, it can also be painted.

TCS, Terne-Coated Stainless Steel, is 304 nickel-chrome stainless steel covered on both sides with terne alloy (80% lead, 20% tin). It is a product of Follansbee Steel Corporation, Follansbee, West Virginia.
You'll be surprised how fast VIP-260 service is.

Stay on your toes.

With the new Otis VIP-260 system, you'll be at your floor before you know it.

Because a computer controls and coordinates every movement the elevator makes. Starts and stops are swifter and smoother than ever. Our fast, gentle arrivals could catch you offguard.

The system's electronic brain also saves waiting time. It responds instantly to changing situations. Actually anticipates calls.

VIP-260 is the most advanced elevating system ever devised. Our engineers spent years on it.

To save you a few moments every day.

Otis
The Elevator Company
The persistent sealant

Even when surface preparation isn’t perfect or when the mechanic doesn’t follow application instructions to the letter, DAP® one-part Acrylic sealing system sticks tight...whatever the building material.

Count on DAP one-part Acrylic to stay on most any job without primer. It achieves design adhesion even if dust particles or moisture on the joint surface hinder initial adhesive contact. DAP Acrylic polymeric sealant is extremely resistant to hardening despite prolonged exposure. And because it reseals itself (unlike elastomeric sealants), it makes up for possible mechanic errors. These forgiving ways recommend one-part DAP Acrylic sealant for difficult sealing jobs and hard-to-reach construction joints—where failure means costly call-backs. To receive Technical Data Bulletin with complete product information and specifications, please send coupon.

DAP Inc. General Offices: Dayton, Ohio 45401  SUBSIDIARY OF Poughkeepsie, Inc.

☐ Please send Technical Data Bulletin describing DAP one-part Acrylic Sealant.
☐ Have your representative call with information

name__________________________title__________________________firm_________________________________

address________________________city________________________state__________zip______________________
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ARCHITECTURAL SEALANTS

THIS "TREE HOUSE", with glass-walled "branches" suspended from a center "trunk", offers interesting architectural possibilities, particularly for buildings on crowded, downtown land. With window placement along the entire length of each floor, and with the cantilevered floors tapered to not block daylight, the concept allows outdoor enjoyment throughout the interior space. The "tree house" was designed by Architect Haigh Jamgochian of Richmond, Va., and has been featured in Libbey • Owens • Ford national architectural promotions.
New Guide to Good Theatrical Lighting Design Now Available

This new booklet, available free to architects and engineers, describes and illustrates the lighting systems at the Santa Fe Opera in New Mexico.

The booklet includes detailed drawings of the system and its major components. It is an excellent guide to the imaginative use of both new and existing equipment.

Please write on your letterhead to any Kliegl office for your copy.

Kliegl Bros.
32-32 48th Avenue
Long Island City, New York 11101
(212) 786-7474

FREE!

This valuable new book is yours for the asking!

CAST IRON SOIL PIPE & FITTINGS HANDBOOK

A comprehensive, authoritative textbook, fully illustrated, complete with statistical tables, calculations and charts, giving abbreviations, definitions and recommended symbols.

Invaluable if you design, estimate or install plumbing systems.

To receive your free copy, address a request on your company letterhead to:

CAST IRON SOIL PIPE INSTITUTE
2005 - K Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006

ALLOW 4 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY
The SHRINKS!

And How TJ Avoids Them

Every builder knows what shrinkage can cost him in ordinary wood framing. Even the best quality, KD 2 x 12 will shrink up to one-half inch, and ordinary lumber much more.

The "shrinks" cause cracked walls, particularly over doors and windows. Floors squeak as nails withdraw; doors and windows stick and siding tends to buckle at the floor level because of extra stresses. As long as a year after completion you're still planing and adjusting doors, repairing cracks and hearing tenant complaints about squeaky floors and sticky windows.

That's expensive!

The "shrinks" are eliminated with a TRUS JOIST floor system, for shrinkage in TRUS JOIST is so minimal it has no effect on the building.

TJ also makes it possible to finish the building two to four weeks earlier which reduces the cost of interim financing by at least five cents a square foot and produces extra rental income which becomes pure profit.

Add it all up, as a Michigan apartment builder did, and you'll find that TRUS JOIST reduces costs by as much as $150 per 750 sq. ft. unit and provides a far superior building.


9777 Chinden Blvd. Boise, Idaho 83702

Plants at: BOISE, IDA. PORTLAND, ORE. SAN FRANCISCO DUBUQUE, IA. PHOENIX CALGARY, ALTA. Soon in OHIO
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"We could sell you an electric plant for 18% less.

But we probably couldn’t sell you a second one!"

I'm Bud Onan, Chairman of the Onan Division.
We make electric power plants, engines, generators and controls.
And we could make them for a lot less... passing along a price "saving" of 18% across the board.
With a 1.5-kw plant, for instance, we could do away with the special alloy valves that contribute to 300% longer valve life.
The crankshaft wouldn't have to be as strong as it is. Bearings could be smaller than we make them. We could knock off $14 by using a second-rate oil pump.

We build our future into every Onan product

This plant could have paper-thin shielding and a two-bit muffler. We could save the money it takes to test and certify performance before shipment.
But we won't. Because we want that second order, and every one after that. And we want to make sure you get what you pay for.
That means building all our products a little better than we have to. It means being conservative when we're rating our product's capability. It means giving you an Onan product that delivers every bit of power our nameplate promises.
It means keeping faith with loyal customers who have made us the world's leading builder of electric power plants.
To us at Onan, it means living, day by day, with the certainty that...
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Georgia-Pacific captures the aged look of the Old World.

Never before has wall paneling had so much going for it! G-P's Old World paneling is warm, Charming. Yet luxurious as a Venetian villa. It comes in 4 beautiful wood grains—G-P's Chateau™ Oak and Pecan, and Riviera™ Birch and Cedar. Use Old World paneling to create any mood: stately elegance for conference rooms; warm elegance for reception rooms and lounges; quiet elegance for offices, and hotel or motel rooms. Ask your Georgia-Pacific representative about Old World paneling, a great old idea from G-P!
Paneling designed to impress people.

G-P Chateau™ paneling is so rich, it has plain, old fashioned snob appeal! It makes a terrific impression in living rooms, dining rooms, family rooms—any room! The extra wide grooves give walls a deep, solid look. Yet, Chateau paneling costs surprisingly little. Choose from over 25 hardwood grains and colors, all with G-P's famous Acryglas® finish.

Paneling designed for luxury at low cost.

G-P Riviera™ paneling offers the beauty of real wood at less than real wood cost! It comes in 9 beautiful hardwood species: Birch, Elm, Oak, Walnut, Cherry, Cedar, Hickory, Pine, and Teak. So good looking, you can use it in the living room. And the finish is so rugged, you can use Riviera paneling in the family room.

For even more great ideas, see your G-P dealer!
22-story Exchange National Bank Building, Tampa. Redesign in ASTM A572 steel (grades 50 and 55) saved $45,000. Floor framing in office tower section is designed compositely with the slab. Architect: Harry A. MacEwen, A.I.A.

A report on office buildings from Bethlehem Steel

New high-strength steels and new design techniques have spawned an important new generation of high-rise office buildings. Here are some of these structures—and the reasons why the owner-architect-engineer teams decided on steel framing.

24-story Alcoa Building, San Francisco. Steel diagonal bracing, together with vertical hangers and only twelve exterior columns, form a sophisticated system for resisting seismic forces. Floors, column-free except for the service core, are suspended within the clad steel frame. Architect: Skidmore, Owings and Merrill.
What owners and tenants want—interior flexibility—steel framing provides

28-story Houston Natural Gas Building. ASTM A572 steel used in columns and beams for economy. Architect: Lloyd Morgan and Jones, A.I.A.

26-story Main Place (left), Buffalo, tops a 3-story shopping mall. Both were framed in steel to provide large, column-free areas and to simplify changing of floor layouts. Tower architect: Harrison and Abramovitz.

21-story Manufacturers & Traders Trust Company's bank and office building (above right) has a completely column-free interior. All loadings are carried by the core and the building's exterior steel columns, which are located only along the long dimension. Steel trusses, composite with the concrete floor, span the entire 71-ft width. Architect: Minoru Yamasaki & Associates.

32-story Federal Office Building, Cleveland (at right). Columns in lower 9 stories are high-strength A441 steel to maintain same column dimension the full height of the building. Cellular floor system provides interior flexibility. Architects: Outcalt, Guenther, Rode & Bonebrake; Schafer, Flynn & van Dijk; Dalton-Dalton Associates.
8-story One Center Plaza, Boston, which is being built in three phases (three 300-ft sections). Steel framing was chosen for the ease with which it can be expanded laterally, and for the interior flexibility it provides. Architect: Welton Becket, FAIA.

10-story City Bank of Honolulu, an AIA honor award winner, features a fully electrified floor system and 30 x 30 ft bays. Architect: Takashi Anbe, A.I.A., Walter Tagawa, A.I.A.

29-story Life of Georgia Tower, Atlanta. Steel permitted slender columns for architectural effect and was ideally suited to the cellular steel flooring system which gives tenants complete office-area flexibility. Architect: Bodin & Lamberson.

21-story IBM Building, Philadelphia (15 glass-enclosed office floors). Offset service core (not shown) serves as the backbone and steel framing serves as the rib cage to provide unusual openness and flexibility of space. Corrugated steel underfloors contain built-in channels for telephone and electrical wires. Architect: Vincent G. Kling, FAIA.
Don't overlook the latest developments in steel

There are new types and grades of steel; new design and construction techniques that give the architect free scope for his creativity...creativity that can most likely be achieved with greatest economy, and surely with greatest security, with steel.

Do not hesitate to call on Bethlehem’s Sales Engineers, or on steel fabricators, for technical information, useful literature, and personal assistance.

39-story One Oliver Plaza, Pittsburgh. Steel framing chosen for speed and economy of construction; big, column-free areas; cellular steel floor decking. Steel framing also made it easy to make changes to answer tenant needs. Architect: William Lescaze and Associates.

Comparison is still the surest way to measure quality. And we're confident our classroom unit ventilator will pass the test because it's the finest available today. But don't take our word. Convince yourself with a fair comparison. Compare the heavy extruded aluminum air outlet grille, the exclusive wall-aligning strip, the student-proof plastic laminate top, the 12 contemporary colors. Compare the heavy insulated doors and end caps, the slide-out fan board, the special long-life motor with only one moving part, and the extruded aluminum construction on all leading surfaces. Then compare the superior design and construction of our matching auxiliary units... bookcases, sinks, tray racks.

We could go on and on, but we'll let you do it. It's hard to stop when you start comparing, but we're convinced you'll finally stop at Schemenauer. Call your nearest Schemenauer representative for comparison details, or write directly to us. Schemenauer Manufacturing Company, Holland, Ohio 43528
This new book tells how lead will improve tomorrow's buildings

This new 82-page reference book includes important data on the functions of lead in modern architecture. It covers the use of lead as an effective, practical means of noise and vibration control—an increasingly important problem today. The book shows how lead-asbestos pads are being used in major buildings to keep vibrations from being transmitted through the steel columns of the structure. A 4-page chart contains a tabulation of practical sound barrier walls using sheet lead. The book also includes valuable technical data on lead's capabilities as a radiation shielding material and its resistance to a wide range of corrosives. It explains and illustrates the use of lead in various aspects of construction, and in construction materials such as glass, ceramics and paint. Finally, the book lists other reference literature on lead, which is available to you. For your free copy, just send a brief request on your company letterhead. St. Joe supplies quality lead—American industry puts it to work.

ST. JOE
Producers and Marketers of Lead, Zinc, Zinc Oxide, Iron Ore Pellets, Iron Oxide, Agricultural Limestone, Cadmium, Copper Concentrates, Silver and Sulphuric Acid.

ST. JOSEPH LEAD CO., 250 Park Avenue, New York, New York 10017
Is it really just as good as

**Jennite J-16**

protective coating for asphalt pavements?

More architects and engineers specify Jennite J-16 than all other pavement sealers combined.

The reason? Since 1938, field experience has proved you can depend on Jennite J-16 to provide longer-lasting, better-looking pavements.


Proof? We'll send you complete technical and performance data.

Authorized bulk distributors in principal cities have personnel trained in modern application procedures to meet your individual needs, plus specially-designed equipment for economical Jenniting service.
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Claridge

Over two thousand schools of higher learning throughout the free world use Claridge chalkboards. So do countless numbers of elementary and high schools.

There's a reason, of course, for the remarkable acceptance which Claridge products have gained.

It's very simply this: Claridge makes the finest chalkboards and related equipment available anywhere. To assure product excellence, Claridge maintains rigid quality control over every step of manufacture. And Claridge research provides products that meet the ever-changing needs of modern education.

Through its industry leadership, experience and innovation, Claridge can serve you in many ways:

For instance, if you need help in selecting the most practical chalkboard for any given installation, ask Claridge. Since Claridge makes every type of chalkboard, the advice you get will be completely unbiased.

And only Claridge extrudes and anodizes aluminum chalkboard trim in a new, modern plant devoted expressly to these operations. Thus, trim quality can be fully controlled, and chalkboards and trim can be color-coordinated to add new dimension and beauty to classrooms.

Claridge also offers a new concept in movable walls and space dividers that permit greater flexibility. In addition, Claridge provides horizontal or vertical sliding chalkboards for lecture rooms.

All these items and many more are fully described and illustrated in Catalog 69 in Sweet's Section 37a, 1969 edition.

Special Claridge School Architect's Manual shown samples of various chalkboards, bulletin boards and trim. It's yours for the asking. Just drop us a line on your stationery.

CLARIDGE PRODUCTS AND EQUIPMENT, INC.
HARRISON, ARKANSAS 72601
PHONE: AC 501/365-5415

NEW FIRMS, FIRM CHANGES

continued from page 67

Parsons, Brinckerhoff, Quade & Douglas, New York-based firm of consulting engineers, architects and planners has named Alfred T. McDonough and Richard A. Sheller as associates of the firm.

Lloyd H. Sloiman has been appointed partner of Hamby, Kennerly & Sloman, New York architectural firm, which formerly was Fordyce Hamby & Kennerly.

Shepley Bulfinch Richardson and Abbott announce that Otis B. Robinson has been admitted to partnership; and W. S. Mallory Lash and Robert A. Tacconi have been appointed associates of the firm.

Slingerland and Booss, architects and engineers of New York City, recently changed the firm's name to Slingerland, Booss and Fakas.

Smith, Hinchman and Grylls Associates, Inc. of Detroit announce the appointment of three associates as vice presidents. They are John J. Andrews, P.E., Frank J. Brady, P.E. and Peter P. Petkoff, P.E.

Jean G. Surratt, A.I.A. announces that he has joined in full partnership with former associates of the firm, Ronald L. Smith, A.I.A. and Don E. Abernathy, A.I.A. to continue the Charlotte, North Carolina practice of Jean G. Surratt and Associates under the new firm name of Surratt, Smith and Abernathy Associates.

Charles R. Sutton, A.I.A. and Ted Candia have announced the formation of a new firm, Charles R. Sutton & Associates, Inc. for the practice of architecture and planning consultation.

Robert Russell Jones, P.E. has been named a partner of Syska & Hennessey, Inc. Consulting Engineers, to be in charge of the firm's Washington, D.C. office.


Robert H. Tuzik, A.I.A. is now a partner in the New Jersey architectural firm of Ludlow & Jefferson.

Edward J. Tymera has joined the Chicago architectural firm of Fridstein Fitch & Partners as construction representative.

John Carl Warnerke, F.A.I.A. Architects and Planning Consultants announces the retirement of Charles G. Palmer, manager of the Washington, D.C. office. Mr. Palmer will remain as a special consultant to the firm.

Herschel Post, R.A., an associate of the firm, will coordinate the activities of the Washington office, now at 1101 17th St. Three associates were recently appointed to the firm's New York office: Lee Hamptian, John Smyth and Michael Koenen.

William M. Greenwood and L. Preston Wade have been named partners in the Lynchburg, Virginia firm of Wiley & Wilson, consulting engineers and architects.

Maxine Weill has joined the architectural firm of Handren, Sharp & Associates as director of the interior design division.

What is it about grownups? Don't they know annual checkups are the first line of defense against cancer? It's nice to find out you're as healthy as you feel. See your doctor. You'll find that peace of mind beats lollipops any day! Help yourself with a checkup. And others with a check.

American Cancer Society
HUDEE Sink and Lavatory Frames
the PERFECT SEAL...
for Bowls installed in Vanities
and Countertops
SANITARY • WATERTIGHT • LIFETIME

OVER 40 MILLION HUDEE
INSTALLATIONS PROVE IT!

- No call backs - Easy to install - Trouble-free
- Available in all types and sizes for immediate
delivery everywhere
- And now you can even get Hudee Stainless
Steel lavatory frames in 24K gold plated and
chrome plated too!

Write for free Hudee fact book

WALTER E. SELCK AND CO.
7135 W. GUNNISON ST. • CHICAGO, ILL. 60636
1255 S. MAINSTREET AVE • ST LOUIS, MO. 63110
166 DOWNTOWN AVE • MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 55405
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no hang ups in concept
when you
design with light
the mcPhilben way...

Our 15-Line pole luminaire is an exciting
example of mcPhilben's concept of lighting
continuity. The 15 Line is a Mercury-Vapor
luminaire of unitized cast aluminum
construction, anodized for lasting beauty
... great for walkways, campuses, parking
areas and landscaping. So escape hang
ups in concept ... design with light the
make your
statement specific
make it...
mcPhilben way.

Let us
send you
complete
specification
data.
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Heat-transfer coils have been our one — our only business for over 45 years.
Designing and engineering coils into today's sophisticated comfort conditioning
systems calls for a lot of coil capability.

Aerofin objectively evaluates every
vital collateral factor: stainless steel, copper, aluminum tube construction
— single or multiple rows — surface and circuitory selection — fin-spacing
efficiencies — preheat or reheat
applications — fluid fouling tenden-
cies — freeze-up hazards — space-
saving considerations — and header
designs for banking in stacks or
connecting to duct work.

Whether it's hundreds of coils for job-
site system-assembly or a single
replacement — Aerofin gives you
maximum performance. Get custom-
ized coil climate control help from
Aerofin's national network of sales
specialists.

The tougher
the application...
the more the specs fit AEROFIN

AEROFIN Corporation
Lynchburg, Virginia 24505

Aerofin is sold only by manufacturers of fan system apparatus. List on request.

AEROFIN OFFICES: Atlanta • Boston • Chicago • Cleveland • Dallas • New York • Philadelphia • San Francisco
Aerofin Corporation Ltd., Gananoque, Ontario — Offices: Toronto • Montreal
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40 years ago, a few architects recognized the long-range economy of stainless.
Today, it's specified for common roofing and flashing.

The high strength-to-weight ratio of stainless allows lighter, more economical gages to replace heavier, more expensive (and less available) gages of copper in most roofing and flashing specifications.

Now Republic offers this surprisingly economical material in two tempers: a roofing grade type 304, and a new strong, yet easy-to-work, stainless flashing grade, Republic DUROFLASH®.

New Republic DUROFLASH®, a soft stainless. Soft stainless means just that. A workable stainless that can be soldered, welded, brazed, nailed, riveted...even cut with scissors and formed by hand, on the job.

But this flashing grade stainless is no softie. It has the same durability and corrosion resistance you expect from stainless. Plus a maximum yield strength of 35,000 psi.

Leading architects have already accepted Republic Soft Stainless. On the 41-story Federal Office Building at Foley Square in New York City, more than 55 tons of stainless steel were used for spandrel and through-the-wall flashing. Republic Stainless was also used extensively in the complete new roof installed on the Birmingham, Alabama, Civic Auditorium.

Our first stainless installation was also in New York. The roof of the Chrysler Building. It's still visually bright and virtually unimpaired despite nearly 40 years of corrosive city living.

Designing and Specifying Stainless Steel in Built-up Roof and Moisture Protection Systems.

Everything we know about stainless steel in roofing systems we put down in a new booklet which is yours for the asking. It contains complete specifications and details plus tables comparing the properties of roofing and flashing metals.

And we'll include a sample of Republic DUROFLASH which will tell you more than we can about the workability of this new soft stainless.

This table illustrates the recommended applications of regular Republic 304 grade stainless, and new Republic DUROFLASH, the soft stainless.

### Stainless Steel Types, Gages, Finishes, and Tempers FOR ROOF AND FLASHING SYSTEMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Use</th>
<th>Product Description and Finish</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exposed Flashing</td>
<td>Where a semibright reflective treatment is desired...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roof Trim</td>
<td>Specify temper rolled AISI type 304 No. 2 (strip) or No. 2B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roofing</td>
<td>(sheet) conventional annealed finish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roof Drainage Accessories</td>
<td>Specify temper rolled AISI type 304 No. 2 rough rolled (Republic No. 2 RSK) conventional annealed finish.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expansion Joint Covers</td>
<td>Specify cold rolled (65 to 80,000 psi yield strength) AISI type 304 No. 2 (strip) or No. 2B (sheet) conventional annealed finish... appearance - semibright</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roof Drainage</td>
<td>Specify soft temper (dead-soft or fully annealed) AISI type 304 No. 1 (strip) or No. 2D (sheet) conventional annealed finish... appearance - matte</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Let Republic Steel help you in the selection of the stainless steel type, gage, finish and temper for your specific roofing job. Contact your nearest Republic Steel sales office for a sample of new Republic DUROFLASH, and the complete booklet, "Designing and Specifying Stainless Steel in Built-up Roof and Moisture Protection Systems," Adv. 1820, or write to Republic Steel Corporation, Dept. AR-4875, 1441 Republic Building, Cleveland, Ohio 44101.

IN STAINLESS, TOO. You Can Take the Pulse of Progress at

REPUBLIC STEEL
CLEVELAND, OHIO 44101
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Modern buildings require complex communications services—telephone data, teletypewriter, video. If they're planned early—in the blueprint stage—you won't wind up making expensive alterations and adding unsightly wiring later on. Everyone listed here has talent, training and experience in working with people who build. They know communications. They know construction. Before you build, consult with them. They're on our payroll to work with you.

ALABAMA
J. H. Brightwell
205-326-2524

ARIZONA
PHOENIX
J. W. Davis
602-271-3278
TUCSON
H. Behrmann
602-791-3379

ARKANSAS
C. M. Stout
501-376-9249

CALIFORNIA
FRESNO
Ewayl E. Peterson
209-268-9011 Ext. 7501
LOS ANGELES
METROPOLITAN
A. F. DuFault
213-421-1291
LOS ANGELES, SUBURBAN
Tel. Plan Service
213-621-8899 Ext. 405
SACRAMENTO
Tel. Plan Service
916-452-8353
SAN DIEGO
O. B. Chaffin
714-295-0061
SAN FRANCISCO
Tel. Plan Service
415-399-3981
SAN JOSE
Tel. Plan Service
408-293-3410
SAN LEANDRO
Tel. Plan Service
415-451-9000 Local 2301
COLORADO
J. G. Morley
303-266-4553

CONNECTICUT
W. T. Blake
203-771-3547

DELAWARE
H. S. Storr
215-466-4151

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
WASHINGTON, D.C.
M. K. Ross, Jr.
202-392-5361

FLORIDA
JACKSONVILLE
A. N. Brockman
904-353-2252
MIAMI
Lee W. Houston
305-390-8405

GEORGIA
G. E. Dial
404-229-8286

IDAHO
BOISE
E. L. Siebe, Jr.
208-385-2236
POCATELLO
F. C. Miller
208-232-0226
TWIN FALLS
H. H. Cheney
208-733-0243

ILLINOIS
W. U. Wylle
312-727-1885

INDIANA
C. Zollinger
317-545-7510

IOWA
CEDAR RAPIDS
R. H. Stockton
319-369-9337
DAVENPORT
J. W. Lohman
319-228-1200
DES MOINES
D. J. Boatwright
515-281-6727
DES MOINES, SUBURBAN
David L. Billings
515-281-6722
SIOUX CITY
John P. Meier
712-252-7391
WATERLOO
Wayne F. Campbell
319-235-9386

KANSAS
K. R. Mitchell
913-317-2555

KENTUCKY
V. G. Quinn
502-582-8242

LOUISIANA
BATON ROUGE
Commercial, 504-921-2420
Residential, 504-342-9011
NEW ORLEANS
Commercial, 504-529-9301
Residential, 504-834-3842

SHREVEPORT
Commercial, 318-425-5224
Residential, 318-425-2311

MAINE
R. C. Bristol
603-669-9656

MARYLAND
P. W. Peters
301-393-3639
SUBURBAN
MARYLAND
W. B. Fenzel
202-392-3425

MASSACHUSETTS
E. B. Moran
617-879-9265

MICHIGAN
H. Osganian
313-357-4906
313-357-3949

MINNESOTA
MINNEAPOLIS
V. M. Heglund
612-334-9903
ST. PAUL
R. A. Kulhanek
612-221-5425

MISSISSIPPI
R. D. Yarborough
601-948-1637

MISSOURI
KANSAS CITY
Architect and Builder Service
816-BA-1-9900
ST. LOUIS
Architect and Builder Service
314-CH-7-2103

MONTANA
F. J. Hill
406-443-3202

NEBRASKA
L. R. Guida
402-344-2881

NEVADA
R. H. Weston
702-329-6496

NEW HAMPSHIRE
R. C. Bristol
603-669-9656

NEW JERSEY
W. A. Veith
201-649-2131

NEW MEXICO
R. Houston
505-765-6654

NEW YORK
BUFFALO
K. J. LaTurner
716-857-7716

Add them to your team...
NEW YORK
F. J. Mikulka
212-394-1056
NORTH CAROLINA
A. G. Lee
704-372-2420
NORTH DAKOTA
F. R. Parks
701-235-3510
OHIO
CINCINNATI
C. Wirtle
513-397-2116

CLEVELAND—EAST
Roy E. Fox
216-622-2340
CLEVELAND—WEST
A. A. Kozimor
216-622-7894
COLUMBUS
W. C. Winkler
614-227-7333
DAYTON
W. A. Kette
513-449-6325
STEUBENVILLE
J. A. Ternosky
614-283-8216
TOLEDO
J. F. Gilbert
419-267-7555

ZANESVILLE
W. F. Loucks
614-452-9166
OKLAHOMA
E. Rueb
405-CE-6-7490
OREGON
A. O. Hatlalid
503-233-4373
Pennsylvania
EASTERN AREA
John M. Flood
215-466-2618
HARRISBURG
E. F. Gallagher
717-238-3897
PHILADELPHIA
C. L. Fell
215-466-3325
PITTSBURGH
J. H. Dobbins
412-633-3666
RHODE ISLAND
Robert W. Carr
401-525-2300
SOUTH CAROLINA
J. E. Bouknight
803-264-9082
SOUTH DAKOTA
V. L. Roe
605-338-0908
TENNESSEE
CHATTANOOGA
R. J. Bradley
615-267-3229
KNOXVILLE
K. Coopwood
615-577-2588
MEMPHIS
G. Pryon
901-272-9203
NASHVILLE
G. A. Collier
615-256-9955
TEXAS
AUSTIN
R. Beck
512-475-6640
DALLAS
S. W. Oefinger
214-747-5311 Ext. 2772
EL PASO
R. C. Andrews
915-543-4445
FORT WORTH
E. E. Flippo
817-ED-6-6260
HOUSTON
R. L. Womack
713-521-7465
SAN ANTONIO
G. Jones
512-CA-2-3506
UTAH
O. B. Gaisford
801-524-6487
VERMONT
R. C. Bristol
603-669-9656
VIRGINIA
M. C. Foubert
703-772-3581
WASHINGTON
H. V. Stimmel
206-345-4736
NORTHERN VIRGINIA
E. C. Lord
202-392-6475
WEST VIRGINIA
A. Ratcliffe
304-344-7219
WISCONSIN
MADISON
B. N. Hansen
608-256-4943
MILWAUKEE
G. H. Moikowski
414-393-6539
WYOMING
J. L. Tucker
307-634-2265
CANADA
MONTREAL
R. A. Plumpton
514-870-8411
TORONTO
A. E. Ainsworth
416-929-2237

For a free pocket-size directory, listing our Architect and Builders Consultation Services, write AT&T, 195 Broadway, N.Y. 10007, or call 212-393-4537, collect.

not your payroll
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an important announcement for advertisers

In 1969... you have a choice of 3 different editions of RECORD HOUSES!

Next mid-May, Architectural Record will publish the 14th annual RECORD HOUSES. Like its predecessors, RECORD HOUSES OF 1969 will be devoted in its entirety to the year's outstanding developments in house planning—including interior design—and technology. Editorial emphasis will again be placed on what has come to be regarded as the most stimulating and influential editorial feature in the field—"The Twenty Houses of the Year"—planned by architects for individual owner and merchant clients. But there will be an important difference to advertisers.—In 1969...you have a choice of three different editions of RECORD HOUSES.

When you plan your advertising budget for RECORD HOUSES OF 1969, you can select the market coverage that is most meaningful to your advertising goals. All of the three editions of RECORD HOUSES are based on the Record's quality architect and engineer circulation.

RECORD HOUSES OF 1969 offers you an unmatched opportunity to place your products before the largest architect and engineer subscriber audience in America, plus the nation's most productive builders and interior designers.

DON'T MISS THIS IMPORTANT ISSUE; PLAN NOW FOR RECORD HOUSES OF 1969
Nothing says success so clearly as the All-Steel Environment. Efficient performance and the look of success are built-in advantages of All-Steel furniture. The wide selection of styles, fabrics, and finishes gives you versatility in planning an office environment that will say success for you and your client ... and at a price that will please. For office planning catalog write All-Steel Equipment Inc., Aurora, Illinois 60507. Showrooms in New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, Aurora.
Stonehenge™ . . . lighter, tougher, more versatile, less expensive than natural stone.

Now—an architectural panel with all of stone's virtues but none of its vices. J-M Stonehenge's deep-relief surface has the rugged beauty of nature's own. Use Stonehenge for facings, spandrels, lobbies, accent panels—anywhere—indoors or out—where you would use natural stone. And many places where natural stone's weight makes it impractical.

Erecting Stonehenge takes only a fraction of the time needed for natural stone. Stonehenge has superior screw holding ability. Its simple mounting systems mean less labor.

And, lacking natural stone's inherent flaws, Stonehenge provides uniform strength without extra thickness. Stonehenge can be used in panels up to 4' x 8' in thicknesses as little as 1/2".

For the whole story, write Johns-Manville, Box 290-BI, New York, New York 10016. Cable: Johnmanvil.
Partitions were made to be moved

And you can bet that your client will take advantage of that fact during the life of his building. That's why the wiring system you recommend is so important.

Take in-partition wiring for example. Each time a move is necessary, electricians and telephone men have a double task. One trip to remove or deactivate power and telephone cables; another trip to rewire after the new partitions are installed. Precious time and money go down the drain and you never get away from unsightly termination boxes hung on the partitions.

The real answer to effective wiring in a modern building is a PYRAMIDAL FEED® underfloor raceway system. It can carry heavy loads of power and communication cable to any location in the floor. And the Pyramidal Feed system allows you to plan the most beautiful floors, tiled or carpeted. Square D junction boxes and service fittings were designed with this in mind.

The Pyramidal feed system saves money, both in the original installation and in countless changes in the building, while still offering unparalleled versatility. Find out more about it. Write Square D Company, Dept. SA, Lexington, Kentucky 40505.

*Trademark of Square D Company
NEW HI-F COIL SURFACES FIT YOUR SENSIBLE/TOTAL COOLING NEEDS

Don't pay a penalty for a system that accomplishes great things you'll never need. Buy only what you need. Save money every operating day—even on initial costs. Three cooling coil types: Standard Coils, the best available for normal applications; Low-Flow Coils that can give equal capacity while reducing water flow by one-third; and High-Capacity Coils with 10% to 20% greater capacity than standard for either extremely high or low humidity conditions. Heating coil options include hot water reheat, steam reheat and electric reheat for intermediate or full heating.

NEW LOW IN SOUND POWER OUTPUT

New units meet the toughest sound criteria in the business; developed in McQuay's unique "floating" sound test chamber that meets all requirements of ASHRAE and ARI test codes.

A BREAKTHROUGH IN RELIABLE FAN SPEED CONTROL

New solid state fan speed controller maintains constant fan RPM even under abnormal line voltage fluctuations. Gives infinite speed variations from high to low speed.

LOOK TO THE LEAD
UNITS
greatest selection...in quiet Seasonmakers

McQUAY THINLINE FLOOR SEASONMAKER FAN COIL AIR CONDITIONERS—Only 8½” thin, 25” high. Popular for apartments, nursing homes, hospitals and the like...in units from 230 to 1120 cfm. Basic unit for custom enclosure or recessed use.

McQUAY APARTMENT SEASONMAKER FAN COIL AIR CONDITIONERS—Economy with individual apartment control. Ultra-quiet with high performance comparable to central station air conditioning. Units from 600 thru 2000 cfm.

McQUAY LARGE CAPACITY SEASONMAKER FAN COIL AIR CONDITIONERS—Ideal for medium to large areas in schools, commercial buildings or wherever quiet, dependable performance is needed. Ceiling or hideaway types: direct or belt drive; 500 to 3200 cfm.

McQUAY LO-LINE SEASONMAKER FAN COIL AIR CONDITIONERS—Perfect for today's full-width, floor-to-ceiling glass walls. Only 14½” high; in console, flush wall or concealed models. Models from 200 thru 1200 cfm.

McQUAY JUNIOR SEASONMAKER FAN COIL AIR CONDITIONERS—Compact, individual room conditioners ideally suited for offices, motels, residences. Console models only 6½” slim; recessed only 2¾” slim; in 165 and 325 cfm.

McQUAY THINLINE HIDEAWAY SEASONMAKER FAN COIL AIR CONDITIONERS—Easy field adaptation to any type ceiling in a minimum of space. Designed for quiet and stable operation over a wider range of operating parameters than any other unit. From 200 thru 1200 cfm.

Box 1551, 13600 Industrial Park Blvd., Minneapolis, Minnesota 55440
MANUFACTURING PLANTS AT FARIBAULT, MINNESOTA • GRENADA, MISSISSIPPI • VISALIA, CALIFORNIA • SPIRIT LAKE, IOWA • ROME, ITALY
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*Are you utilizing this man on your design team?

He is your trained All-weather Crete sales engineer. This specialist can assist you in planning the most economical roof drainage patterns utilizing All-weather Crete insulation. He can illustrate many successful types of plaza systems so that you may select the one design most appropriate for your building. He can provide your staff with scaled detail drawings illustrating the many roof deck and plaza system components adjacent to All-weather Crete such as drain types, membrane systems and wearing surfaces.

This man is also your trained All-weather Crete applicator who helps make your design come true. He is a highly specialized contractor licensed by Silbrico Corporation. This skill and selective licensing protects designers and owners alike with the assurance of expert All-weather Crete application and its exceptional performance for years to come.

Consider the importance of roof and plaza insulation... hidden from sight, covered by membranes and wearing surfaces, applied over every conceivable sub-strate, this insulation is asked to perform many functions. Contact your local AWC specialist to assist you. Use his special knowledge on your next building project. (There's no obligation, of course.) If you don't know his name, write us—we'll have him contact you.

SILBRICO CORPORATION
6300 RIVER ROAD, HOOSKINS, ILLINOIS 60525
CHICAGO PHONE (312) 735-3322
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Exclusively in the contract market

By the innovators of the revolutionary 2400 needle 5/64" gauge tufting machine, BONANZA's a tighter, tougher contract carpet—with 42% more tufts per square yard than most other carpets on the market! And with a secondary backing of solid vinyl, BONANZA VINYLOC is shock-resistant—ideally suited for heavy traffic areas—chain stores, hospitals, schools and other commercial installations.

DICKSIE—100% continuous filament Hercuron® polypropylene in six decorator colors; choice of secondary backings.

STAR TREK—shock-resistant, pure wool spun with Brunsmet® stainless steel fiber; choice of secondary backings.

VANGUARD—100% solution dyed Vectra® Olefin; stain, mildew, moisture, abrasion and shock resistant.

"A STEP AHEAD IN CARPETING"
SAN FRANCISCO—
Mutual Benefit Life Insurance Company
ARCHITECT & ENGINEER: Welton Becket & Associates
CONTRACTOR: Haas & Haynie Inc.
WROUGHT IRON PIPING SERVICES: Boiler feed water; steam vents; steam condensate returns; indirect drains; boiler blow-down tank piping; storm drainage; sewage ejector and sump.

CHICAGO—First National Bank Building
ARCH. & ENGRS.: (Partnership) C. F. Murphy Associates Perkins & Will, Chicago
CONTRACTOR: Gust K. Newberg Construction Co., Chicago
WROUGHT IRON PIPING SERVICES: Cooling: Cooling coil drain pan waste, cooling tower drains, miscellaneous piping. Heating: Cold make-up water, condensate lines, condensate waste, boiler blow-off lines. Plumbing: Cold water, chilled water and recirculating lines, waste and vents.

BOSTON—Prudential Center
ARCHITECTS: Charles Luckman Associates Boston, New York, Los Angeles
ENGINEERS: Syska & Hennessy, New York
WROUGHT IRON SERVICES: Soil, Waste, Vents and Storm Drainage, Condensate Returns and Boiler Room Auxiliary, Compressed Air Ejector and Vents, Ice Rink and Snow Melting.

DO YOU SPECIFY PIPE?

How long will the pipe last? . . . That is a question most pipe specifiers ask themselves . . . Should I specify a cheap pipe and hope it will last, or should I go with a reliable material knowing it will cost a little more but last much longer?
Take a look at the buildings above . . . they are all new! Note the piping services; the names of some of the nation's top architects, engineers and contractors. Note the Wrought Iron pipe services. The addition of Wrought Iron to the specifications indicates that these buildings were designed for tomorrow.

Let us send you our “PIPING FOR PERMANENCE” bulletin. This bulletin depicts many old and new buildings where genuine Wrought Iron pipe has been installed.

(If you want to be sure of getting genuine Wrought Iron pipe in your specification, write ASTM Specification A-72.)

Thanks for reading this advertisement.

A. M. BYERS COMPANY
P. O. BOX 369
AMBRIDGE, PA. 15003
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When it comes to setting thermostats, the girls in Martin Dorm each do their own thing.

Midwestern College, Dennison, Iowa, is a brand-new coeducational school that began in October of '65.

Now, when you start off new like Midwestern did, you can have the latest of everything.

Take Martin Dorm, for instance. Wall-to-wall carpeting, panelled walls in each room.

And to really spoil the gals, each room has its own GE Zoneline heating/cooling unit. So the coeds can set any temperature that pleases them. How's that for individuality?

But don't get the idea this is a rich kids' school. Not so. Midwestern is run on a taxpayers' budget. It's a gem of architectural efficiency.

That posh Zoneline comfort, for example, actually cost Midwestern a good bit less to install compared to traditional heating and air-conditioning systems.

True, any good zonal heating/cooling system could have done the job for Midwestern. So why was GE Zoneline the choice?

For one thing, GE service is nearby—a comforting thought to the building maintenance staff. Although with Zoneline you can keep a spare unit on hand for instant replacement. What could be easier?

The architects naturally considered GE exclusives in choosing Zoneline.

The GE rotary compressor, for instance, is much quieter than the reciprocating type generally used. Quiet enough to save a midnight complaint because of noisy air conditioning. For quietness, too, GE has a special low-speed blower.

Also nice to know, the unique GE Spinefin coils use continuous tubing to eliminate many of the brazed joints found in most air conditioners. Every brazed joint is a potential refrigerant leak. Who needs headaches like this?

Zoneline controls are prominently located on top of the chassis, and so simple, a coed's little sister can operate them.

For added reliability, GE keeps the electrical connections of each unit on the room side of the weather barrier. Why give weather a chance at them?

There are many more GE features the architects liked. The attractive grille, the washable air filter, the unique interior baffle, the positive seal air vent and so on.

Maybe the same features are what you're looking for in your next dormitory or office building. Find out. Check out a Zoneline application near you. Your GE Central Air Conditioning Distributor will tell you where.

Zoneline Cooling and Heating Systems.
Keene capability:
Most architects know us for the decorative meshes we produce. Obtainable in a host of colors, metals, patterns and finishes the mesh is designed into facades, solar screens, air diffusers, indoor and outdoor space dividers.

But few of these same architects would expect the capability of our Metal Construction Products Division to extend to this, the largest sheet of expanded metal ever fabricated. Measuring 12 feet by 16 1/2 feet the sheet can be used for industrial flooring and heavy-duty shelving. Equally unexpected is our ability to produce expanded mesh so small it is understandably called micro-mesh and finds its way into space applications.

Our capability, expanded beyond the expected, is evident, too, in our structural Speed-Steel®. Lightweight and easy to handle, this nailable steel framing is available in an array of shapes that give architects unexpected design freedom. Speed-Steel’s many applications include sports arenas, shopping malls, nursing homes, and theatres, typified by the Confluence Theatre, San Antonio, Texas.

In keeping with this practice, our Lighting Division goes beyond the function of the average producer by collaborating with designers. Where one of the hundreds of fixtures we produce is not quite suitable we produce what is desired. The National Center for Atmospheric Research by I.M. Pei Associates is a good example.

What more can you expect from us? Consider this. Our Interior Systems Division assumes responsibilities beyond that of individual product function. You provide us with performance requirements. We then assume total, single source responsibility for the interior providing a complete turn-key operation. You eliminate time spent specifying, searching, obtaining component bids. And because everything fits together with everything else, interiors can be varied to accommodate changes later.

Providing what is most needed where it is least expected is a Keene characteristic. For more information on our architectural mesh and other Keene Building Products, write Keene Corporation, Metal Construction Products Division, Parkersburg, West Virginia 26101.
The place: The striking new Caterpillar Tractor Co., Administration Building, Peoria, Ill.

The designer: Mrs. Diane Mitchell, Interior Designer

The carpets: Bigelows: Administrative Reception Area: hand-hooked custom parquet design carpet in celadon color and deep shags in an abstract design; blue, purple, red. Lobby: Special wool yarn, hand-hooked; grass green. Meeting Room: Special 100% wool carpet in blue and charcoal colors.

Designer Diane Mitchell was commissioned to carpet the entire building in an attractive, durable, low maintenance carpet. She chose Bigelow. Why? Because Bigelows combine all those features with 143 years' experience. Mrs. Mitchell and our carpet counselors chose luxurious wall-to-wall carpet and custom carpet for areas of special interest.

With Bigelow, Mrs. Mitchell got the look she wanted, so did Caterpillar Tractor Co., and so will you. Call a Bigelow Sales Office, or, for a free brochure on Commercial Carpets, write Dept. A, 140 Madison Ave., New York, N.Y. 10046.

people who know buy Bigelow

Bigelow sales offices are located in Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, Dallas, Denver, Detroit, Los Angeles, Minneapolis, New York, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, St. Louis, San Francisco, Seattle.
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YOU'LL NOTICE
ONE THING ABOUT
KOHLER
ELECTRIC PLANTS.

YOU HARDLY NOTICE THEM.

We have this dream at
Kohler, about building
absolutely perfect electric
plants.
We're not there yet. But
we're coming closer all the time.
Coming closer to plants so
compact you don't notice them.
So silent you don't hear them.
So vibrationless you don't
feel them.
So trouble-free you don't
even think about them.
We're very close. More and
more, we're making electric plants
less and less noticeable.
Interested? Write Electric
Plants, Kohler Co., Kohler, Wisconsin
53044. Or see your Kohler distributor
for a unit from 500 to 230,000 watts.
You'll notice it's so dependable
that after you get it, you forget it.

Kohler Electric Plants
We work hard to make them
hardly noticeable.

Kohler Co., Kohler, Wisconsin
Your Girl Friday won't be in Monday.

She was killed in a car accident.
Like the nearly 25,000 valuable employees who lost their lives in car accidents last year.
Maybe it’s because some businesses don’t make it their business to do the little things that help save people’s lives.
Like sponsoring the National Safety Council’s Defensive Driving Course.
If you’re too busy for little things, consider some of the companies who aren’t.
Coca-Cola.
Dow Chemical.
Ohio Edison.
Set up a Defensive Driving Course for your people.
Remind your employees to do the things that can save their lives.
Like using Safety Belts.
Like Driving Defensively.
Keep reminding them.
After all, they’re only people.

What's your excuse?
If we didn't say it was a file, you'd never know it.

It's a file.

Our Modi-File is more than a lateral file. It's also a piece of furniture.

Use it where you wouldn't dream of putting other files. In the front office as a wood-topped cabinet. Or stacked as dividers up to five units high. Modi-File doesn't have drawer pulls to give it away. No one will spot it as a file. Until it's opened.

Behind its beautiful face, Modi-File has more space than any lateral file its width. A unique hinge suspension eliminates wasted space, so it's nice and slim. Only 15 inches.

Another thing about the hinge suspension, it's not visible. So the sides of the drawers are as clean cut as the cabinet.

Specify it in two, three, four or five drawer units, letter or legal size. And in a choice of finishes your clients will enjoy living with.

Art Metal furniture looks beautiful and works beautifully—a solid investment for management.

We'll be happy to send you a brochure on the Modi-File, and tell you where it can be seen. Write today and you will hear from us posthaste.
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AEROFIN helps “cool the cash” — and the customers, too
Complete cooling and heating comfort of this massive structure calls for exacting performance — the kind delivered by Aerofin. Modern smooth-fin design of Aerofin Coils permits optimum heat-exchange capacity in compact space — allows the use of high air velocities without excessive resistance.

TRUST COMPANY OF GEORGIA
This $15,000,000 banking center is constructed of white Cherokee marble and glass. It’s located close to the historical site of Hardy Ivy’s log cabin, built in 1833, the first permanent settlement in downtown Atlanta.

AEROFIN Heat Transfer Coils INSTALLED
Aerofin performance data are laboratory and on-the-job proved. Specify dependable true-rated Aerofin Coils — more than ever the industry standard.

AEROFIN CORPORATION
Lynchburg, Virginia 24505
Aerofin is sold only by manufacturers of fan system apparatus. List on request.
AEROFIN OFFICES: Atlanta • Boston • Chicago • Cleveland • Dallas • New York • Philadelphia • San Francisco
Aerofin Corporation Ltd., Gananoque, Ontario—Offices: Toronto • Montreal
IT BREATHEs!

The amazing Guth PRISMAROUND® operates 6° to 10° C cooler than similar fixtures. Because a constant cooling breeze flows through the wide open spaces of its sparkling Prismoid Louver-Lens. New P-Ballast heat requirements make self-cooling Prismaround your Number One fixture! Before you specify any fixtures, check their heat ratings! For complete story on P-Ballasts write for this free booklet.

THE EDWIN F. GUTH COMPANY

P.O. BOX 7079, ST. LOUIS, MO. 63177
Trusted name in lighting since 1902
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ARCHITECTURAL RECORD
McGraw-Hill, Inc., 330 West 42nd Street, New York, New York 10036
Advertising Sales Mgr.: Louis F. Kutzer (212) 971-2838
Production Mgr.: Joseph R. Wunk (212) 971-2793
Promotion Mgr.: Sam H. Patterson, Jr. (212) 971-2858
Research Mgr.: Elizabeth Hayman (212) 971-2814

District Offices:
Atlanta 30309 Edward G. Graves
1375 Peachtree St., N.E., (404) 892-2868
Boston 02116 Ted Roscoe
607 Boylston St., (617) 262-1160
Chicago 60611 Robert T. Franden
645 N. Michigan Ave., (312) 664-5800
Cleveland 44113 David B. McCourt
55 Public Square, (216) 781-7000
Dallas 75201 Wayne L. Loving
1800 Republic National Bank Tower, (214) 747-3721
Denver 80202 Richard W. Carpenter
17th Broadw., (303) 255-5643
Detroit 48226 Tom Brown
2600 Penobscot Bldg., (313) 962-4783
Los Angeles 90017 Robert L. Clark
1125 W. Sixth St., (213) 482-6450
Minneapolis 55402 Edward C. Wei1
1104 Northstar Center, (612) 332-7425
New York 10036 Donald T. Lock,
205 W. 57th St., (212) 971-3583
New York 10036 Donald T. Lock,
205 W. 57th St., (212) 971-3583
Philadelphia 19103 Robert G. Kliess
6 Penn Center Plaza, (215) 268-1616
Pittsburgh 15222 Bradley K. Jones
4 Gateway Center, (412) 391-1314
St Louis 63105 Richard Grater
7751 Carondelet Ave., (314) 725-7280
San Francisco 94111 Wayne C. Carter
255 California St., (415) 363-4609

1,400 references to heating, ventilating, air conditioning every hour?
You must be kidding!

No, it's true. You referred to Section 29 of Sweet's Architectural Catalog File 2,800,000 times last year—that's 11,200 catalog referrals each day. We asked a leading research firm, Richard Manville Research, Inc., to conduct a personal, on-the-spot audit of architectural offices across the country. The study took a year to complete and provides us with an analysis of who used the file, how you used it, what you looked for and the action that you took.

That's why this year, 75 leading manufacturers have filed 704 pages of product information in Section 29 tailored to your specific requirements—dimensions, installation details, specifications, appearance, applications, standards, availability. The type of information you told us that you need. Maybe next year it will be 2000 references every hour?

Sweet's Construction Catalog Services
McGraw-Hill Information Systems Company
330 West 42nd St., New York, N.Y. 10036
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An architect's best friend is a window wall system equal to this one. Any good window wall system saves time and money, yours and your client's. This one does more. This one has the full-length pressure equalization slot, and a full-length patented flapper valve. No siphoning, no draft, no whistle. HS-A2-HP. Any kind of weather. High rise to any height. This one is beautiful. Uniform sightlines, no fins, concealed weatherstripping, symmetrical both inside and outside, anodized as you want it. An architectural pleasure. This one is stronger. Period. 

*This one costs less, if you can find a par quality.* This one is built to your design, installs fast and easy under all conditions, has every feature you and your client need or want. Allows individual air conditioning without extra reinforcing. Is this really a "no-equal" product? Judge for yourself. Evaluate the following specifications.

*Can be installed in front of, between, or behind columns. Both width and height compensation for faulty openings. Both thermal and mechanical contraction or expansion allowed for. Any combination of fixed or sliding panels, custom to your design. Architecturally clean, uniform sightlines, no fins, weatherstripping concealed in panels for easy replacement. Symmetrical both inside and outside, for easy stacking or joining. Adjustable mullion for continuous runs before columns of varying widths. Full tubular sections for horizontal mullions, extra strength and rigidity. Quadruple wedge interlocks provide strength, no rattling. Slides right or left, plus bypass for high-rise cleaning. Fixed panels glazed from interior or exterior, high-rise convenience. Full screen or half screen for either single or double slide windows. Anti-lift-out blocks, no unauthorized removal. Standard lock can be placed at any height (above children). Optional tumbler-type locks. Stainless steel reinforced locking plungers. Adjustable, heavy-duty, nylon-tired rollers, sealed and permanently lubricated. Air conditioning units in lower panel without extra reinforcing, to 12' wide. Clear or color anodized, to your specification.

**This superior, economical, window/window wall system will save time, labor and money, for you and your client, every time.**

*Ador A-70*

Inside and out, for easy stacking or joining. Adjustable mullion for continuous runs before columns of varying widths. Full tubular sections for horizontal mullions, extra strength and rigidity. Quadruple wedge interlocks provide strength, no rattling. Slides right or left, plus bypass for high-rise cleaning. Fixed panels glazed from interior or exterior, high-rise convenience. Full screen or half screen for either single or double slide windows. Anti-lift-out blocks, no unauthorized removal. Standard lock can be placed at any height (above children). Optional tumbler-type locks. Stainless steel reinforced locking plungers. Adjustable, heavy-duty, nylon-tired rollers, sealed and permanently lubricated. Air conditioning units in lower panel without extra reinforcing, to 12' wide. Clear or color anodized, to your specification.

**ADOR ARCHITECTURAL**

California • Colorado • Ohio • Georgia • Toronto

Architectural Products from Ador|Hilite, Division of Rusco Industries, Inc.

2401 W. Commonwealth Avenue, Fullerton, California 92633
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Carton Full of Miracles
Azrock Vinyl Asbestos Tile. It's what's happening in shopping center flooring.

To shopping center planners and designers who equate value with beauty and performance, floors of Azrock vinyl asbestos tile rate exceptionally high. The designer can look to Azrock's "Carton Full of Miracles" for more than 120 colors and styles with which to create floors that look inviting... take the toughest foot and shopping cart traffic in stride... and do all this at a low initial cost and low maintenance cost unique among flooring materials. Put Azrock's creative styling and superior value to work on your next store project.

specify AZROCK® with confidence
First 747 jet, the world's largest commercial jetliner, on the apron before Everett plant

Boeing 747
Manufacturing Facility

World's largest building—
for world's largest commercial jet

205 million cubic feet—the world's largest building by volume—sits next to Paine Field in Everett, Washington, where over 12,500 workers turn out the world's largest jet airliner—The Boeing Company's 747 superjet.

Under one roof is housed space for manufacture, subassembly and final assembly of a jetliner 231 feet 4 inches long, with a wing span of 195 feet 8 inches and a tail 63 feet 6 inches high — taller than an average five-story building. Boeing’s main assembly area here is 115 feet high and consists of three bays with 1,365,000 square feet of covered floor area. Adjoining are areas devoted to cleaning, sealing and painting sections of the aircraft before final assembly; areas for full scale mockups, static testing, warehousing, and plant services. Two office buildings and a cafeteria complete the huge complex.

Preparation of the 780-acre site began in Spring 1966. By the time peak production is reached in early 1971, over 17,000 are expected to be employed. Just as this huge complex houses the most modern manufacturing equipment in the aerospace industry, so its personnel facilities are designed for the utmost comfort of workers and visitors. For example, Sloan Flush Valves for the washrooms were selected—assuring quietness, efficiency, reliability and long life with a minimum of maintenance.

Owner, architect, engineer, employee and guest, all intuitively respond to the quality and performance found in Sloan Flush Valves. Your building, too, can share this same Sloan quality. Just specify and insist upon Sloan Flush Valves—most people do.